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At times our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark from another person. 
Each of us has cause to think with deep gratitude  
of those who have lighted the flame within us. 
-Albert Schweitzer 
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Grateful to Volunteer: 
Grandma Carol Shelton 
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Prologue:  The Shared Experience 
Mike Finley 
Author of Financial Happine$$,  





The shared experience can bring people together from all walks of life 
as they share what they have experienced in their lifetime, which could be a 
few years or few decades. The young and the old share a special connection 
and it is vitally important to provide an environment to do just that. When 
we reach out and share our world with others, others share their world with 
us. This provides insight to each individual as we “peek” into another 
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It is never quite known what a shared experience will produce until 
we sit down and reach out to another human being. Expectations can be put 
aside as life experiences are exchanged. A sense of wonder and 
enlightenment can follow. Once upon a time  . . .  
There was once a young boy who found himself lost and seeking 
answers to the big questions in life. He happened upon a wise old man who 
asked the young boy, “What is it exactly that you wish to learn?” The young 
boy wanted to know the answers to living a meaningful and joyful life. The 
old man asked the young lad to help him with his heavy bag of collections 
and in turn, he would help him with his request. So the journey began with 
the young man carrying the heavy bag and the old man walking quietly 
beside him.  
Hours went by without a word being spoken. Finally, miles down the 
road, the young boy asked the old man if he was going to share his wisdom. 
The old man looked long and hard at the young boy and said, “I have.” At 
that, he took the heavy bag from the young boy and walked away. Soon 
after, the young boy saw an old lady having problems trying to cross a busy 
street. He ran over to her, helped her cross, and then stood, watching her 
walk away with a smile and a wave. At that moment, the young boy became 
aware of the lesson he had learned. 
  A meaningful and joyful life will come to those who find ways to 
serve others. To give is to live and that is what the old man had to teach the 
young boy. Providing whatever help we can to people who enter our lives 
will bring meaning and joy to them and us. This is what the old man knew 
and that is what the young man learned. Finding meaning and joy simply 
requires a person to answer this very important question: What can I do and 
how can I help? 
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Prologue:  The Shared Experience   Mike Finley 
 
1 Life’s Little Coincidences 
Naomi Polluck. . . Emily Bachmeier, UNI Senior 1A1 
2 If You want to Know . . .  Ask Joe 
Joe Speilbauer. . . Diana Baker UNI Senior 1A2 
3 The Woman with the Timeless Soul 
Wava Mayfield. . . Jessica Baker, UNI Senior 1A4 
4 No Reservations 
Eddie Sage. . . Kevin Bernard, UNI Senior 1A4 
5 May the Sass be With You 
Marion Hasty. . . Alaura Bingham, UNI Senior 1A5 
6 Why Let the World Set Your Boundaries? 
Sue Doody. . . Linnea Casey, UNI Senior 1B6 
7 Dancing Through a Lifetime of Love 
Joe Spielbauer. . . Ashley Cottier, UNI Senior 1B7 
8 The House that Built Them 
Joan &Harlan Thuesen. . . Taylor Coulter, UNI Senior 1B8 
9 Lost yet Found 
Sharon Smith. . . Morgan Dobroski, UNI Senior 1B9 
10 Learning to Trust Again 
Sharon Smith. . . Zoe Earleywine, UNI Senior 1C10 
11 Gone Fishing 
Wayne Hanson. . . Francisco Garcia, UNI Senior 1C11 
12 What a Wonderful World 
Lydia Hargens . . . Rylie Graham, UNI Senior 
13 Vive’ la Dixie 
Dixie Unangst . . .  Taylor Harmon, UNI Senior 1C13 
14 Finding Acceptance through Change 
Dixie Unangst . . . Matthew Klein, UNI Junior 1C14 
15 Dreams Come True 
Elton Green. . . Hailey Manternach, UNI Senior 1D15 
16 Babies Come from My Heart 
Janet Benson. . . Reagan McDaniel, UNI Senior 1D16 
17 After All This Time 
Barb Turner. . . Erica Meendering, UNI Senior 1D17 
18 Like A Puzzle 
Evelyn McCulloch. . . Alea Meyer, UNI Senior 1D18 
19 Dancing With Love 
Darlene Prashak. . . Taylor Reed, UNI Senior 1D19 
20 The Fish Story 
Sheri Waring. . . Haley Ross, UNI Senior 1E20 
21 Keeping it Positive 
Oriel Rabe. . . Amber Schmidt, UNI Senior 1E21 
22 A Wonderful Gift 
Sherilyn Waring. . . Makenna Slight UNI Senior 1E22 
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23 Finding My Place 
Margaret Johnson. . . Danielle Stalpes, UNI Senior 1E23 
24 The Day the Music Died 
Lester McCulloch. . . Emma Thompson, UNI Senior 1F24 
25 Music Remembers 
Servant’s Chorus. . . Lauren Vickers, UNI Senior 1F25 
26 The One Thing You Can’t Get Rid Of 
Luella Larson. . . Skylar Wolf, UNI Senior 1F26 
27 Living like Luella 
Luella Larson. . . Carey Zwaschka, UNI Senior 1F27 
28 Choosing Joy 
Eddie Sage. . . Ashley Chizek, UNI Senior 1F28 
29 The Spark of Destiny 
Warren Inman. . . Christine Epping, UNI Senior   1(6) C13 
30 School Memories 
Elma Wymore. . . Alyssa Adamec, UNI Senior 4A1 
31 Dedication 
Marilyn Young . . . Carter Anderson, UNI Senior 4A2 
32 The Ties that Bind 
Marilyn Young. . . Ashley Becker, UNI Senior 4A3 
33 Be Present 
Claudette Bruncheon. . . Amber Butcher, UNI Senior 4A4 
34 A Love That Lasts a Lifetime 
Norma Farris . . . Melissa Caligiuri, UNI Senior 4A5 
35 Hard Times Turned to Happiness 
Betty Schmidt. . . Miranda Fiene, UNI Senior 4B6 
36 Transformation 
Phyllis Gericke. . . Gabriel Gedlinske, UNI Senior 4B7 
37 A Light in the Shadow 
Phyllis Gericke. . . Natalie Heddens, UNI Senior 4B8 
38 A Second Chance Named Wendell 
Wendell Schmidt. . . Sam Hinman, UNI Senior 4B9 
39 Survivor 
Faye Barr. . . Kari Kahl, UNI Senior 4C10 
40 A Gentle Impact 
Charlotte Ford. . . Emily Kash, UNI Senior 4C11 
41 Love for Life 
Jeanette Steiner. . . Jessie Koester, UNI Senior 4C12 
42 Dearest Defender 
Jeanette Steiner. . . Dakota Lamonica, UNI Senior 4C13 
43 Friendship and Love 
Luella Schuler. . . Brittany McLain, UNI Senior 4C14 
44 Learning through Love 
Gary Olson. . . Mattie Misfeldt, UNI Senior 4D15                                                     
45 Affirmation 
Gary Olson. . . Kip Morsch, UNI Senior 4D16 
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46 Finding a Family 
Carol Shelton. . . Samantha Olson, UNI Senior 4D17 
47 Ray of Compassion 
Carol Shelton. . . Crystal Pottebaum, UNI Senior 4D18 
48 Let Me Call You Sweetheart 
Neoma Peterson. . . Callen Roseland, UNI Senior 4D19 
49 Learning along the Way 
Elton Green. . . Kirstin Royer, UNI Senior 4E20 
50 Pushing Through Loss with Love 
Kathi Ensworth. . . Sarah Rutt, UNI Senior 4E21 
51 A Broken Hip 
Kathi Ensworth. . . Alex Scholl, UNI Senior 4E22 
52 The Little Things in Life 
Elnora Moon. . . Shelby Seibert, UNI Senior 4E23 
53 Simple 
Leone Klein. . . Margaret Sondag, UNI Senior 4E24 
54 Leisure Time with Leone 
Leone Kline. . . Samantha Takes, UNI Senior 4E25 
55 Why? 
Lillian Boswell. . . Taylor Timp, UNI Senior 4F26 
56 Unconditional Love, Double Blessings 
Charlotte Lindberg. . . Sarah Turner, UNI Senior 4F27 
57 Helen's Heart 
Helen Walker. . . Miranda Wood, UNI Senior 4F28 
58 Don’t Write That Down 
Norma Jean Klein. . . Brooke Ameling, UNI Senior 6A1 
59 Gift of Love 
Norma Jean Klein. . . Courtney Amundson, UNI Senior 6A2 
60 Once Upon A Time 
Ethyl Ackerman. Katlyn Andersen, UNI Senior 6A3 
61 A Life in Agriculture 
Chester Worden. Danielle Armbrecht, UNI Senior 6A4 
62 Life Long Prayer 
Juanita Vaverka. . . Bailey Bacon, UNI Senior 6A5 
63 Breaking Free 
Freda Lovejoy. . . Maddie Beeler, UNI Senior 6B6 
64 Infinite Love 
Ellie Wymore. . . Adam Brown, UNI Senior 6B7 
65 All the World’s a Stage 
Ken Wymore. . . Katie Burke, UNI Senior 6B8 
66 Family is Everything 
Barbara Sterrett . . . Karen Darling, UNI Senior 6B9 
67 You Came Along Way Baby 
Char Bronemann . . . Sara Dorton, UNI Senior 6C10 
68 Live Love Laugh 
Char Bronemann. Brandon Doughan, UNI Senior 6C11 
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69 Gotta Do What You Gotta Do 
Jack & Veronica Bickel. . . Taylor Duncan, UNI Senior 6C12 
70 There is Always a Reason to Smile 
Nancy Brockman. . . Sydney Grell, UNI Senior 6C14 
71 Fishing with Marvin 
Marvin Wente. . . Emily Havelka, UNI Senior 6D15 
72 The Three F’s 
Marvin Wente . . . Jonathan Haverdink, UNI Senior 6D16 
73    Love and Compassion 
Veronica Bickel. . . Nicole Heinrichs, UNI Senior 6D17 
74 Respect is Earned, Love comes Natural 
Marvin Pederson. . . Grant Cosselman, UNI Senior 6D18 
75 Less is More 
Morris & Barbara Kratz. . . Erin Keiser, UNI Senior 6D19 
76 I Give, She Takes 
Morris & Barbara Kratz. . . Marissa Lahr, UNI Senior 6E20 
77 One Consistent Love 
Bob & Bev Leahy. . . Stephen Sawyer, UNI Senior 
78 Opportunities 
Marvin Pederson. . . Carly Pasker, UNI Senior 6E22 
79  Be Who You Are 
 Darlene Bowman. . . Jessie Sandmann, UNI Senior 6F23  
80 Teacher Without a Degree 
 Norma Schrandt. . . Megan Seymour, UNI Senior 6F24 
81 Advice to Live By 
Bob & Beverly Leahy. . .  Katelyn Urbain, UNI Senior 6F25 
82 Unexpected Happiness 
Norma Schrandt. . . Kylie Weinschenk, UNI Senior 6F26 
83 Living with Death 
Ed Amend. . . Kelsey Baughman, UNI Senior 9A1 
84 Follow Your Heart 
Harriet Goodman. . . Grace Bentley, UNI Senior 9A2 
85 Be a Pal 
Carlyn Juhl. . . Tayler Bovenmyer, UNI Senior 9A3 
86 A Special Home 
Carlyn Juhl. . . Cierra Brandt, UNI Senior 9A4 
87 Rock Bottom 
Lillian Boswell. . . Levi De Roon, UNI Senior 9A5 
88 That Which Unites Us 
Dalila Amend. . . Will Dehogues, UNI Senior 9B6 
89 Beauty-Revealing Instrument 
Sharon Terwilliger. . . Jasmine Ebling, UNI Senior 9B7 
90 Through Christ, Bernie Loves 
Bernie Huss. . . Ashley Gerling, UNI Senior 9B8 
91 A Smile Does a Lot 
Joyce Cawelti. . . Lauren Gryzik, UNI Senior 9B9 
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92 We’re Seniors! 
Jo Wolfe. . . Paige Hardman, UNI Senior 9C10 
93 All About Love 
Jerry Klostermann. . . Nicole Hegewald, UNI Senior 9C11 
94 First Love 
Harriet Goodman. . . Ellen Jelinske, UNI Senior 9C13 
95 Painted With Love 
Betty Warren. . . Marvea Johnson, UNI Senior 9C14 
96 A Race to Margaret’s Heart 
Margaret Satre. . . Amber Kisner, UNI Senior 9D15 
97 A Second Chance at Love 
Myra Boots . . . Rebecca Knepper, UNI Senior 9D16 
98 The Love Between a Woman and Her Dog 
Betty Warren. . . Alana Mairs, UNI Senior 9D17 
99 Give and You Will Receive 
Myra Boots. . . Madison Mannel, UNI Senior 9D18 
100 Sewing Her Way into Your Heart 
Patty Worden. . . Morgan Mehrer, UNI Senior 9D19 
101 Family of Students 
Joyce Cawelti. . . Ashley Meyer, UNI Senior 9E20 
102 A Blessing and a Curse 
Shirley Burbridge. . . Lannon Noble, UNI Senior 9E21 
103 A New Comfort Zone  
Mary Jean Dickson. . . Elizabeth Noser, UNI Senior 9E22 
104 A Recipe for Sassy Squares 
Shirley Burbridge. . . Lindsey Powell, UNI Senior 9E23 
105 Margaret’s Misfortune 
Margaret Satre. . . Britney Schindler, UNI Senior 9E24 
106 The Great Migration 
Jerry Klostermann. . . Allie Thomspon, UNI Senior 9F25 
107 Helping Others 
Duane Terwilliger. . . Derek Varner, UNI Senior 9F26 
108 Ready to Go Home 
Bernie Huss. . . Aaron Wendt, UNI Senior 9F27 
109 Memories that Once Were 
Barb Turner. . . Thaddeus White, UNI Senior 9F28 
EPILOGUE:  Tell Us More 
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HUMAN RELATIONS:  





Life’s Little Coincidences 
Naomi Polluck 
Emily Bachmeier, UNI Senior 
 One would not think that a 21 year old and a 99 year old would have 
lessons to share with each other or things they find in common. Believe me, 
it’s possible. Naomi Polluck is turning 100 years old in July. During our visits, 
she always comments how she has seen a lot of things and learned a lot in her 
99 years of life. One thing that she likes to say after many stories is, “It’s 
funny how things happen in your life sometimes, isn’t it?” I’ve come to realize 
that she is right, in so many different ways.  
It is funny to think that if Naomi had not been at the exact same dance 
that her future husband, Albert, was at one particular night, they might not 
have ever met or gotten married. It’s coincidental to think that if Naomi had 
not lived near Cedar Falls and her husband not gotten a job at the heating plant 
at UNI, I might never have met her. It’s funny how people come into our lives 
at exactly the right time and leave them at exactly the right time.  
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Naomi frequently recounts the story of her husband’s milk delivering 
days. Albert would get up early, rain or snow or shine, and perfectly prepare 
his hair (using Naomi’s hair spray to combat all elements) and set out on his 
route. No matter what, Albert would always deliver the milk to every single 
house at exactly the same time every morning. It was this consistency that 
people in town came to rely on. It was this consistency that Naomi came to 
rely on. And now, nearly 30 years after her husband’s death, Naomi has 
accepted that you really never know what’s going to happen in life. 
Consistency can ruin the adventure, make you into a robot, and con you into 
comfort. Naomi has taught me to embrace the unknown and to not let 
consistency, and what is usual, rule my life. “It’s funny how things happen in 
your life sometimes, isn’t it?”  
I am from Austin, Minnesota, home to the Hormel meat packing 
company and the SPAM museum. When I first met Naomi, one of the things 
she immediately said to me was, “I used to live in Austin, too!” This small 
connection is something that always brings a smile to both of our faces as I 
share my stories of growing up in Austin and Naomi shares her recollection 
of living there for two years. The similarities and differences in our time spent 
in this place are so fascinating!  
When Naomi was a young girl, her mother had a series of nervous 
breakdowns. Because of this, Naomi was needed at home and quit school to 
care for her 9 siblings and help around the farm. This early push towards 
motherhood was what made Naomi feel compassion for all children and 
helped her mature. If Naomi had not left school, she may have followed a very 
different path for her life and may not have married her husband, whom she 
claims she was attracted to because he was an orphan (among other things, of 
course). “It’s funny how things happen in your life sometimes, isn’t it?”  
Naomi’s parents rented farms throughout northern Iowa and southern 
Minnesota her whole life. Depending on how crops were doing in certain 
areas, Naomi and her family would move every two years in hopes of making 
more money in a different area. Naomi did not like moving so much and, as a 
result, has been in Cedar Falls for over 60 years. She has made numerous 
memories and connections here that have made her time in Cedar Falls 
fulfilling and enjoyable. Naomi loved attending Prairie Lakes Church, and 
still finds time (when the weather is nice) to invest in her church community 
even at the large, new facility out of town. Cedar Falls has served as a 
wonderful place to raise her family and Naomi is grateful that a few of her 
five daughters still live in the area to spend time with and help out when 
needed.  
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Whatever the circumstances in both of our lives, somehow our paths 
managed to cross this semester. Naomi has taught me that family really 
matters. She has taught me that living a long, healthy life means nothing if 
you do not have memories to share and friends to share them with. And most 
of all, Naomi has taught me that loving people is the most important gift you 
can give. Sometimes all you have to do to show love is listen. “It’s funny how 
things happen in your life sometimes, isn’t it?”  
    
 
2 
If You want to Know . . .  Ask Joe 
Joe Speilbauer 
Diana Baker UNI Senior 1A2 
Joe is a storyteller; a fact I was informed of before I was able to meet 
him one cold Wednesday morning at 7:30. As a storyteller by nature myself 
I was excited to meet Joe and trade stories. His tales about the war and living 
89 years on this earth, so far; and mine about traveling, hoping to gain 
advice and words of wisdom. Joe is almost never at a loss for words and one 
thought can often lead him to a slightly related story about life or an 
experience. As I sit behind a keyboard trying to type out a story for Joe, who 
almost never is at a loss for words, I find myself unable to find the right 
words to say.  
Should I tell about how he spit tacks at a local furniture factory for ten 
years while his father took all of the money he earned to pay for Joe’s 13 
siblings? Joe never forgave his father for taking the money, as he did not 
think it was fair nor did they ever repay him. The day Joe turned 21 all of his 
money was his own and he began saving. In roughly a year Joe had saved 
enough to start a new life with the love of his life. 
Should I tell about any one of Joe’s War stories from his short year 
spent on the USS Alcore? While Joe was only in the War for the last year it 
was on going he faced many of the most intense moments and battles. 
Watching the carnage and Kamikaze planes at the Battle of Okinawa, 
drinking the polluted water from the Sea of Japan after the Nagasaki bomb 
was dropped.  I mean, his story and detail of outrunning a typhoon in a 40 
foot motor boat could easily take up enough space for this piece all by itself. 
I could tell how Joe grew up on the boat and learned to do things he never 
14 
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planned at 18 years old, along with fighting a bully. So should I tell one of 
these stories? 
Should I tell my personal favorite story Joe has told? Can I truly 
express in words the warmth of feeling and love Joe has when telling about 
his late wife? The smile and laughter Joe’s face shows when he tells about 
the Halloween night him and his wife met. How he knew from the moment 
she told him she would only dance if he took off his hat that she would be a 
tough one and just what he needed. I could tell about how Joe still gives all 
the credit for his farms success to his late wife, along with most of the credit 
in raising their children to be the great people they are today. I could 
describe for you how memories and mementoes of his life with his wife are 
scattered around his small apartment. From the quilt she made lovingly 
placed on his bed crowned by the animatronic chicken doing the chicken 
dance. I could describe the wedding photo by the window, the photo of the 
couple their church bought for them, and the photo of her he keeps always 
tucked in his wallet.  
Should I tell about the farm? The farm where Joe took a chance on 
doing something he had never done before and did not know if he would 
succeed in doing? Joe bought his farm in 1955 after having two children and 
being married for five years to his wife. Joe was soon won the best young 
farmers in Clayton County, even though he thinks his wife’s name should 
have been on the plaque. Joe soon paid off that farm he had been renting by 
selling walnut logs. The purchase of the farm shocked the neighbors and 
many of his relatives; Joe did not care and was pretty proud of what he could 
do and no one else could. Joe had a right to be proud of this, and how he 
could pass on the farm to his son debt free.  
Some of these stories I have heard more than once from Joe, a thing I 
cannot really complain about as I also often retell stories as well. From all of 
these moments in Joe’s life and the few moments I have been able to share 
with him I have learned more about myself than I could ever have guessed. 
Joe reminded me that love, family, and a little adventure can go far in life. I 
guess I never was at a loss for words just at loss for where to start. Maybe I 
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The Woman with the Timeless Soul 
Wava Mayfield 
Jessica Baker, UNI Senior 1A4 
 She sat in her wheelchair eating her lunch, as she waited for me to 
arrive. As I met her for the first time, impressions filled my mind. She gave 
me a half smile, as the right side of her face, contrary to the left, was still 
working as it should. I watched as Wava used her right hand to pick up her 
sandwich. It didn’t take me long to figure out that Wava had suffered a 
stroke. We talked and as she spoke, I quickly became aware that her mind 
was still intact and working clearly. This filled me with eagerness to hear 
about her memories as she looked back on her life to answer my questions. 
Through our conversations, I learned that Wava grew up in small town 
Iowa. She fell in love and married her high school sweetheart. Together, they 
raised two girls and started a banking business in Parkersburg, Iowa. 
Working there taught Wava that people experience many financial hardships 
and tough times. Many of these struggles were brought on by natural 
disasters, such as the 2008 EF-5 tornado. When talking about this disaster, 
Wava reminisced about the community’s resilience to move on, by coming 
together and clinging to their faith. 
Wava’s answers to the questions I asked all had this one thing in 
common. She never failed to mention faith and the good Lord in any of her 
responses. As she stated to me on many different occasions, “Faith is what 
gets people through the tough times.”  
What a treasure for me and those around her to hear her talk and tell 
her stories. Although time has taken its toll on Wava’s body, her memories 
remain intact. She is able to share her stories and through them, her soul will 
live on. She has left a piece of it with me, her family, and all who hear about 
her and her stories. Just as we all do, she will someday leave this earth, but 
she and her family and friends will be at peace knowing that her soul will 










Kevin Bernard, UNI Senior 1A4 
 The first time I met Eddie Sage, I had no reservations. He was so kind 
and was really interested in hearing about my family and my major. It is his 
care for others and selflessness that makes him the person he is. Everywhere 
life has taken Eddie, he has found a way to make a significant impact on the 
lives of others because he treats everyone the same. Eddie has an incredible 
gift of being able to see the value in everyone no matter their skill set, and 
this is why I think Eddie was such a successful teacher and professor. 
 Eddie told a wonderful story about his time as a professor at the 
University of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff, Arizona. Eddie was assigned in 
his first year as a professor to teach a couple of classes on the Navajo Indian 
Reservation. He talked about being nervous because he wasn’t going to be 
teaching in a classroom setting, he was actually going to have to go to the 
reservation to teach these classes. Eddie was assigned to teach English, 
history and math classes. It was an adjustment to learn about the tendencies 
that the Navajo students had, as they often didn’t complete assignments 
because they didn’t understand what was going on and didn’t have the 
motivation to finish things that they had started.  
Eddie had to adjust his teaching to the way they learned, and figure 
out the strengths that they did have. Eddie realized that he needed to be more 
thorough and direct in his teaching by utilizing more hands on activity to 
keep the Navajo students engaged. Because of Eddie’s personality, he 
appreciated the Navajo way of learning and understood that they have their 
own set of educational abilities. Eddie was always willing to go the extra 
mile for his students because he believed in each and every one of them.  
The unique part of this story is that Eddie ended up teaching classes 
on the Navajo Reservation for 20 out of the 30 years he was a professor at 
Northern Arizona because he felt that this was his opportunity to make a 
difference in the lives of others. The Navajo people appreciated his 
optimistic and positive attitude towards them as he showed patience with 
them through the tough times. 
  Eddie Sage moved back to Iowa after 30 years at Northern Arizona. 
One day, Eddie got a call from a Navajo leader telling him that the Navajo 
people wanted to honor him for his service as a teacher and for the 
difference that he had made in their lives. They wanted Eddie to travel back 
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to Arizona so they could present him with an award, but Eddie held back the 
excitement because he knew what kind of people the Navajo were. They 
were never organized or motivated enough to set up events like this.  
But a week before the event, Eddie got an official invitation and was 
pressured by his wife to go. Eddie succumbed to the pressure and decided to 
travel down to Arizona to accept the award.  Eddie’s face just lit up with 
excitement when talking about this because he was so proud of the Navajo 
people for putting this event together. The organization of this ceremony 
proved to Eddie that he was really making a difference in the lives of the 
Navajo people, and he described it as one of the best events in his life. Eddie 
Sage lived his life without any reservations, as he was always looking to 
make a difference in the lives of others.  
 
5 
May the Sass be With You 
Marion Hasty 
Alaura Bingham, UNI Senior 1A5 
 Upon learning that I was to be paired with a senior citizen, I became 
very excited.  I love working with the elderly, and I had actually volunteered 
at a retirement home in for five year prior to coming to college.  I reminisced 
back to all of the fun stories I had heard from those people, and I couldn’t 
wait to gain a few more from this experience. 
 On January 23, I had my first meeting with Marion Hasty. I wasn’t 
quite sure what to expect; everyone is different after all! We had a pleasant 
conversation about a broad range of topics: baking, travel, her job as a nurse, 
et cetera. However, while we were getting to know one another I noticed that 
we didn’t have a lot in common besides small things like cooking. I 
wondered if would connect on a deeper level other than the questions I was 
supposed to ask her at our meetings. It wasn’t until our third meeting that I 
discovered what clicked between Marion and me. 
 Sass. Marion Hasty has a lot of it, and I think that our conversations 
get more hilarious every time we visit.  For a woman who has had a 
multitude of hardships and describes her life as “not very interesting,” she 
sure is spritely.  What’s even better is that I can be completely myself, blunt 
and comical, without worrying if I will offend her because she dishes it right 
back! This trait she carries had headed discussion over more serious topics 
like politics, the education system, and her medical career, but some of the 
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best quotes I have gotten from her were part of her responses to my course 
questions.  
 One of the best examples I can think of is when I asked Marion about 
a time she stepped out of her comfort zone.  She confided in me that she 
generally keeps her opinions to herself, but in a couple instances she decided 
to speak up against what she thought wasn’t fair, and it made a difference. 
She spoke out against her husband’s stepmother, who from what I can tell 
sounds like a stepmother straight out of a Disney fairytale. That woman 
never confronted her own wrong doings and ended up alone, but Marion 
explained how good it felt to speak up. 
 She also described a time she yelled at a coworker who wasn’t doing 
their job properly, therefore affecting other hospital workers. “I was sure I 
would get fired,” is she told me, “but my boss never said a word.”  I think 
the confidence Marion had in these moments is truly inspiring. We all have 
the ability to fight for what we think is fair!  Marion sure knows what she 
wants and how to get it, and I find this to be one of her finest qualities. 
 Every time I visit Marion, I now make a point to tell her how exciting 
she is and that she is too “interesting.” Her passion for her career, her stories 
about her family, and most importantly her sass, make her wonderful to 
interact with. Of course, she always responds to my praises the same way: 
she smiles, tilts her head and replies, “Well, I try not to be nasty.” What a 
gal. May the sass be with her throughout the rest of her golden years.  
 
6 
Why Let the World Set Your 
Boundaries? 
Sue Doody 
Linnea Casey, UNI Senior 1B6 
 
 Sue Doody is not your typical senior.  She is fearless, uninhibited and 
confident in her voice.  She does not fit into society’s stereotype for a 
woman her age.  Sue is active, independent, and engaged in the lives of her 
friends and her community.  In fact, she exemplifies so many reputable 
characteristics that I initially wrote a small book about her life from the 
stories she shared with me.  Through gentle coaxing from a few sage editors, 
I shortened my story to focus on what I believe are the most critical lessons 
she has to offer.  The virtues I chose are those of her fearless city 
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upbringing, which prepared her for world travels, and her outspoken 
conviction for what she believes in, which led to a courageous and impactful 
life. 
During our conversations, Sue has recounted stories of her past that 
slowly revealed just how intrepid she has been throughout her life.  Imagine 
this: a quadruple all-star tennis, bowling, golf, and volleyball phenom who 
also loves to sing, read, bike, travel, cook, and listen to classical symphonic 
music.  Does that give you a hint at the caliber of this woman?  And this 
only begins to scratch the surface of the person of Sue Doody.  I find myself 
incredulous at the new sports and hobbies Sue continues to reveal to me with 
each meeting; she was a paragon of her generation.  Not many women of her 
time were involved in athletics and they definitely weren’t in as many as she 
was.  These weren’t just temporary investments; her sport and hobby 
involvement is very relevant because it led to her professional life, to which 
she devoted many years of dedicated work and love.  In a big way, engaging 
in and teaching sports also enriched her personal life and choice of friends.   
On the other hand, Sue’s artistic and civic interests have also been a 
driving force in her life; she has been actively involved on committees for 
Friends of the Symphony, Friends of the Library, and sang for years with the 
Met chorale.  In addition, Sue has an irresistible urge for travel.  To fulfill 
that need, Sue took advantage of travel opportunities to foreign countries in 
her past position as Associate Dean of the College of Education at UNI as 
well as on her own time for pleasure.  In recent years, she sought out The 
Roade Scholars program, which offers culinary, art and language classes 
abroad, as a way to sustain her love of travel and connectedness.   
Sue’s diverse interests and commitments helped her develop a broad 
and tolerant perspective that make her a great leader and team member 
whether at work or at play. 
 So let’s back up a little bit.  Sue grew up in the south side of Chicago 
in the ‘40s and ‘50s.  As a country girl myself, I found it difficult to 
understand what this must’ve been like.  Even my current understanding of 
city life could not inform my idea of city life from a different era sixty or 
seventy years ago.  Sue described a diverse and large urban school 
background with Jews, Poles, Irish and German students which was 
certainly contrary to my homogenous one-room country school imagery of 
the same time-period.   
Many of the families in Sue’s community were working-class and did 
not speak English.  Growing up around a variety of cultures, Sue became 
comfortable with and learned to appreciate others’ differences.  Her 
acceptance of the complexity and beauty of their different backgrounds 
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helped her become a great diplomat and successful communicator in her 
travels.  Growing up in such a huge city energized her with its bustling, 
organized chaos; the most chaos I experienced growing up was a cock-fight 
in the chicken coop.   
I would certainly find city-living to be rattling rather than restorative.  
In her case, the challenges and complexity of urban life prepared her to 
venture with excitement to Portugal, China, the Galapagos Islands, Nova 
Scotia, Italy, Taiwan, and Russia.  
  In another vital way, growing up in a home with aunts, uncles, 
grandparents and cousins taught Sue to speak up for herself if she ever 
wanted to be heard.  This lesson became very important in her promotion of 
women’s athletics.  After Sue graduated high school, she went on to study 
physical education at Northern Illinois University for her undergraduate 
degree, the University of Wisconsin at Madison for her master’s, and the 
University of Southern California for her doctorate.  In the years between 
her undergraduate and master’s degree, Sue taught physical education for 
grades 5-12 at Huntley High School in Illinois.  Sue’s motive in teaching 
was not only to share her love for movement and sports, but to use her 
professional voice to promote women’s sports in schools at a time when 
interscholastic athletics for women were not well-supported or respected.  
Her outspoken and dauntless work in this field contributed to the movement 
to enact Title IX, which established collegiate women’s sports programs and 
brought about equal pay in the workplace. 
        For Sue, the injustices she faced helped determine the course of her life; 
she was not happy with the way things were in the world and was 
determined to do something to change it.  This is somewhere we can relate.  
I, too, was raised to act on my convictions.  For me, it’s been with the pro-
life student group on campus.  I’ve always been interested in getting 
involved and speaking out for this issue, but never had a chance until 
college.  I believe that with Sue’s devoted and noble spirit, if it hadn’t have 
been women’s rights, it would’ve been another important issue of her time.  
With her conviction and high self-efficacy, she reminded me that every little 
thing you do matters.  I learned from Sue, and from my own involvement, 
that if you find others who believe in the same ideal, you can trigger positive 
changes.    
 Sue’s impressive background, education, career and depth of travel 
experiences at first intimidated me.  I felt highly privileged and almost 
unworthy to be the friend of this amazing woman.  However, after she 
opened up her life and even her home to me, I began to feel more like a 
friend and less like a student.  I began to share pieces of myself with her and 
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she capitalized on any little bits of information I gave her with acts of 
thoughtfulness; she even invited me over for a gluten-free, Lenten Friday 
meal.  Just receiving that invitation made me feel incredibly special.  She 
even helped me prepare for my trip to Italy with the Wind Symphony this 
spring by sharing advice, stories of her time spent abroad and lending me 
travel gear. 
  I really felt Sue’s warmth, charisma, wit and charm grow with each 
succeeding visit.  This made getting to know her a joy and the time we spent 
together far too short.  I believe that my relationship with Sue has provided 
me with an example of the conscious care, commitment, and the reverence 
we should have towards all human beings.  The privilege of brushing lives 
with and becoming students of one another is a gift to cherish in this life.  By 
sharing stories, we become more thankful for the experiences that have 
shaped us and helped us learn.  Sue’s delightful optimism and kind-
heartedness reminds me: we only have a short time to make an impact those 
we come into contact with; every single day and interaction is unfathomably 
precious. 




Dancing Through a Lifetime of Love 
Joe Spielbauer 
Ashley Cottier, UNI Senior 1B7 
Joe is a character. He is outgoing yet reserved, he is one of a kind. In 
the short few times I have met with him he has taught me a lifetime of 
lessons, through a lifetime of stories. One of his many stories that he tells 
repeatedly is the day that he met his wife at a dance.  
He always starts this story off by reminding you that he was going to a 
Halloween dance with his friend nicknamed Squeaky, and the second that 
they walked in Joe laid his eyes on a beautiful red headed 17 year old 
leaning against a wall (Joe has a weakness for redheads). After a few 
minutes of getting his courage up, Joe walked over to the beautiful redhead 
and asked her to dance. She looked at him as though he was crazy but then 
agreed reluctantly with one condition, that he would take his hat off. He 
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tossed his hat to Squeaky and didn’t put it back on for the rest of the night. 
After that fateful night they were inseparable, and dancing forever on.  
After a few years of dating Joe and his forever dancing partner were 
engaged on Valentine's Day. Soon after they were married in a small 
ceremony on May 8th. The dancing continued throughout the years, whether 
it be doing the two step during their many winters spent in Texas, dancing to 
the chicken dance with their many grandchildren, and just dancing to the 
song “Wallace across Texas”.   
Joe remembers his wife forever dancing, and always there with a 
smile on her face. These are the memories and pictures that he keeps close to 
his heart and enjoys sharing with anyone that will take the time to sit down 
and listen. He talks about his wife often and very fondly.  
I hope to have a love as strong as theirs someday. Dancing is what 
brought Joe and his wife together and it is part of their life that brought so 
many amazing memories that are shared years later. 
 
8 
The House that Built Them 
Joan and Harlan Thuesen 
Taylor Coulter, UNI Senior 1B8 
 
When I was told I would be meeting with a senior, I had no idea what 
that experience would bring to my life. Harlan and Joan Thuesen have been 
married for 61 years and throughout their married life, they lived on the 
same farm that Harlan grew up in.  
Harlan grew up in a house on a farm in Dike, Iowa.  His family 
outgrew their house so in the 1950’s they built a brand new house and 
moved into it, and tore the old house down. In 1954 Harlan married the 
beautiful love of his life, Joan, and they moved back to his home on the farm 
he grew up on. Harlan’s parents then built a smaller house on the land for 
the new couple to live in. They began to have children and quickly grew out 
of that brand new, small house. That is when Harlan’s parents decided to 
switch houses. Not only did they switch houses, but they moved the smaller 
one off of the farm and into the Dike city limits. The farm now belonged to 
the new little family of Thuesen’s.  
Harlan and Joan lived in that house until about a year ago when they 
made the decision to move into an Assisted Living Home in Cedar Falls. 
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Their son, Steven, now lives in the house on the farm. Joan returns once a 
week to help with errands and other odds and ends on the farm. Joan told me 
a couple of times about the fruit trees that they had at the farm. The sound of 
the wind through them was such a calming sound to her that she misses so 
much now that she no longer lives there. The house that built Harlan, built 
Harlan and Joan and that’s incredible.  
 The more I thought about their story, the more I understood my 
boyfriend’s perspective on where he wants us to be in the future. His entire 
family lives on the same road in a small town in Southwest Iowa. They are 
all farmers and all see each other daily. In our 6 years together, he has 
mentioned several times that it is a possibility that we may end up back near 
our hometown someday. I never understood that, because I moved multiple 
times growing up, but now I do. There are some things that you will always 
remember about the house that you grew up in, even if you are no longer 
there. The house that built Dan, may build Dan and Taylor.  
 
9 
Lost yet Found 
Sharon Smith 
Morgan Dobroski, UNI Senior 1B9 
 Before moving to college, I was told that the friends you make in 
college will be your life-long friends. I didn't believe this to be true until I 
met Sharon Smith through my Human Relations class.  
Sharon’s story began at the University of Northern Iowa when she 
was paired to room with Donna Lasser in Lawther Hall.  Starting as 
strangers, they soon became best friends. Some of their favorite memories 
was setting off the fire alarms in Lawther Hall so they could go outside and 
leave the hot attic. We connected over this because I was an RA in Lawther 
Hall last year and I had many experiences with the fire alarm going off. 
Sharon and Donna became very close until Donna decided to change her 
major from education to business and attend the University of Iowa her 
sophomore year. They said their goodbyes and never saw each other again… 
until fifty-eight years later.  
 Many decades later, Sharon and her grandson were on her Facebook 
when Sharon came across the idea to look up her old college friends. Fifty-
Eight years later and there she was, Donna Lasser, recently widowed like 
Sharon. Sharon decided to give Donna a call which she recalls as a miracle. 
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After that reunion phone call, they both agreed that they haven’t changed, 
they only changed what they talked about. Donna and Sharon use to stay up 
late talking about boys and clothes. Now they go to bed early and talk about 
medication and grandchildren. Their friendship is stronger than ever, they 
see each other in person once a month to catch up together. Only living an 
hour away, they make it possible to spend a few days together a month. 
Donna and Sharon are getting to experience a trip of a life-time together this 
summer. Together they are going on an Alaskan cruise which they both 
didn’t think was possible until they found each other again.  
 Sharon has taught me the importance and power of friendship. 
Through her stories, I’ve learned to appreciate the friends I have now and 
learned to hold them close because I don’t want to live without them for 
fifty-eight years like Sharon did. Though their lives separated them, they 




Learning to Trust Again 
Sharon Smith 
Zoe Earleywine, UNI Senior 1C10 
 Trust. It is exposing your vulnerabilities. It lies at the heart of every 
strong relationship. No matter the type of relationship you might have with 
someone, trust is an important factor. Trust is everything. Trust is something 
that when it is taken and violated, you cannot fully get it back. Sharon has 
been through many hardships in her life.  
Throughout these hardships, trust was tested, torn, and taken. How 
does one trust again when they are betrayed by the one whom they trusted 
the most? Sharon has asked herself this question before. Although her 
hardships were difficult, she found trust again through her wonderful, 
tenderhearted husband, Ned. 
 Sharon met her husband, Ned, later in her life. In their relationship, 
she started to trust the process of love again. Ned’s love towards Sharon 
gave her the confidence of what a positive, healthy relationship should be 
and how trust should feel in a relationship. Sharon always knew that her love 
for Ned was real by the way he treated her and how she never questioned 
him, his devotion, or their relationship.  
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Sharon built another level of trust with Ned by the way he treated her 
children and accepted them into their newly built family. Ned gave Sharon 
the love and trust she so longed for. 
 Throughout this experience, Sharon has opened my eyes to own my 
life. She has lead me down the path of her life, and showed me that my life 
is going to have its ups and downs.  
People are going to come and go, and trust is going to be tested. 
However, life will turn out how it is supposed to. You will meet new people 






Francisco Garcia, UNI Senior 1C11 
 
The first time ever meeting Wayne Hanson, he approached me with 
great concern.  His wife was very sick and was on her way to the hospital.  A 
week later Wayne called me and told me that he couldn’t meet because he 
was stuck in Fort Dodge due to a snow blizzard.  Three weeks after we had 
first met for a short period of time, Wayne and I finally got to meet and talk.  
The news he gave me next was very gloomy; his wife had been diagnosed 
with Alzheimer’s. Wayne is a man of great faith who believes God has let 
him live this long to take care of his lovely wife, Rosemary.   
Wayne and Rosemary met one summer day in Thor, Iowa, where he 
was playing a game of softball.  It was love at first sight.  Soon after, on a 
beautiful spring day in April of 1951, they got married.  They then moved to 
a farm near Dumcombe, Iowa, where they lived for 50 years.  Wayne farmed 
the land and took care of some livestock. While always working hard, he 
appreciated fishing--a hobby passed down from his father.  
 After getting to know Wayne, I realized we shared the common bond 
of our love of nature and most importantly, our love of fishing.  Wayne has 
been fishing his entire life and loves to share his magnificent fishing stories.  
He always welcomes me with a refreshing cold Pepsi, we go through the 
standard questions very quickly, and the rest of the time is well spent 
listening and telling our own personal fishing stories.  His stories range from 
anywhere from catching a 20 pound salmon on Lake Michigan to catching a 
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carp and a mink at the same time on the Des Moines river.  He has stated 
several times that he doesn’t have to catch a fish to have a good time, he just 
loves being outdoors loving Mother Nature.  
 Wayne doesn’t like to talk much about Rosemary, but he loves to tell 
his fishing stories.  Ever since moving to New Aldaya a couple of years ago, 
he hasn’t had a chance to go fishing.  Since we have met it seems like he has 
had a sudden spark to go fish, to share his love of fishing with his great 
grandchildren, and to be out in nature not thinking about a thing but just 
enjoying the time.  Wayne Hanson is a great man who taught me that it is 




What a Wonderful World 
Lydia Hargens 
Rylie Graham, UNI Senior 
 I have met people in my lifetime who may not always see the bright 
side of life. While this is a struggle that everyone deals with, I am glad to 
say that there are people out there that look at events as a lesson that is to be 
learned. Lydia Hargens has helped me to look at events in my life in a 
different way.  
 Throughout our conversations, I have begun to notice how beautifully 
Lydia reflects on her life. She loves talking about her children and 
grandchildren, they are her whole world. She enjoys her visits with them 
when they come over to watch basketball. She is very family oriented, and 
holds her loved ones in high regard. This is a goal that I have for my future. 
Family is one part of your life that you have to fall back on and can get 
support from.  
 During our first conversation, Lydia had showed that she was a 
teacher for a short while. Being from the small town Ida Grove, she ended 
up teaching in a one room school house. She talked about having more than 
one grade in the classroom, which as a music educator, I will have a lot 
experience with myself. What struck me most was how much she cared 
about her students. She would go into town and bring back new books for 
her students to read. Her students loved this. This is exactly the kind of 
teacher I want to be. I want to be a supportive teacher that encourages her 
students to better themselves.  
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 Lydia is a very respectable person. The way she talks about her 
interactions with other people, she has a very positive outlook on others. She 
is open to others and makes an effort to talk to those who may be new to in 
attendance to church activities. It's the small acts of kindness that make 
those who are lonely feel welcome. This is what I want in my classroom. All 
students should feel welcome in my classroom. I also want my students to 
treat each other in this manner as well. Kindness and reaching those who 
may be left out helps to create that classroom community. These personality 
traits that Lydia possess, are ones that I think are very important and that I 
strive for. I am really glad that I have been able to have these different 




Vive’ la Dixie 
Dixie Unangst 
Taylor Harmon, UNI Senior 1C13 
A beautiful woman with silver hair and bright blue eyes once told me 
a story about her greatest love. She painted a picture of a bright day in 
Évreux, France. Dixie and her husband arrived in France with almost no 
money in their pockets and no idea where they would lay heads that night.  
Her husband Stan was a serviceman and he was relocated from 
America to France, so he and Dixie needed to find a home. A man named 
Pierre and his wife were waiting for the young American couple, though 
they didn’t know it. The rental home owned by Pierre had no running water, 
two mattresses on the floor, and a fence around the property. Dixie and Stan 
gave him as much as they had, and the home was theirs. 
Decades later, in Cedar Falls, IA, Dixie described to me how she and 
Stan learned to save all of their money and move up in the world even 
though they started with nothing. They both learned to speak French and 
visited countries like Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, and Germany. These 
are places that I have only dreamed of visiting and Dixie remembers them 
from memories that seem more like dreams with each passing day. Living in 
France taught Dixie about hardship, love, and herself. She gave birth to two 
baby girls and cared for them with all the love in her heart. She taught the 
girls how to show love to everyone by shaking hands, hugging, and saying “I 
love you.” 
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Many years after they left, Dixie and Stan returned to France and 
rediscovered the same joy they remembered. This time, they visited Paris to 
eat dinner inside the Eiffel Tower and get lost in the Louvre. The couple also 
returned to Pierre’s home. He and his wife were known as Papà and Mamà 
because Dixie’s family adored their spirit of hospitality and considered them 
to be family. I caught a glimpse of paradise frozen in Dixie’s memory as she 
laughed out loud and recalled the days that she chased the family roosters 
around the yard. Dixie’s greatest love was the sweet, peaceful days that she 





Finding Acceptance through Change 
Dixie Unangst 
Matthew Klein, UNI Junior 1C14 
 Change is an occurrence in our life’s that can cause us to feel many 
emotions. For me, it brings a lot of uncertainty and questions. For Dixie 
Unangst, change taught her to embrace the feelings of joy, acceptance, and 
gratefulness.  
 Throughout Dixie’s life, she had moved to and lived in over 11 
different locations throughout the world. Dixie was originally born in West 
Bend, Iowa, and moved throughout Iowa before settling in Cedar Rapids. 
Cedar Rapids is where she completed her high school education, resulting in 
graduation. While in high school, Dixie met a man name Stan, who later 
became her husband. Stan was a service man, so they moved around a lot 
from base to base. One of the locations Dixie and her husband moved to was 
in Evreux, France.  
The move to Evreux brought a change to Dixie’s life that taught her 
she needed to grow-up and do so quickly. When moving to France, Dixie 
and Stan could not take many of their belongings, nor did they have a lot of 
money with them. When they first lived in France, Dixie and Stan slept on 
mattresses on the floor because they had so little. A major part of growing 
up for Dixie and Stan included managing their money and saving so they 
could create a living for themselves and their family.  
One of the memories Dixie recalled was when she and Stan bought a 
brand new orange Volkswagen for $1000. This was milestone in their life 
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because they had saved and managed their money to buy something that 
they needed, a car. Having a car allowed Dixie’s family to travel around 
countries throughout Europe. This experience showed that they had grown-
up and were creating a foundation for their life together. Living in France 
taught Dixie about acceptance. She learned to accept the different places she 
lived and embraced them to her fullest. By doing this, she was able to find 
the best in them and learn to love them.  
 Through Dixie’s experiences she has learned a lot, and has also taught 
me an important lesson. The lesson being to accept where you are, whether it 
is work or where you live, and find the best in the situation. This is a very 
important lesson to learn because it is common that when we come upon 
change in our life, we either hide from it or try to make it the same as our 
previous experiences. 
Rather than taking that approach, Dixie is teaching me to accept, 
embrace, and find joy in where I am in life and the changes that may come 
in it. These changes will not be easy to embrace, but once I do, I will find 




Dreams Come True 
Elton Green 
Hailey Manternach, UNI Senior 1D15 
Elton Green lived a life many boys dream of; however, growing up it 
did not always seem that way. Elton was small for his age all throughout 
high school.  As a small child, Elton grew up with a close knit friend group 
who enjoyed sports but not schoolwork. Elton attended a relatively large 
high school, Wyandotte High School, in Kansas City, Kansas. Partially due 
to his size, he was not even given an opportunity to play sports until his 
senior year of high school. Elton said, “I believe you have to earn the right to 
play on a team.  I never earned that right until I was a senior.”  
  Elton’s high school athletic career was only the beginning of his 
accomplishments as an athlete. Elton was the only student of his senior class 
given the opportunity to play a collegiate sport. Elton went on to Kansas 
State University to play basketball, as a guard and a forward, and football as 
running back and blocking back. Both sports helped exemplify how Elton’s 
skills and work ethic amounted to something. 
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Elton enjoyed playing these sports at Kansas State for a semester 
before being drafted in the US Army Air Corps, now known as the Air 
Force. During his deployment, he was given the opportunity to play on a 
traveling basketball team while stationed at Iwo Jima. Due to an injury he 
received overseas, Elton could no longer play football or basketball when he 
returned home. Although Elton’s playing career was over, his coaching 
career was just beginning.  
The love of sports and being active was truly instilled into Elton’s life 
as a young boy and continues to prove to be a big part of his life. After 
graduating from college, Elton had a hard time finding a first teaching 
position. He later moved up the ladder to end up coaching and teaching PE 
at a large high school in Kansas. Elton went on to coach basketball and 
football where he influenced the lives of many young men with his 
charisma, character, and love of the game. 
One year, Elton coached a group of young men who never won a 
single game. The team lost every game by thirty points or more in the first 
half of the season and continued to lose through the remainder of the season. 
The second half of the season the team pushed themselves more, showing 
persistence and resiliency; only losing by two points or less at every game. 
They almost beat the team who went on to win the State Championship, but 
lost to them in overtime.  
Being small and not picked to play for the majority of his youth, Elton 
learned to work hard and never give up. Elton worked up the strength and 
the skills to play in high school, at Kansas State University, and even while 
he was serving our country. When he ended his playing career due to an 
injury, he took up coaching; something almost all active young boys dream 
of. Elton taught young men through their sporting activities how to be 
resilient, work hard, and supported them through many wins and losses over 
several seasons. 
After having the opportunity to get to know Elton, I realize the 
importance of a resilient work ethic. Sometimes I find myself working hard 
for praise, rather than working hard for my dreams. Elton is an example of 
how hard work can help achieve dreams.  Through my experiences and 
emails with Elton, he has helped me further understand how hard work can 
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16 
Babies Come from My Heart 
Janet Benson 
Reagan McDaniel, UNI Senior 1D16 
 I knocked on the door and heard a voice say, “Come on in!”  I walked 
in the doorway and took a quick look around.  I walked past the kitchen and 
found a spot to sit in the living room.  “I’m Janet.  Nice to meet you,” said 
Janet.  Little did I know that it wasn’t just nice to meet Janet, it was life-
changing and one of the most rewarding things I’ve ever experienced.  
 We dove into conversation right away.  One of the first topics we 
talked about were her children and her husband.  She explained to me that 
her husband had passed away a few years ago, but she had four children 
alive.  They are all so unique, too.  She is Norwegian, so some of her 
children have Norwegian names.  One of her daughters lives in Key West, 
Florida.  One of her sons is an Engineer and very successful at it.  She also 
has a daughter that teaches French!  Surprisingly, there’s something even 
more special that she shared with me about her children.  All four of them 
are adopted.  
 I never got to find out if it was because she couldn’t have kids or if 
she was just adopting them out of the kindness of her heart.  Whatever it 
may be, she taught me about how we can always better ourselves.  She 
spoke about how she thought she could’ve been a better mother at moments 
and how she is disappointed in herself.  She does remind herself though, just 
because things don’t turn out how you’ve planned, doesn’t mean they turned 
out the wrong way.  Every week I was learning a different life lesson from 
her whether she knew she was teaching me one or not.  What an amazing 
mother she must’ve been to those four kids whose lives were changed 
forever once they were brought into Janet’s life.   
 Every single day now, I am constantly asking myself if I am doing the 
best that I can or if I am living up to my potential.  Janet proved to me that 
she has the biggest heart in the world.  She cares so deeply for her four 
children.  She has touched their hearts forever.  You know what, she has left 
a lasting impression on my heart forever.  Thank you for teaching me the 
true meaning of kindness, lovingness, and compassion, Janet.  For you, 
Janet: “Not that I speak from want, for I have learned to be content in 
whatever circumstances I am.” -Philippians 4:11                            
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17 
After All This Time 
Barb Turner 
Erica Meendering, UNI Senior 1D17 
Married for thirty years. Widowed for thirty-six. Barb Turner’s love 
and admiration for her husband remains strong and unwavering after all of 
these years. At eighty-eight years old, Barb’s memory of her life is fading. 
She answers our questions with a shake of her head and the quiet response, 
“I can’t remember.” Though she cannot remember the details of her life, 
Barb enjoys talking about what she can remember: her brother, her two 
daughters, her cats, and, most of all, her husband.  
 Barb and her husband met in January. He was in the military, and she 
decided to go to a dance on his base with her roommate. He asked her for a 
dance which lead to them dancing all night long. For the next year, they saw 
each other almost every single weekend. He would travel to visit her, and 
she went to see him on base. In December, when he was honorably 
discharged from the military, they got married.  
For the next thirty years, Barb and her husband, a pastor, moved 
several times around the country. They adopted two daughters. They 
navigated through life with help from their unrelenting faith. Now, thirty-six 
years later, Barb lives without him in the nursing home where she worked 
for many years. Their wedding picture is on display between pictures of their 
daughters’ families. He is the person who she remembers. At the mention of 
him, a smile lights up her entire face as she shares the story of how they met.  
Barb has been given the opportunity to remember parts of life with her 
husband. Her two daughters both live in different states, so her most 
consistent visitor is her brother. Our visits each week bring conversation into 
her life as well as a break from her daily routine in the nursing home. My 
partner and I discuss our classes and jobs with Barb. She graduated from 
UNI with a Master’s Degree.  
Although she cannot remember the details, she is in awe of how much 
things have changed since her days as a college student. One example of this 
change is the amount of technology that is used today. However, the biggest 
impact these visits have in Barb’s life, is that she gets this time to reflect on 
and remember her life through the questions we ask her. After Barb shares 
what she remembers with us, I also get the chance to reflect on my life and 
what I want to achieve in my lifetime.  
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 When I am eighty-eight years old, I do not know who I will 
remember. Yes, there are people who I hope to remember, but there are no 
guarantees that they will remain within my memory. Similarly, I do not 
know who will remember me. Have I influenced someone’s life to the extent 
that they will remember me when they are Barb’s age? Honestly, I don’t 
know. 
 When I begin teaching, I will be responsible for inspiring my 
students. I will be playing a huge role in their lives, and I need to be 
prepared for that responsibility. Teachers provide support and guidance for 
students. Teachers show students they are not alone.  
My students will know that I believe in them and care about them. 
They need to know that. And for some students, I might be the only person 
in their lives that tells them they are important, and they can succeed in life. 
Those are the students, in particular, that I want to remember me when they 




Like A Puzzle 
Evelyn McCulloch 
Alea Meyer, UNI Senior 1D18 
Going into the Human Relations class I knew I would be part of a 
project involving residents at New Aldaya. It caught me off guard when I 
found out I was paired with a couple. I thought it might make conversations 
flow easier and would be interesting to hear both perspectives tell a story. I 
never expected I would learn so much about communication and relationship 
dynamics from talking with them.  
When visiting with Evelyn and Lester I notice a common theme with 
their stories. Time and time again they’ve shown selflessness with the 
sacrifices they’ve made for each other. When Les had his first stroke, Evelyn 
was by his side helping him toward recovery. When he had his second one, 
they made the difficult decision to move to an Assisted Living Home. She 
probably could have avoided an assisted living setting for a while, but she 
made the choice to stay with Lester.  
They’ve been there for each other during previous hardships too. 
Parents have passed away and it was difficult to recuperate, but they did it 
together. These were hard times for them, but when they reminisce it usually 
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goes along the lines of, “Of course we did that,” or “The easy way never 
even crossed my mind.”  
Each of them remember different details about their past that 
intertwine when they talk. The dialog fits together like a puzzle. This 
effortless exchange comes from a certain state of mind that not many 
possess. Every thought they have is in conjunction with the other. I notice it 
in small moments every time I visit. I see it when Evelyn points out benches 
and areas they can rest on their routes through the building for Lester. I also 
see it every time they give each other a quick look to clarify they are getting 
details right in a story.  
Every time I leave, I take with me a feeling of restored faith in the 
world. Life moves fast and unexpectedly as a twenty something pursuing 
and education. We all have our own agenda and it’s hard to think about the 
possibility of sacrificing a piece of that goal for someone. I hope I can 
maintain the hopeful perspective that I continually arrive to after talking 
with Evelyn and Lester. Especially, wherever I choose to settle down for my 
career. I’ll try to put myself into the shoes of my patients and their spouses 
trying to adjust to hearing changes. For some, it may be the most challenging 
obstacle they’ve had to cross together. I’ve listened to couples complain 
sometimes. Most of the time they become closer. It gives them a chance to 
expand the ways they communicate. They even find the humor in their 
situations.  
Evelyn and Lester are a good example of this resilient frame of mind. 
I’ll emphasize how important it is to be a team, step into each other’s shoes, 
and be there for them. I’ll remind them that they’ve most likely been through 
so much together already and came out alright. If their relationship is 




Dancing With Love 
Darlene Prashak 
Taylor Reed, UNI Senior 1D19 
I was given the unforgettable opportunity to meet with Darlene once a 
week. Although we were only scheduled to meet for an hour at a time, we 
often became so caught up in our conversations that an hour was never 
enough. Throughout our Wednesday morning meetings, Darlene has shown 
me how beautiful and powerful love can be. A day never passed that we 
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didn’t talk about Maynard and the amazing gift his love was and always will 
be to her.  
 Darlene met Maynard while she was attending school at Drake 
University in Des Moines, Iowa to become a teacher. Growing up on a farm 
only a mile from her cousin, much of their free time was spent with each 
other. One of their favorite pastimes was ballroom dancing at local dance 
halls. One afternoon while home on summer break, Darlene’s cousin asked 
if she would attend a dance with her and her boyfriend. Her boyfriend had a 
friend that he wanted Darlene to meet. 
 As soon as they said this, Darlene knew exactly who they were 
talking about. There was a handsome, talented man that she remembered 
from various other dances they had attended. He was an outstanding dancer 
and Darlene was afraid she wouldn’t be able to keep up. With slight 
hesitation, Darlene accepted the invitation.  
As soon as she met Maynard, she knew there was something special 
about him. Although nervous before, once they began dancing, Darlene had 
no trouble keeping up. Maynard led her around the dance floor with so much 
confidence and charisma that she knew she would never forget him. After an 
evening of bliss, it was time for the two couples to head home. Maynard 
drove Darlene to her parents’ farmhouse in Kellogg, Iowa, with the other 
couple right behind them. This marked the beginning of an extraordinary 
love story. 
 After finishing her schooling at Drake, Maynard and Darlene 
married. The same confidence and charisma that Maynard expressed on the 
dance floor so many years ago, made him the best husband and partner 
Darlene ever could have imagined. In Maynard’s eyes, Darlene was the most 
amazing woman in the world. He made it his lifelong goal to support her and 
cherish her love no matter what hardships came their way. Darlene and 
Maynard were the perfect team. Together, they traveled the world, built a 
wonderful business, and, most importantly, created a beautiful, loving and 
close knit family. They were truly a perfect pair.  
Maynard passed away only a few years ago. After he passed, Darlene 
found it hard to get on with her days. But as time passed by, she began to 
realize how amazing of a life they had created together. Darlene began to 
appreciate the wonderful memories they made. Although Maynard was 
gone, she found that the guidance and support he had given her throughout 
their marriage was exactly what would help her through these difficult times.  
As I listen to Darlene share with me her stories of their love, I can 
only begin to hope for a love as strong and unwavering as theirs. Together, 
Maynard and Darlene danced through life hand in hand, moving as one. 
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20 
The Fish Story 
Sheri Waring 
Haley Ross, UNI Senior 1E20 
*A narrative through Sheri’s eyes, told and exaggerated by Haley* 
I sit, rocking back and forth, trying to hold my lunch in. The sun beats 
down on my skin. A sun so hot I can feel the sweat dripping from my pores 
and evaporating right off of my skin. Drinking water sits to my left, but it 
seems so far away as I focus my attention on the task at hand. The lake water 
slowly ripples as a gentle breeze passes through the valley we are sitting in. 
My fear of the lake water and swimming melts away to the back of my brain 
like a Popsicle. I can only focus on what I am here to do and ignore the fact 
that I am truly terrified of this murky water from which I can only see about 
two inches under. 
Regretting my decision to come out in the heat, I cast my line and 
patiently wait for the bobble in the water that signals the arrival of the prey. 
Our last trip to Minnesota was uneventful with my only catch being a twig 
and some moss which sat atop the water. Suddenly I hear a quick plop and 
think to myself, “This must be my big chance!” Looking out to the water, I 
notice it was my father simply casting his line in alongside mine. He loves 
our annual family trip to the Minnesota lakes.  
“I thought for sure that was going to be my big catch,” I say to my 
dad.  
“Be patient, Sheri. It will happen when it’s meant to happen,” he 
replies.  
Suddenly, a scream in the distance comes from one of the shores on 
the side of the huge lake we currently sit upon. I quickly turn my head to 
catch a glimpse of what could be the matter. Although barely visible, I see 
my younger sisters running around on the beach kicking up sand in their 
wake. My mother struggles to keep up with the little rascals as they appear 
to be playing a friendly game of tag. Part of the yearly tradition of visiting 
the lake includes time for my sisters to run barefoot, while my mother tags 
along behind them. We all love the chance to get out of the cabin during the 
day because the entire rest of the night is spent playing cards, especially 
UNO.       
“That was quite a game we played last night!” my father exclaims.  
Did he just read my mind? I had just been thinking about our UNO 
game. Late after my sisters left for bed, my mother, father, and I continued 
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to play well into the night. I even went on an eight game winning streak, a 
new family record!  
“Sheri? Sheri!” 
“Don’t worry, I heard you. You don’t need to start whipping my pole 
around,” I reply a little too quickly. 
“Sheri, look at the water! You know how I told you it will happen 
when it happens? Well, you better be ready to reel that honker in!” my father 
excitedly yells. 
As I look out, I notice my line races across the water and zigzags from 
side to side rapidly. Finally! I’ve been awaiting this moment for so long and 
now that it’s finally here I forget everything I know about reeling in the big 
catch. Our sixteen foot, aluminum fishing boat starts to feel much smaller 
than it used to be. My arms shake as I struggle to reel in my line to bring in 
my biggest prize yet.  
“I can’t handle it!!” I scream to my father. 
 He rushes over and rips the pole out of my hands. I’ve never seen him 
reel in a line as quickly as he is right now. My father reaches down to pull 
the big catch up and over the side of the boat. The world around me tips as 
the whole boat topples from side to side. The fear of falling into the water 
grows with every passing second. As we settle back to a calm movement, I 
notice just how big my catch actually is. 
 “How much do you think it weighs?” I ask. 
 “I would say it’s at least a twenty-five pound Northern Pike. This 
thing is huge!” 
 When I came out fishing today, I expected to catch about the same as 
last year: moss and a bunch of twigs. I never would have thought I would be 
reeling in a fish over five pounds, let alone twenty-five pounds! I can’t wait 
to show my mother and sisters once we pull up on the shore. Even though 
my fear of the water threatened to turn me away, I persevered through it and 




Keeping it Positive 
Oriel Rabe 
Amber Schmidt, UNI Senior 1E21 
 Kind, strong, and optimistic are a few words to describe the kind of 
person Oriel is. Throughout our meetings, I have been amazed at how Oriel 
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has such a positive outlook on life. When she tells me stories of her life, 
friendships, work, and love, she is always mentioning the positives. 
Although we have only met a few times, these stories have already taught 
me important life lessons.   
When she told me stories of her life, she warned me that there will be 
times that won’t be easy.  You can’t feel sorry for yourself. Instead, keep a 
good attitude and always try to see the good in things. Oriel emphasized how 
important friendships are and how important it is to find a friend that is 
trustworthy. It can be rare to find someone you can confide in that will not 
share your news with others-look for that person. Oriel has found that person 
in a friend she has had since high school. They still call each other whenever 
they can, confide in one another, and look forward to seeing each other 
again.  
Oriel talks quite a bit about love and has referenced it in a number of 
our conversations. She believes that love covers everything and has taught 
her many things about life and relationships. Love has taught Oriel to be 
happy, not critical. It has taught her to be appreciative of what she has, rather 
than looking at what she doesn’t have.  
When Oriel references love, she also references how it is mentioned 
many times throughout the Bible. This leads to the strong belief, and trust in 
God, that Oriel has. The first meeting we had, Oriel had talked about her 
faith and how important it was to her. The way she had talked about it was 
inspiring. Wow, does she have an unwavering trust in God! I had walked 
away from our first meeting thinking to myself that I wanted to be more like 
her in that way.  
As we continued to meet, I walked away feeling this exact same way-
feeling inspired. I want to be more like Oriel. Her kindness, her faith, and 
her positive outlook on life are admirable. If more people had these special 
qualities, think how wonderful our world could be! Oriel had mentioned at 
our first meeting as well, that she didn’t quite know why she was still 
around. I don’t think she meant this in a bad way, but more of a question of 
“God? What else do you have in store for me?” I feel that God is working 
through her to help young students, or other people, like me.  
To be a role model of what a good human being should be like. To be 
a role model of what a good, Christian should be like. To show people that it 
is better to be positive and optimistic, than to be negative and 
unappreciative. Love one another, be appreciative, look at the good things in 
life, and have an unwavering trust in God. To me, these are important life 
lessons that I have learned from Oriel that I will forever keep in my heart. 
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22 
A Wonderful Gift 
Sherilyn Waring  
Makenna Slight UNI Senior 1E22 
“Love is a wonderful gift from God,” are the exact words Sherri told 
me the first time I went to see her. She was sure the first time she met her 
husband it was love at first sight. This statement couldn’t be truer because 
they have been happily married for 48 years. “Never take love for granted”, 
she told me. Every day Sherri is blessed to be here another day with her 
loving husband. They have an unbreakable bond and will always be best 
friends. Family will always be one of the most important things to Sherri.  
Recently Sherri’s daughter lost her husband. Her daughter and three 
kids moved back in with Eugene, Sherri’s husband. Sherri was blessed that 
her daughter wanted to move back in with them, but she had never hoped it 
would be by losing someone her daughter loved dearly. Sherri is able to go 
home on the weekends and spend time with her family. She enjoys every 
minute she gets at home. The fact that Sherri’s daughter wanted to move 
back in with them shows the type of people they are. Sherri and Eugene are 
always thinking of others before themselves and will drop everything they’re 
doing to help someone else.  
Growing up Sherri worked hard just like her dad taught her. She 
worked at Jesup School as a dishwasher. Working for things is how Sherri 
was raised. She told me you get what you put into things and she always had 
a positive outlook on her work. Sherri has a trait that most people don’t have 
and it is to always stay positive.   
There are a lot of people that would give up or lose hope when times 
get tough but Sherri is the opposite. She only wants to better herself. She 
told me she wants to keep meeting with me to better herself. When she said 
that my jaw dropped.  
To be honest Sherri has changed my life. She has given me a different 
outlook on life. I learned to always think positive and each day we can better 
ourselves. Sherri has taught me about love and attitude. I never thought that 
someone could change my life in just 2 hours. Sherri will always have a 
special place in my heart and I think I’ll be a better teacher and person 
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23 
Finding My Place 
Margaret Johnson 
Danielle Stalpes, UNI Senior 1E23 
Margaret grew up in Duluth, MN, but when she married Gus they 
started their family in Cedar Rapids, IA. She had lived there most of her life. 
She raised her children there, she had great friends there, and she made 
many memories there. She can vividly remember when they moved here and 
they met friends through a couples dance class. As her children grew older 
and scattered around, she and Gus stayed in Cedar Rapids. When Gus passed 
away, her daughter suggested she move to Cedar Falls and that is what she 
did.  
 “It is a nice place, but not quite like Cedar Rapids.” Margaret told me 
about one of her first memories of living in Cedar Falls. When it was time 
for dinner and she walked into the cafeteria and she was looking for a place 
to sit. People were already in groups, she said it felt like high school again. 
Margaret said, “Old people can be cliquey, too!” She remembered after 
WWII was over the world was full of sadness and loneliness. People were 
moving all around which meant everyone was looking for friendship, so it 
was not hard to find friends. 
 Her faith is very important to her, and her daughter is very involved in 
a church here and when Margaret began attending the church, she started to 
meet new people and has met some very good friends. Moving here was a 
big change for Margaret, but she has made the best of it and now enjoys it 
here, but not as much as Cedar Rapids.  
Becoming a teacher, I will encounter children that are going through 
trials, such as moving, Margaret has showed me how to keep a positive 
attitude and be the sunshine in a child’s life. She is able to accept change 
because of her positive attitude. This quality is what I admire about her 
most. She has been tested with many trials in life. Instead of breaking down, 
she remembers what her mother had always said to her, “This too shall 
pass.”  
Margaret says that her optimism comes from her strong faith, “always 
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24 
The Day the Music Died 
Lester McCulloch 
Emma Thompson, UNI Senior 1F24 
 Upon meeting Lester McCulloch, I realized we shared the common 
bond of our musical love. Music is not only a passion for Lester, it is an 
identity and his history. Lester used to be the lead singer of a country-
western band and loved to play the guitar, mandolin, ukulele, and 
harmonica. One day in February of 2012, however, Lester’s life was 
changed and his ability to play music was taken away forever.  
 On that fateful day in February, Lester was at a neighbor’s house 
showing her a picture of her trees in the snow. As Les was packing up to 
leave, he suddenly found that he was unable to pick up the pictures or put his 
coat on because his arm had suddenly gone numb. Lester’s wife, Evelyn, 
picked him up and took him to the hospital where doctors discovered that 
Lester had had a full stroke and a brain hemorrhage.  
The doctors in Cedar Falls immediately airlifted Les to Iowa City in 
order to save his life. After being released from the hospital, Lester went on 
to complete four months of rehabilitation, during which doctors told him he 
would never walk again. Today, while Lester can walk with a cane, he 
cannot play music due to the damage sustained during his stroke.  
 In a single day, Lester had his favorite thing in life taken away from 
him. While Lester used to be able to get up in front of an audience and sing 
in a band, today he finds it difficult to speak in front of a group. Music gave 
Lester confidence and transformed him into a different person, but that was 
all changed in one day. As a fellow musician, I can only begin to imagine 
the pain of having something you love so dearly taken away from you 
forever.  
After my tonsillectomy, I tried to play my saxophone and I physically 
could not. Even though my inability to play only lasted less than a week, the 
fear that I could not play music again was very real. In that brief time period, 
I was terrified that the one thing that gives me the most joy in life was going 
to be taken away from me forever. Unfortunately, that fear is the harsh 
reality for Lester.  
 Lester McCulloch is a great man with an even greater passion for 
music, which helped us bond immediately. Lester’s ability to play music was 
taken away from him suddenly four years ago, but his love remains. Lester’s 
passion for music lives on through the creation of songbooks and the 
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collection of over 100 harmonicas as well as through attending musical 
performances at Elm’s Pub nearly every Friday night. Music very clearly 





Lauren Vickers, UNI Senior 1F25 
 You are sitting in a room, hands resting on the armrests of a 
wheelchair. There are other people surrounding you, old people. You look 
around and ponder to yourself, what could I possibly be doing here? Then 
you notice faint music echoing in the room. Something compels you to start 
singing words. Words of hymns you remember from your childhood. You 
need not to look down at the hymnal that is being held in front of your nose. 
The melodies of the music start swelling out from your mouth, your 
memory. 
 Servant’s Chorus gives residents the opportunity to gather and sing 
traditional church hymns with college students. The spectacle that occurs 
during these meetings is truly an extraordinary experience.  
As we start the session by introducing ourselves to the residents, I am 
immediately presented with residents that struggle to remember who they 
are, what they have eaten that day, where their loved ones are, and why they 
are even here in the first place. However, as soon as we start to sing, I am 
amazed. These residents, who either can or cannot recall much of anything 
from their lives, are singing. They are singing hymns by heart.   
A polite woman only speaks when spoken to. She takes her time 
forming her thoughts, but rarely gets the chance to let them flow out from 
her mouth until they disappear with a sigh. On the occasion that she is able 
to let her thoughts flow free, I listen. I ask questions, and listen. Sometimes 
she will ask me questions, and then I answer. But mostly, I listen.  
Keeping note of every detail she is able to muster can be a daunting 
task for those just being exposed to Alzheimer’s disease. Fortunately, I was 
exposed to the condition at an early age when my Great Uncle Dick started 
to develop the disease. I learned that patience and attentiveness bodes well 
for holding a conversation with Alzheimer’s patients.  
My friend needs my patience and undivided attention or else I do not 
get hers. As we sing together hymns that remind me of my own childhood, 
she gets frustrated with me for not holding the hymnal high enough for her 
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liking. I do as she asks and raise the book higher. My arm starts to cramp 
occasionally and I look at her in hopes that she will notice and cut me some 
slack. Nope. She is not even looking at the words on the page, but if I move 
even a muscle, she grabs my hands and lifts the book back up to where she 
likes it, right under her nose.  
Between songs we are given time to chat with one another. My friend 
talks mostly of her children and the ever changing number of grandchildren 
(there may be two one minute and seven the next) that live so far away. She 
says that she does not see them often, but when she does it is very nice. She 
fears that her loved ones have forgotten her.  
We also discuss the weather. She hates the cold. She can put up brisk 
mornings and evenings, but the wind, sleet, and snow that inhabits Iowa is 
too much for her. On this day she prefers to stay inside. She giggles at the 
people stuck out in this chilly weather. She is warm and toasty indoors.  
We sing eight or ten hymns during our time with the residents. There 
are many instances where favorite hymns are requested. As we flip through 
the pages of the hymnal, she will recall hymns that were either sung at her 
childhood church during Easter Sunday, or baptisms, or even her husband’s 
funeral. As we sit and sing the lyrics to many of these hymns, I see tears 
swelling in her eyes. The peculiar thing about these tears is that they don’t 
ever see the chance to fall. At first I thought this was because she came off 
as a strong headed and stubborn lady. However, as we kept singing it 
dawned upon me. As the emotion started to rise and fill her eyes with tears, 
she would unexpectedly forget why she wanted to cry.  
As each hymn ended, we would exchange our thoughts on how the 
music went. I never asked why she had tears in her eyes for fear that it 
would cause her worry. So instead we found something to smile about. She 
was always very hard on the young gentleman playing the piano. She swears 
she could do a better job. Because I am very good friends with the young 
man playing the piano, I had no problem letting her poke fun at him. I 
certainly enjoyed our laughs. At the end of Servant’s Chorus, I bid her a 
farewell and tell her I will see her again. It is always difficult leaving the 
memory care unit wing. The feelings of happiness and joy that I felt will 
probably not be something that she remembers.  
 As I reflect on the time I spent, I remind myself that even though she 
will not remember me, I will remember her. Music helped her escape into 
the memories of her lifetime. In turn, she showed me an even deeper beauty 
in music. When all else fades from our memory, music will stay constant. 
When those around us forget our names or the marks we left on the world 
around us, music remembers. I look forward to meeting her all over again. 
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26 
The One Thing You Can’t Get Rid Of 
Luella Larson 
Skylar Wolf, UNI Senior 1F26 
 The first day of Human Relations, I was mistaken as a foreign 
exchange student. From that point on, I knew that this class was going to 
push me outside my comfort zone. Later that day, we talked about our field 
experience for this class and like all other experiences I had figured it would 
be with kids. Little did I know this experience was going to be something 
that I have never encountered before. Even though this was a new 
experience to me, I was still excited.  
 The first day Carey and I met with Luella, she was sweet and excited 
to see us. Luella came to the lobby looking for us. When she found us she 
had a smile and glimmer in her eye. She wanted to know more and more 
about us as the conversation grew. I instantly realized Luella’s love for 
family and how important it is to her. Luella has had a lot loss throughout 
her age. She has lost her husband after many years of marriage and 
adventures. She lost her granddaughter with a full life ahead of her to a 
tragic accident. One of her sons has moved away to Colorado and she has 
minimal contact with them.  
Through all of her pain, she still has taught me a valuable lesson, 
“Family is important and to always keep them close to your heart.” Luella’s 
parents divorced when she was young and her mother was more associated 
with her brother. Her stepmother took Luella under her wing and filled a 
place in her heart.  Family was always important to Luella throughout her 
life and it always will be special to her. Family is the one thing that we are 
given at birth and can’t get rid of. They will always be there to pick us up 
when we are down and bring you back to earth when we are on a high. You 
are only given one family and for me, I am forever grateful.  
 After this experience, I have learned a valuable lesson about family. 
Being mistaken as a foreign exchange student has made me reflect on what 
my life would be like if I was never adopted. My family is important to me 
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27 
Living like Luella 
Luella Larson 
Carey Zwaschka, UNI Senior 1F27 
Coming into the experience, I was very nervous. I did not know what 
to expect when meeting with my new friend. I was surprised to find that not 
only did I meet a woman with so much life, but a woman who has 
experienced life to the fullest and was willing to share these wonderful 
experiences. One piece of advice that Luella learned from her father, and has 
now passed on to me is “work never hurt anybody.” 
 When Luella was young she had many jobs to do. She was a 
sister to her siblings, she was a daughter to her mother, step mother, and 
father, she was a student, and she was a helper. Throughout her time living 
on the farm Luella was always doing something to help her family. This is 
where she picked up the words “work never hurt anybody.” Luella learned 
from her family that work is a way of life, and to get places you have to do 
the work to get there. Luella was able to implement this advice into her 
everyday life in each of the roles that she encountered. As Luella grew older 
she still lives by these words.  
To continue the story of Luella’s life it takes us to where she met her 
husband. Luella and her husband had many great adventures together from 
driving to Alaska, to snowmobiling in Canada, and all the way down to 
Arizona to enjoy some of the warmer weather. Throughout Luella’s 
adventures with her husband she still loved the feeling of coming home, and 
being home with her family.  
One of Luella’s favorite memories would be when she was working 
around the house, and her boys would come home from school and yell, 
“MOOOOMMMMM.” To Luella there was nothing more rewarding than 
the feeling that her boys were looking forward to coming home, and seeing 
her after a long day.  
Once Luella’s children moved out and went on to college Luella was 
left with the problem of what was she going to do with all of her free time. 
She enjoyed being busy and doing many different things. By encountering 
this problem, it leads her to her journey at the University of Northern Iowa.  
Luella worked in the boy’s dorms at the front desk. Luella enjoyed 
working at UNI because there was always something new that the boys were 
up too. Luella was always on her toes waiting for what was going to happen 
next with those boys in the dorms. The only thing that scared Luella the 
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most about working in the dorms is when some of the boys’ pet mouse 
would get out and into the hallway. Luella would run the other way anytime 
that there was a mouse, and try to get to higher ground.  
Luella is still a woman whom is always working hard. Another piece 
of advice that Luella has given that has stuck with me is “the key to living a 
long life is to stay active.” This coming for a woman of Luella’s age I cannot 
help to believe every word of her advice.  
To end this story, I would like to say thank you Luella. Thank you for 
reminding me the importance of family, love, working hard for you want, 
and to always do the things that you love. I will forever keep a special place 
in my heart, and in my mind of the pictures you have shared with me, the 
stories you have told, and the wonderful woman I have met and now am able 






Ashley Chizek, UNI Senior 1F28 
 Milling down the aisle, I wanted a treat I knew he’d enjoy. Dangling 
where I could barely reach, I knew I had found it, Werther's candy. My 
grandma always enjoys this treat, thus I fathomed, Eddie would too.  
With open arms, Eddie greeted me with much love and an open heart. 
From that day on, at 3:30 p.m. each Wednesday, Eddie waits for Kevin and 
me to arrive. Greeting us with a warm smile and a light hug, Eddie’s bright 
blue eyes twinkle with delight, knowing we’ve come for another time to 
share and listen to the stories presented from our life encounters.   
I was excited, yet a little nervous at the same time to begin this 
particular experience. What stories would he share? Would I leave sad with 
a heavy heart or filled with happiness? What can I learn from Eddie that will 
help me in my lifetime? 
On my most recent visit, I asked Eddie what he would give his wife 
for Valentine’s Day. He noted a card would do, but he hoped one of his six 
children would send his wife flowers. Captivating scents and playful colors 
filled the flower shop as I walked in; something drew me to this place. I 
knew Eddie and Juanita needed livening up in their home so I chose six 
beautiful flowers that were colored to represent UNI (purple daisies with a 
yellow center). A little love was spread to Eddie’s home February 14th.  
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“Eddie, are you in there?” my voice whispered as I knocked on his 
door.  
“Come on in. Who is it?”  
“It’s a special delivery for two very special people. I can’t stay long, 
but I just wanted to bring you and your wife flowers. There are six flowers 
that represent your six children.  My mom also wanted you to have this 
bright pink potted plant so you can enjoy it longer. Also, you mentioned 
your candy supply, which you and your wife enjoy for dessert, is running 
low. I didn’t want you to run out, so I replenished your stock.”  
A small tear filled his glistening eye. “My wife is going to be in awe. Juanita 
doesn’t even know you, but this will bring her much cheer and joy. Thank 
you so much. This means the world to me. Happy Valentine’s Day!”  
In previous talks, Eddie noted that love has taught him to respect 
himself. He never thought of himself as a loveable person, but through his 
passion of teaching others, he developed a love he never thought he had.  
“Opportunities are always out there, you just have to find them. When things 
go well, the sky's the limit,” Eddie said.  
 Integrating Eddie’s stories and experiences into my life will help me 
develop into a better person. I never imagined a class assignment having 
such an incredible impact on my life. But now I realize by taking just a few 
moments from my week, both Eddie’s life and my life have been changed 
for the better. We listen, we laugh, we smile, and we share stories from our 
lives and how we’ve both grown from life experiences.  
Eddie has taught me that patience pays off. Sometimes I wish for 
things to come right away, but he assured me waiting is the best option. 
Eddie realized the grass isn’t always greener on the other side. “Sometimes 
in life you so want to escape hardship, but then realize it wasn’t so bad after 
all.” This is something Eddie helped remind me. Doing well and striving for 
success, helps push me to my fullest potential. Eddie motivated me to keep 
putting my best foot forward and the hard work I do now will pay off soon. 
“Never give up. God is on your side too.”  
Being alone I can only imagine the loneliness that fills Eddie’s daily 
routine. Juanita lives separate than him due to her Alzheimer's. Each week 
Eddie’s eyes glow as I greet him with a warm smile and fill the empty void 
from his life. Passion lights his face, as I intently listen to the stories of 
Eddie’ past. The candies I presented him on our first visit, only three weeks 
ago, changed the daily routine of him and his wife.  
As Eddie hugs me each week, I become a little choked up knowing 
how lonely his life must be. His children and grandchildren live hundreds of 
miles away. With Eddie and me becoming closer, he referenced me being 
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like one of his granddaughters. What a humbling feeling it is to take a little 
time from your day to make someone you barely know smile. I challenge 
everyone to step out of their comfort zone and make a small difference in the 
big world God has given us. Spreading a little kindness goes a long way.  
Three-thirty each Wednesday has become a time I look forward to 
each week. Eddie Sage will forever light up my heart. Interacting with Eddie 
has been one of the most heartwarming experiences thus far in my college 
career.  
Learning from elderly persons fills my heart with joy, simply because 
they’ve lived through the parts of history I will never experience. However, 
snippets of their past can be relived through me. Eddie has taught me to 
shoot for the stars in every situation. Sincerely taking this assignment to 
heart was not only a joy, but it was my pleasure 
 
29 
The Spark of Destiny 
Warren Inman 
Christine Epping, UNI Senior   1(6) C13 
I am proud to admit that I am a hopeless romantic. Needless to say, 
the first thing I wanted to ask Warren Inman was how he met his wife. He 
looked at me and said, “Whoa, getting right down to it aren’t we?” He then 
proceeded to tell me a story that I will never forget.  
It was the Fourth of July in 1948 and Warren was with one of his 
buddies at a swimming hole. In the middle of splashing and making a 
ruckus, Warren noticed two girls sitting across the way. He caught the eye 
on of one the girls, and thought she was one of the prettiest woman he had 
ever seen. She was sitting on a rock and seemed to be glowing with beauty. 
Something about her drew Warren in and he couldn’t keep her out of his 
mind. Warren then looked at his friend and asked why they couldn't find 
pretty girls like that to take out on a date.  
Later that night, Warren and the same friend from the swimming hole 
decided they were going to see a show. On their way to the show, as if 
destiny was on his side, they saw the two girls from the swimming hole 
again. Warren wanted to get the girls attentions, so he did what any insane 
17 year-old boy would do; he threw a firecracker at her. It got her attention 
all right. His flirty tactic worked and the two girls walked towards Warren 
and his friend.  
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The beauty from the swimming hole told him that her name was 
Marge. Warren finally had a beautiful name to go with the beautiful girl. 
Warren then asked what her plans were for the night. Unlike Warren’s plan 
to attend a show, the two girls were headed to the roller rink. On that note, 
the two girls left and Warren didn't know if he would ever see Marge again.  
Warren and his buddy purchased their tickets to the show, like 
planned. After about five minutes of waiting in the theater they changed 
their mind. Why would they sit in a theatre when two lovely girls were 
waiting for them? They got up, returned the tickets to get their money back, 
and took off for the roller rink. Once they arrived at the rink, he found 
Marge and skated the night away with her.  
One year later, Warren and Marge decided to get married. They have 
been together for over 60 years, all because of a firecracker and a little help 
from destiny. 
 Hearing a story like Warren’s makes me think that being a hopeless 
romantic isn’t so hopeless after all. Warren has taught me that sometimes 
destiny is on our side, and that the most magical things can happen in the 
least expected moments.  
He has taught me to be hopeful and to believe in love at first sight, no 
matter how silly that may seem. Warren found the love of his life, and 
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 Elma Wymore 
 Alyssa Adamec, UNI Senior 4A1 
With no more than a ninth grade education, Elma was a family 
provider during the Great Depression. She worked to make five dollars a 
week to help keep food on the table. From Strawberry Point, Iowa, she was 
welcomed on her grandfather’s farm. However, by age three, her parents 
divorced and she was living in Waterloo with her grandmother.  
Throughout her entire education, Elma moved multiple times with her 
mom, step-father and two brothers. In the beginning, she would move back 
and forth throughout Iowa to accommodate her step-father’s job, which 
relocated him every year. His job was considered “hired hands.”  
For kindergarten alone, Elma went to four different schools because 
of her dad’s job. By age ten, her family moved to Kansas City, Kansas. She 
remembers attending school with more African American kids than white. It 
didn’t bother her as much as the Catholic students getting to leave certain 
days early for religious purposes. That she will never understand.  
But six months later, after a trip back to Iowa for Thanksgiving, the 
family decided to return home. So Elma stayed with her Grandma and 
returned to school in Iowa. For 6-8th grade, Elma went to school in 
Wisconsin. She attended two different schools in Gillingham and Spring 
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Valley. At Spring Valley, Elma distinctly remembers having to compete two 
book reports in order to move to the next grade level. She stayed up late into 
the night reading these books and memorizing the plot, characters, storyline 
and themes of the book.  
She distinctly remembers one of the books being Robin Hood, which 
became her favorite story. However, she will never forget coming to school 
the next day, ready to present, and all the teacher asked her was, “Did you 
read the book?”  
She replied yes and begin to explain the plot, but the teacher cut her 
off and said that he was convinced she read it. Elma was furious. It was 
during this time that Elma decided to leave school and start making money 
for herself and family. But soon after, her family moved back to Iowa.  
Elma decided to return to school. During her education, one of her 
classes was home economics. They were assigned a project requiring them 
to sew a dress together with the school’s sewing machine. She wasn’t quite 
finished with her work, and decided to stay after school. She mentioned this 
to one of her classmates, who quickly replied that it was a bad idea. 
Regardless, Elma decided to stay and complete her dress. The teacher was in 
the room and offered to help Elma with her work. However, he was too 
helpful and unable to keep his hands to himself. Elma got up abruptly, said 






Carter Anderson, UNI Senior 4A2 
 
When I first met Marilyn Young, I was immediately reminded of my 
own grandmother. She was sweet, caring, and a little fiery. Marilyn is a 
mother to six children, who she is very proud of, and grandmother and great 
grandmother to many more. It is easy to see that she is very hard working as 
she tells the stories about raising a large family solely on her husband's 
income. Marilyn is very active in her church and willing to step in when 
someone needs help. She is a friend to many and will stick up for them to 
this day. Marilyn can be very opinionated and claims her mouth can get her 
into trouble sometimes, but she knows her loved one will always be there for 
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her. She is passionate about sports, especially wrestling, the sport her 
husband coached and her sons’ participated in. Marilyn is all these things, 
but in my opinion, she could be summed up into one word: dedicated. She is 
dedicated to her family, her friends, and her education.  
 Whenever Marilyn gets an opportunity to discuss her family, she takes 
it. Anyone could tell she cares very deeply for them and is proud of the 
adults they have turned into. Marilyn is very dedicated to her family and 
keeping them close. She shared about when her kids were young how they 
would wait for everyone to get home before they ate dinner at night. It was 
important to her to always be able to have her entire family in one place 
every evening. Though her family has settled all over the United States, she 
manages to maintain a close connection with each of them. 
 Along with being dedicated to her family, she has always made room 
in her life for her friends.  She will always have a listening ear for anyone 
who needs it. In a friend, she values someone who is comfortable to say 
what they have to say without fear of hurting her feelings. She knows a 
person can’t please everyone, so she doesn’t want her friends always trying 
to please her. Marilyn values her friends so much she eats with the same 
three women every day for dinner. They have sat together for almost every 
meal for over two years. She enjoys the diversity that each woman brings 
and says they always have something new to talk about.  
Finally, Marilyn is dedicated to her education. Her commitment 
towards education started early when she was in grade school. She was the 
youngest rider on the bus to Kensett but wasn’t scared because all the older 
kids took care of her. That dedication continued in high school when she 
decided she wanted to continue her education in college. In order to be 
accepted, she needed to have four science classes, but her school only 
offered three. She and a group of friends got together and convinced the 
principal to create a physics class in a spare boiler room. The creation of this 
class allowed her to go to college to become a teacher. She took a short 
break from education to raise her children, but once they were all in school, 
she continued her education at the University of Northern Iowa to become a 
school media consultant. She traveled to all the Cedar Falls Elementary 
schools to manage their libraries.  
 Marilyn’s dedication has taught me to work hard and stay committed 
to the things and the ones you care about. The stories and lessons Marilyn 
has shared can be applied to many aspects of my life, but particularly 
teaching. As a future teacher, I need to stay dedicated to my career, students, 
and coworkers, just like Marilyn did with her family, friends, and education.  
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32 
The Ties that Bind 
Marilyn Young 
 Ashley Becker, UNI Senior 4A3  
To Marilyn her family and friends are the most important people in 
her life, from the very first time meeting with Marilyn she made this idea 
very clear to me. She told me all about her children, grandchildren, great-
grandchildren, and dear friends, and where they all are. When asked 
specifically about what impacts these two main types of relationships in her 
life she simply said, honesty and having people that love you for who you 
are.  
There were so many things that I have learned about Marilyn that 
have shown me what the important things are in life, but that simple 
statement about love and friendship is what has really stuck out to me. She 
has experienced so much life, some bad but mostly good, and she is still able 
to appreciate the important influences that others have had on her and that 
she has had on others. Her family, though, is where I really got an inside 
look at Marilyn and what has brought her to where she is now.  
She was a teacher who was married to a teacher and coach, and they 
had five children. While they were raising their children they had to live off 
of a limited means and support their growing children. This meant that there 
were many nights that Keith, Marilyn’s husband, had to ref for wrestling, 
coach wrestling, or teach. This is something that may have been difficult to 
make it through, but Keith, Marilyn, and their kids made it through together. 
They worked hard together, and loved harder. One way that Marilyn 
managed to do this was by making sure that they had supper together every 
night as a family, even if it meant waiting until 8 or later until everyone was 
home, they waited and enjoyed a meal together. This gave them time to 
spend together and enjoy each other’s company outside of all the other stress 
and life in general. This kept their family strong and happy. 
Their family happiness also came through the idea that they accepted 
each other, and they loved each other for who they were. Marilyn is the first 
to admit that people, or children, are going to do things that you do not agree 
with, but that doesn’t matter you love and support them anyways. Marilyn 
also has this same philosophy for her friendships that she has made through 
the years and that she still has to this day. Friends are like the family that 
you choose for yourself and you learn to love them no matter what, and love 
them for exactly as they are. She also believes that the best kinds of friends 
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are the ones who will tell you truth, and be honest with you no matter what. 
She also believes that it goes both ways, she wants to be able to be 
completely open with her friends, even if it means needing to apologize a 
few hours later. Honesty is such an important trait for friendships to her, as 
is having fun with them and enjoying life together.  
Love, family, friendship, honesty, and fun, five such simple concepts, 
but given so much meaning and history when used to describe a person. 
Marilyn has taught me so much about life and appreciating everything that 
you have and I’m so thankful I was partnered with her for this project. She 





Amber Butcher, UNI Senior 4A4 
 Going into this experience I was full of expectations. Would my 
senior become like a second grandparent to me? Would we talk for hours 
about memories and how the past has shaped us into whom we are today? 
Though I was aware of how this experience went for others and expecting 
mine to be similar, it wasn’t.  
 Most of the time when I went to visit Claudette I would find her in the 
hallway working on puzzles. I’d ask her all the required questions to which 
she would give me a short answer. At times I would ask follow-up questions, 
but to my dismay, we would continue to sit in silence working on the puzzle. 
This is something I enjoyed doing with her. Every time I went to leave she 
would ask if I was sure I couldn’t stay and help. Unfortunately, I was never 
able to. Upon leaving every Monday afternoon I would ask myself what I 
learned. Sometimes I had learned something about Claudette, but there were 
also times we had a quiet hour completing puzzles together. Finally, I 
realized that it didn’t matter if she never talked my ear off or enlightened me 
with stories from the past. This experience was never about me. It was about 
Claudette, and all that mattered to her was that I was present. My presence 
mattered more than my words, and as a person of few words, I was alright 
with that.  
 So yes, my experience wasn’t what I expected; it was more. I realized 
that being present is such a big thing that is lacking in this world. We feel as 
if we always need to be talking, but that isn’t the case. I have learned that 
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expectations are meant to be surpassed. Claudette taught me a lot through 
our silent meetings, and I’m grateful for those moments we shared together. 
I will always hold Claudette near to my heart as I strive to be more present 
in this chaotic world.  
34 
A Love That Lasts a Lifetime 
Norma Farris 
Melissa Caligiuri, UNI Senior 4A5 
I walked into the room to find Norma sitting on her couch with a 
bright, welcoming smile. I introduced myself and sat down to start a 
conversation that would last a lifetime. As I got to know Norma, I found her 
to have a life full of wonderful memories with family and friends as well as 
the hardships that we all experience in life. I am a girl that loves to hear love 
stories and learn about how a couple’s love grows. As I got to know Norma, 
I noticed her mention her husband many times. I loved hearing the stories 
about their love, may it be the little things they would do or how they met. I 
had asked her if it was love at first sight but she chuckled and said “no.”  
Listening to her led me to reflect on my own relationship with my fiancé. 
The way she lit up when talking about her husband reminded me of how my 
fiancé would light up when he would see me after weeks of being apart.  
Unfortunately, her husband passed away when he was 50. It broke my 
heart knowing their love was still young and they had three wonderful 
children they were raising. But to Norma, he never left. He is still alive in 
her heart and always will be. She talks about him as if he was still here and 
she glows when she is talking about him or he is mentioned. She is still in 
love with him. 
Norma has been faced with the biggest hardship that I could ever 
imagine. She and her husband created and lived a life together that blessed 
them with three children and a home to raise them in. Even though he passed 
sooner than anyone wanted, she held on to her memories and continued to 
live life the way she would have. She has a love that will last a lifetime. 
 My time with Norma has taught me many things, but nothing more 
than the lesson to hold on to those you love dearly as you may never know 
the last time you can say “I love you.” Through the memories and stories 
I’ve heard from Norma about her and her husband will carry with me 
through my life and my relationships. And with that, I will work to create a 
love that lasts a lifetime 
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35 
Hard Times Turned to Happiness 
Betty Schmidt 
Miranda Fiene, UNI Senior 4B6 
 Live every day to the fullest. Always keeping a smile on your face 
even through the hard times. These are just two life lessons I was able to 
learn from Betty Schmidt. After learning that I would be meeting with 
someone for my human relations class I was a bit nervous not knowing how 
the experience would go. However, after meeting Betty and getting to know 
her I quickly learned this would be a very memorable experience and a very 
unique opportunity.  
 Betty hasn’t always had the easiest life. A year before she was born 
her older sister passed away and Betty felt as though her mother resented 
her.  When her younger sister was born she had to take care of her while her 
parents worked on the farm. She learned at a young age that life takes work. 
Later in life after having her children she had to raise and provide for her 
children on her own, working hard to put them through school to get an 
education. A few years ago Betty suffered a stroke, making retirement home 
her new home. These are just a few of the hard times she has faced 
throughout her life, but each time she told the stories she did so with a smile 
on her face leading her to become the person she is today.  
 Betty turned hard times into a life full of happiness and love. She 
loves being a mother to 2, grandmother to 3, and now great grandmother to 
6. When she talks about her family I just see so much joy and happiness in 
her face. Betty often said “you don’t know what love is until you have 
grandkids”. She enjoys each little moment she gets to spend with her 
grandchildren and great grandchildren. She teaches her great grandchildren 
to always be respectful and be the bigger person. If you treat others with 
respect you should be given it right back. A lesson I hope to teach my own 
students someday.  
 Each week I go see her, she smiles and laughs and enjoys sharing 
moments from both the past and present.  Betty enjoys the friends she has 
made in her new home. She loves that they can laugh at and with each other 
and never come across as offensive. One week she told me that if she wasn’t 
laughing and enjoying life she would rather not be living it. I found this 
quote so powerful and moving because it is something that I think people 
often forget. She has so many stories and experiences to share, I wish I could 
take the time to hear them all. I have learned so much from her in such a 
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short amount of time and have enjoyed this opportunity. The main takeaway 
is to live your life to the fullest while keeping a smile on your face and the 





Gabriel Gedlinske, UNI Senior 4B7 
 As soon as I learned that Phyllis was being kept in a temporary room 
due to a recent fall, I knew I was in for a rough start. I’ve never been one 
who’s had an easy time relating to others, let alone people much older than 
myself. Being completely honest, I was not excited about being required to 
meet regularly with a senior. My schedule was already jam-packed with 
classes, work, and additional field experiences. Why did I need experience 
working with seniors? Didn’t Kathy understand that I wanted to teach kids? 
 These thoughts and others ran through my head as Natalie and I 
waited outside of Phyllis’s room for the first time. When we finally were 
able to go inside, I only felt more certain that this was a bad idea. Natalie 
and I quickly introduced ourselves. 
 “How are you, Phyllis?” 
 “Not good.” Uh-oh. 
 Ten seconds in and I already felt like throwing in the towel. We 
stayed and talked with Phyllis a bit longer, though she clearly was not 
looking for an extended conversation, and shortly thereafter we left. Though 
I could tell that she was clearly in pain and unhappy to be in a new and 
temporary location, I couldn’t help but feel a little disappointed at her lack 
of enthusiasm. I tried to let it be, and put it out of my mind for the rest of the 
day. 
 The next few meetings all carried the same lack of enjoyment as the 
first. While they lasted significantly longer, this did not increase my 
enthusiasm for the assignment. After our third meeting, I felt resigned to 
simply getting through the remaining meetings as quickly as I could. 
 The following Thursday, Natalie and I once again made our way to 
Phyllis’s room. I knocked on the open door, the noise from a basketball 
game drifting quietly from the TV in the room. We walked in as Phyllis 
turned the television off. 
 “How are you guys this week?” 
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 I paused, dumbstruck. Throughout our entire time together, Phyllis 
had rarely asked us questions. “We’re good, how have you been?” 
 It was immediately clear that Phyllis was in a much better mood than 
she had been for the duration of our prior meetings. She excitedly went into 
detail about her progress in therapy, and shared her hope of soon returning to 
her own apartment. She frequently expressed her distaste of her new living 
arrangements, and strongly desired to resume life independently. On this 
day, Phyllis shared new stories with us that I had never previously heard. 
Before, she primarily shared with us her life as an artist, starting a ceramics 
store that sold pieces across the country. Today, however, she told us more 
about her childhood. Her father worked as a bootlegger for the famous Al 
Capone, which caused her to receive a good deal of grief from her 
classmates. She went into a number of David and Goliath stories in which 
she stood up for herself and others in need against those with far greater 
power. 
 Our next meeting continued along these lines, and I felt far more 
upbeat about our time together. Phyllis told a number of other stories about 
being a hard-nosed and independent person who would fight for her cause. 
She told us a number of stories where she often referred to herself as “a pain 
in the ass” for anyone she would stand up to. She talked about refusing to 
give in when others tried to put her out of business, and helping her friend 
whose husband treated her like a servant. One thing Phyllis made very clear: 
Life was hard. Yet in every story she shared, Phyllis fought for those in 
need, and thus while Phyllis was sharing her story, she seemed to realize that 
it wasn’t really hers. So much of what she did was for the good of others, 
and this became more and more evident as our meetings with Phyllis 
continued. 
 It is a funny thing to look back. So much changes over such short 
periods of time. I considered my first few weeks meeting with Phyllis, and 
how my perception of her had transformed since our first meeting. Yet that 
was not all that had changed. Through Phyllis’s stories, I found that my 
entire outlook on this project had changed. Earlier, I didn’t understand what 
this assignment had to do with me, wanting to be an elementary school 
teacher. I now see that I was right all along, but not in the way I imagined. 
This project was never about me. This was, and continues to be, about 
Phyllis. I am humbled and grateful for the knowledge I have gained, and 
have learned much more about putting others before yourself. Much like this 
assignment, with Phyllis, there is much more than meets the eye. 
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37 
A Light in the Shadow 
Phyllis Gericke 
Natalie Heddens, UNI Senior 4B8 
A life lived successfully does not necessarily mean a life of happiness. 
I got this sense when I sat down with Phyllis the first couple of meetings. 
She talked endlessly about her ceramics shop and her very strong willed, and 
one could say feminist ideals of her life, but she seemed to have a dark cloud 
hanging over her. Although she talked proudly about owning the shop, she 
always ended her thoughts on something that went wrong; however, I don’t 
see Phyllis in the darkness of her shadow.  
When I found out that Phyllis’s life was centered on ceramics, it made 
my artistic heart sing. Being an art major myself, I felt like we had a 
connection before we even met. She told me about how she left on a whim 
for California when she was just 17. That is when she fell in love with 
ceramics, and that was the beginning of the rest of her life. She not only did 
ceramics herself, but she taught at her shop, spoke at conventions all over 
the US, and shared her passion of the arts with anyone she could throughout 
her entire life. 
She spoke multiple times of her interactions with different customers, 
especially those with disabilities. When she was a young girl her father was 
a bootlegger and none of the kids in her town wanted to be friends with her 
and her siblings. When she had kids she brought them up to be kind to 
anyone, no matter their background, race, gender, or physical or mental 
abilities. Phyllis told stories of multiple young people that came through her 
door with a disability and left with a sense a pride with what they made. She 
wanted everyone to feel needed, as growing up she didn’t.  
When I become a teacher I could only hope to be as passionate, 
strong, and level headed as Phyllis is. She would spend all day every day in 
the shop and being an art student I can see how that can negatively affect a 
person, but that didn’t affect the way she treated her family, colleagues, and 
customers. She has always treated everyone fairly even if she had to be stern 
to make her point.  
I found Phyllis to be the kind of person that is firm in her beliefs and 
extremely strong willed, but sensitive and caring as well. I think the way that 
she started from nothing and self-taught herself to create a very successful 
and prideful business is something to greatly admire. 
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 I’m glad to say that unhappiness is only temporary, and that although 
clouded by unpleasant circumstance, Phyllis has shown me that if you stick 




A Second Chance Named Wendell 
Wendell Schmidt 
Sam Hinman, UNI Senior 4B9 
 This story begins with a fourteen year old named Sam. He has a 
grandfather in a nursing home. He didn’t want to visit his grandpa because 
the building smelled funny and it was forty-five minutes away. That was 
valuable time he could spend playing video games and talking with girls. 
When he did go to the nursing home, he would take his little sister to a 
different room instead of talking with his grandpa. A few months later, 
Sam’s grandfather passed away in the hospital. At the funeral Sam became 
overwhelmed with guilt for neglecting his grandpa in his final days, and he 
burst into tears. 
 Flash forward eight years, and Sam is enrolled in a Human Relations 
class at The University of Northern Iowa. He is assigned an eighty year old 
man named Wendell as a senior conversation partner. They meet in a 
nursing home; a place Sam is familiar with, but isn’t fond of. Wendell lives 
alone there. He isn’t visited or even talked to by many of his kids. This is 
Sam’s second chance. 
 This is my second chance. I am Sam, and I love meeting with 
Wendell. Hearing his stories, learning from him, and spending time with 
him. It’s crazy how much you learn from people when you actually take the 
time to talk with them and care about them. He’s told me stories of his time 
spent in the military making eye glasses for soldiers in St. Louis, his thirty 
plus years working on the floor at the John Deere foundry, and what it was 
like growing up in the country. 
I am unable to relate with any of those life experiences, but Wendell is 
still my friend. Our main shared interest is baseball. We are planning on 
going to Waterloo Bucks’ games this summer, and I’m very excited for 
them! He’s also going to take me to some dirt track races in Independence 
and Vinton. I have never been to one before, but Wendell loves them. He 
was shocked when I told him I have never been before. 
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 I know that our time spent together is technically an assignment, but 
it doesn’t feel like it. There is a healing factor for both of us. Wendell is 
helping me redeem the way that eighth grade Sam treated his grandpa in the 
nursing home, and I’m the young man who visits him even when some of his 
own family won’t. 
People often wish to go back and time to do something differently in 
life. They want to change something that they regret. I’ve found that you 
don’t need time travel to do that. Sometimes your second chances will come 





Kari Kahl, UNI Senior 4C10 
 
“I am a survivor and not a victim.  Life isn't perfect.                                                                                                                                   
When you get a knock, you have to get up,                                                                                               
dust yourself down and get on with it.”         -Patsy Kensit 
 Do you know someone who you consider a survivor?  Are you a 
survivor?  I personally know many survivors, but there is one in particular 
that I want to talk about, Faye Barr.  Dictionary.com defines a survivor as, 
“a person who continues to function or prosper in spite of opposition, 
hardship, or setbacks.”  The first day I met Faye she told me she considers 
herself a survivor.  In comparing her stories to the definition I just shared, I 
can agree she is a great example of what it means to be a survivor.  
 Everyone has their own opinions of school.  Faye was not a fan.  
School was hard for her, because she had dyslexia and bipolar.  When she 
was in school, these factors in her learning were not something educators or 
even parents were aware of, so there was no help for her but to just work 
through it.  She struggled through all subjects but arithmetic.  
  As if struggling with her studies wasn’t enough work, she also had 
issues with the “town” kids.  Charlotte, her roommate, agreed with Faye on 
how there was a big rivalry between the “country” and the “town” kids.  
Faye mentions how she didn’t have as nice of stuff as them, such as clothes 
and shoes.   
She never returned after middle school though.  She was forced to 
stay home and take care of her younger siblings due to her mother’s time in 
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the hospital.  This was hard work for Faye.  Her father was a strict man and 
made her work really hard doing house work and barn work till it was 
absolutely perfect.   
Faye then talked to me about how these hard times in her life led her 
to work hard for a better life.  Faye had many jobs that she worked hard at 
and enjoyed many of them.  She lights up when going into detail about her 
children who she is so proud of.  She also talks about her second marriage 
and how wonderful of a man he was and the fun they had together.   
She was motivated to give her children the best life she could provide 
for them and by the sounds of where her children are today that is just what 
she did.  Faye talks about great friendships she has and resembles her kind 
heart towards her roommate Charlotte that she would do anything for.   
Faye has taken the life she was given and made the most of it.  
Listening to Faye reflect each week brings me happiness knowing that there 
is still so much to look forward to in my life.  I want to take what life gives 
me and make the most of it just like Faye did, so I can someday sit with a 
college student and tear up, giggle, and smile as I share my story. 
 
40 
A Gentle Impact 
Charlotte Ford 
Emily Kash, UNI Senior 4C11 
 To say that misfortune, hardships, and inequality shape a person into 
who they are today is not a new idea. When a person goes through 
something difficult, for an extended period of time, there is no way that it 
cannot have an effect on how their character develops. Whether these 
hardships have made a positive or negative impact on the person is another 
story, but in the case of Charlotte, there is no question that her past has made 
her the compassionate, caring, and gentle person that she is today.  
 When you ask Charlotte about her past, specifically her childhood, 
there is no doubt in her mind that there is a story for her to tell. She does not 
run from her past, nor is she ashamed by what she went through, but rather 
she uses these experiences as an opportunity to teach you something new 
that you had never really considered before.  
 Charlotte grew up in the town of Cedar Falls and has lived here her 
entire life. While some people may find this as a disappointment in their life, 
Charlotte has had no desire to ever leave- this is her home. During the time 
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when Charlotte was a child, the Depression was taking hold of the country 
and it had a great effect on her and her family. She was born to a mother and 
a father, but her father died when she was only two years old, which means 
that Charlotte was raised by a single mother. To say that this was a rarity 
during these days would be an understatement, and Charlotte will tell you 
that it had a great influence on her view of the world. It was only Charlotte 
and her mother for all of Charlotte’s childhood; she had no brothers or 
sisters to play with and keep her company when her mom was working.  
 “We had absolutely nothing,” is a common statement you will hear 
from Charlotte when asked about her childhood. This was partly due to the 
Depression, partly due to a single parent income, and partly due to the lack 
of financial help offered in those days. Charlotte will tell you that this had a 
factor in how she felt when she was attending school. She felt as though the 
other students looked at her differently and treated her differently because 
they knew that she did not have a father at home, and her mother was 
working all the time. Her mother worked at a restaurant where she only 
made seven dollars a week. While this income was just barely enough for 
them to get by, Charlotte still seemed make it through the tough times 
without any negative implications to the development of her character. 
 Charlotte may just be about the gentlest person you have ever met, 
and while she may be of few words at times, she knows that her story is 
important. Charlotte believes that the tough times she endured as a child 
have caused her to be scared of everything and worried about speaking up 
for herself, but any other person would tell you that those hard times have 
made her the gracious, generous person that she is today.  
 
41 
Love for Life 
Jeanette Steiner 
Jessie Koester, UNI Senior 4C12 
A story I would like to tell is one of a fighter, a mother, and a friend. 
Jeanette has lead an exciting and adventurous life. When Jeanette was 
young, she had the joy of growing up on a farm. One of her distinct 
memories was being chased by roosters. When telling her story, Jeanette 
laughed and laughed about roosters on the farm and how they would chase 
people around.  
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When I listened to her story, I could not help but think of my own 
time growing up on a farm and being chased by the rambunctious roosters. 
So I was able to laugh along with Jeanette as we shared in one memory but 
many years apart.  
While I visited Jeanette I was able to hear how she found one of her 
passions.  As Jeanette became older, her love for helping animals pushed her 
to start her own business. Jeannette was an advocate for Greyhound racing 
dogs. She wrote a magazine with information about Greyhounds and how to 
treat them, especially after they were done with their racing careers.  
She worked hard for many years and informed the public about 
Greyhounds, a topic that which at the time many people were not very 
informed. Jeanette has a real love for Greyhounds and the joy that they bring 
to people.   
I am so glad that I have had the opportunity to meet and get to know 
this amazing women.  Jeanette is a true fighter. Recently, she was very sick 
and I was not sure I would be able to meet this wonderful women. Now, she 
is doing great and we were able to attend the Pub and listen to the music 
together. My time spent with Jeanette has been eye opening and has helped 
me realize that I can be an advocate for the issues that I am passionate about, 
just like Jeanette.  




Dakota Lamonica, UNI Senior 4C13 
I read the name on my paper.  Jeanette Steiner, the person who I 
couldn’t even imagine would change my life the way she has.  In short, I 
have gotten to know Jeanette and her daughter, Deanne.  I have been 
touched by the love between the two of them.  Deanne especially!  She 
continues to fight for her mother’s well-being regardless of what anyone else 
says.  Doctors included.  She believes in her mom and she is her biggest 
advocate and asset.   
Prior to meeting Jeanette, I had been visiting with Jeanette’s daughter, 
Deanne. During our phone calls over the course of a couple weeks, I learned 
that Jeanette’s health was not the greatest.  We were both worried I would be 
unable to meet her.  When I got a call asking if I had time to go see her, I 
dropped everything and went.  Of course I wanted to meet her!  I could 
hardly wait!   
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When I met Jeanette and Deanne for the first time, I was just touched!  
They were so sweet and welcoming.  We went and got strawberry ice cream 
for Jeanette.  We took turns feeding her!  I quickly learned she loves her 
sweets!  We delighted in her enjoyment!   
As I took in my experience with these two wonderful and inspirational 
people, I noticed that Jeanette was a little difficult to understand.  However, 
I was captivated by what they had to say.  Her daughter told me of her life 
growing up and how her mom had all sorts of hairstyles.  They even shared 
pictures with me.  And YES her hair was entertaining to see!  From the 
beehive to the long hippy hair!  She rocked it with her contagious smile and 
fun personality.  The pictures revealed a person who was full of life and 
adventure!  I imagined her catching the eye of anyone she met.  This was 
true still today!   
I am so blessed that I was able to meet Jeanette and Deanne.  They are 
a love story I will happily remember forever.  Their story has left an imprint 
on my heart that I will carry with me throughout my whole life.  
 
43 
Friendship and Love 
Luella Schuler 
Brittany McLain, UNI Senior 4C14 
I have worked at an Assisted Living Home for the past two and a half 
years.  In this time, I have learned so much about myself as well as gained 
much wisdom from visiting with residents. I was extremely excited that 
other UNI students would finally be able to share the same joy that I gained 
while talking with residents.  
As I walked into class the day we were finding out then names of our 
residents, I had much excitement and anticipation.  Wanting to know who I 
had, as well as finding out who other residents that I know would have . . . 
the time finally came . . . Luella Schuler, “You will be perfect for her,” I was 
told.  Hearing this made me even more excited about meeting her for the 
first time!  
The time came when I needed to call Luella.  I will never forget our 
first of many phone calls.  Luella answered and I started telling her who I 
was and why I was calling. She responded, “Oh, yes I guess I’m doing that.  
I sure do hope I have enough to offer you”.   
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Little did she know she already offered me so much by welcoming me 
into her home and meeting with me each week.  Many visits included Luella 
restating the same statement, “I hope I can help you out,” or “I don’t have 
anything unique about myself.” I did not need unique; I needed Luella just 
the way she was.   
Our second week was ended with Luella telling me she loved me. 
After two visits we had already formed the loving bond of a grandmother 
and granddaughter. 
Friendship and love is something that we usually talked about, no 
matter what the topic was that week it always led us to those two things.  I 
believe that Luella is a true friend who loves others unconditionally.  
Anyone who is her friend is truly blessed to have her.  
One story that really opened my eyes and made me think about the 
kind of friend that I am and want to be, is about Luella and her dear friends 
Roseta.  Luella met Roseta at church years ago and connected over time.  A 
few years after the passing of both of their husbands, Roseta became sick as 
well.  When this happened Luella was right by her side without any 
hesitation. The visits even included making many trips to Mayo Clinic in 
Minnesota.  Luella didn’t have to take her and stay with her through all of 
the doctor’s appointments like she did, but Luella is just that kind of friend.  
When Roseta’s health started getting worse and she needed to 
amputate one of her arms to stop the cancer from spreading, she refused. 
Roseta chose to go to hospice in Waterloo.   
While in hospice, Luella drove to see Roseta every day.  When the 
time came and Roseta knew it wouldn’t be long, she requested to be moved 
back to her apartment to pass. She did.  Luella stuck by her side from the 
day she found out she had cancer to being by her side when she passed 
away.   
Even after she passed Luella never understood why she asked to move 
back, after some time her question was answered by Rosetas’ daughter. 
When the time was right, Rosetas’ daughter told Luella the real reason why 
she wanted to come back to her home to pass away.  Luella was told she 
wanted to move back because after everything that Luella had done for her 
she didn’t want Luella to have to keep driving to Waterloo to see her every 
day.  It would be easier for Luella to see her.   
Luella is the type of friend everyone should be like.  She has taught 
me so much about myself and how I want to impact others.   Most don’t 
think about how they want to leave this world but through meeting with 
Luella she has really changed that for me. She has truly taught me how to 
think more about others then about myself. 
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44 
Learning through Love 
Gary Olson, Chaplain 
Mattie Misfeldt, UNI Senior 4D15 
 This semester, I was granted the opportunity to meet with a senior 
citizen whom has heavy involvement with a retirement community in Cedar 
Falls, Iowa. I was paired with one of my classmates, Kip, and we were 
assigned to Chaplain Gary Olson. I contacted Gary via email and arranged to 
meet with him as soon as he returned from his vacation in Cancun. The wait 
was long, but it was well worth it.  
 On our very first visit, I was running a little late due to the weather 
conditions. I was nervous that this might be an omen for how the rest of the 
day would follow, but thankfully, I was wrong. Our interactions with Gary 
proved to be plentiful. When we asked him a question, he would go into 
great detail and elaborate with each story he told. He even proceeded to ask 
our responses to the questions as well. Overall, we spent a full hour 
conversing and getting acquainted with one another.  
 Gary was born in 1935 and spent his childhood in Wisconsin. His 
family consisted of his mother and father, along with two brothers and two 
sisters. When Gary went to school, he was in a one-room country school. In 
this school, all grades (K-5) were combined into one classroom. In second 
grade, Gary’s teacher failed him due to the fact that he didn’t know how to 
do his multiplication tables. Fortunately, he said he was able to move back 
up into his original class, so it all worked out in the end.  
 In high school, he remembers all the times he drove his father’s truck 
to pick up milk. His father would arrange for him to be late to school, so he 
enjoyed performing this task. His dad was a very hard worker, and spent 
most of his time working at the cheese factory. They never had wealth, and 
this was one of the biggest hardships they faced. However, his father never 
complained about it. He simply worked harder and found a way to cope. 
Gary looked up to his father in many ways, and it was from him that he 
learned to have a positive work ethic.  
 As someone who comes from a family of four girls, I also experienced 
hardships in regards to financial issues. Despite our difficult circumstance, 
my parents were able to teach me valuable life lessons. My dad taught me 
the value of a dollar, and he always preached that people ought to “be on 
time and do what’s right.”  However, it was my mom who taught me how to 
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budget and care deeply for others. Together, they helped me realize that 
money is not the most important thing in life, but love is.  
 When we asked Gary what love has taught him about himself, he 
immediately referred to his mother and father. He said that on his father’s 
side, he learned the importance of humor. On his mother’s side, there was 
often a little bit of tension. However, this taught him the importance of 
communication. Specifically, he stated that communication is an art; to be 
able to handle differences and work out conflict through deep and 
meaningful conversation is a trait that cannot be replaced. As Chaplain, he 
often works with many couples before marriage, and this is one of his 
favorite topics. He realizes that in order to have a successful marriage, 
communication is key. 
 I was not all too familiar with the title of Chaplain, so I inquired more 
about his position. Gary explained that he spends sixty or more hours a week 
leading worships, devotions, bible studies, etc. Through his position, he has 
brought people together through marriage, he has provided counseling for 
many individuals, and he has helped those who needed it most.  
Religion is a large part of his life, so it is not uncommon for him to 
bring it up in conversation. He said that at one point in his life, he had an 
overwhelming conviction to get his hands on a bible. It was as if the Holy 
Spirit told him to get acquainted with the bible before getting married. In his 
own words, he stated that this was his “awakening.”   
When he did decide to get married, he had one goal in mind for his 
relationship. He set out to treat his wife in a way that would make her 
parents proud. He has been married for quite some time now to a woman 
named Ella, and he believes that for the most part, he has done a good job 
achieving this goal. 
Gary continues to learn about life through forming relationships with 
others, shining light on dark situations, and spreading love. He values people 
for who they are and realizes that deep down, we are all the same. Gary is a 
friend to everyone, and everyone is a friend to Gary. In his 80 years on this 
earth, he has touched so many lives—and I have no doubt that he will 
continue to do this in the years to come.  









Kip Morsch, UNI Senior 4D16 
I expected my visits to be engaging, interesting, and a learning 
experience similar to what I currently do with my full time job.  In talking 
with Chaplain Gary Olson and my classmate Mattie, I have found what I did 
not expect.  I found affirmation. 
 I have been visiting with Gary and Mattie for approximately five 
weeks now and our topics have varied but each topic gives us the 
opportunity to learn more about each other.  I have been blessed to 
experience each week with them.  We have talked about acceptance, 
passion, and hospitality to name a few.  I have learned much about Mattie 
and Gary through these topics.  However, I know I have learned more from 
our talks about hardship and misfortune and not only about Gary and Mattie, 
but about myself as well. 
 In our first meeting, Gary talked about hardship and how he felt 
fortunate with this topic.  He felt this way because he could not think of 
many times where he felt hardship.  He shared with us about his childhood 
and how his family never had wealth.  However, Gary sees this as a blessing 
rather than a hardship.  If money was tight, he observed his father going out 
and doing something to lessen that burden.  It was this type of situation that 
caused his father to start working at a cheese factory.  This action later led 
his father to become the manager due to his continued hard work.  Through a 
negative situation, a positive one emerged. 
 Last week, we talked about misfortune.  Gary talked about 
appreciating what he has in life because of what he has heard others go 
through.  He told us that he believes there are lots of ways to define 
misfortune.  He did not believe he has gone through extreme misfortune but 
he has experienced it in other ways.  Gary began telling Mattie and I a story 
about a case of misfortune that stands out in his mind.   
 A common thing to do when he was younger was to go dancing.  He 
and one girl in particular would often go dancing together.  He never 
remembered it being a serious courting experience but he recalls walking her 
to her door and holding hands.  One day, she informed him that they would 
no longer be able to go dancing because her boyfriend was returning from 
the Navy.  Gary was crushed.  To this day, he could take anyone to the exact 
spot he drove to after she told him this.  He got out of his car, kneeled down 
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in the middle of the highway, and prayed.  He asked God to help him 
through his sadness.  At the time, Gary felt terrible but today he feels that the 
terrible experience was a blessing.  He is happily married and he might not 
have ever met her if the relationship with the other girl had continued.   
 Over the last few years, I have struggled with accepting where I am at 
in the world.  I feel the pressure of society telling me I need to be married 
and have a career bearing down on me.  Within the last few months that has 
begun to change.  I have looked at my situation as a positive influence on 
my life.  I would never have experienced so many wonderful things if it 
were not for the misfortunes and hardships.  I began to feel that I was 
supposed to be exactly where I am.  I can feel my place in life and the world 
being a positive influence on others.  I can feel myself making a difference.   
 Through meeting with Gary and Mattie, I found affirmation in my 
thinking.  I found others that have experienced terrible things in their lives 
but because of those things, they have been made stronger.  Hardships and 
misfortunes unfortunately exist in our world but I firmly believe God does 
not give us more than we can handle.  He knows our struggles and for every 
door that gets slammed in our faces, he opens another.  This other door may 






Finding a Family 
Carol Shelton 
Samantha Olson, UNI Senior 4D17 
 The definition of family according to Webster’s dictionary is “a group 
consisting of parents and children living together in a household.” Notice 
how this definition says nothing about being related by blood. Grandma 
Carol tells a story about how she found her family. Her family was not 
related by blood, but they were related by love.  
 Grandma Carol’s mom passed away when she was young and her dad 
remarried shortly after. Saying that she wasn’t a fan of her step-mom would 
be an understatement. Grandma Carol never felt like she found a place in her 
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new family. She decided to leave for college the summer after she graduated 
high school, and move to Cedar Falls to begin taking classes.  
 This is where the story of finding a family begins. Grandma Carol 
tells about how her and her husband became close friends with a nice couple 
they were mutual friends with. After a while, they were part of the family. 
They were included in holiday plans and all other family functions.  
 As the years have passed, they are still just as close. Although there is 
no blood relation, her kids’ grew up thinking they were family. One year, 
her son asked, “How are we related to them again?” Grandma Carol just 
laughed and explained the situation.  
 The story about finding a family touched my heart for many reasons. 
The first reason is because family is a huge reason why I am pursuing a 
career in education. Although my family is blood related, I felt a connection 
when Grandma Carol was telling me about her family. They are both full of 
compassion and unconditional love.  
The other reason that this story touched my heart was because 
Grandma Carol made the comment that I will have students in my classroom 
someday who will not have a family, and I might be the closest thing to a 
mother that they will have. As I let this comment settle, I remember feeling 
excited and ambitious to have my own classroom someday. I plan to instill 
love and compassion in all of my students and be the family that every kid 
deserves.  
Grandma Carol’s stories have touched my heart in many ways. I have 
learned more from her about who I want to be and the type of classroom 
environment I want to create. As I reflect on the time that I have had to talk 
with her, I will remember the passion that she has for teaching. I will keep 
this story close to my heart for inspiration and motivation throughout my 
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47 
Ray of Compassion 
Carol Shelton 
Crystal Pottebaum, UNI Senior 4D18 
 As I began to complete the assignment, I was focused on completing 
the assignment for a grade. However, I quickly learned that there were no 
right or wrong answers, but rather it was a journey to allow others to share 
their stories and teach you life’s greatest lessons.  
 Grandma Carol began our interactions by sending us an email saying, 
“I am beginning this voyage with this contact. This should be a fun 
experience so let the games begin.” From this moment on, the game has 
been on as she shares her stories about childhood, teaching, and life.  
 Each time we meet with Grandma Carol, she is full of energy and life. 
She greets you with a hug, and when she shares her stories she is smiling, 
laughing, and using all sorts of nonverbals to portray what was happening. 
She truly values others, and her compassion shines through with a story from 
when she returned to George, Iowa the summer after her freshman year of 
college to manage the local pool.  
 She was extremely nervous about this endeavor since she was 
returning back home and would have power where a year before she had 
none. However, Grandma Carol did not abuse this power and instead 
brought joy to so many children that summer working at the pool. Two 
children in particular benefitted from her that summer who would have 
otherwise been forgotten. Grandma Carol allowed two children with polio to 
come to the pool and participate in activities like all the other children. They 
were able to swim, splash around in the pool, and soak up the sun. These 
children and their parents were so touched because someone treated them the 
same as other children their age. She did not care that these children were 
sick, but rather she cared about their heart and giving them the best life 
possible. 
 Grandma Carol taught me to be the ray of sunshine in every child’s 
life and to treat all children with respect and compassion. No child should 
ever be treated differently in your classroom or in life as they all have 
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48 
Let Me Call You Sweetheart 
Neoma Peterson 
Callen Roseland, UNI Senior 4D19 
“I’ve been a sounding board to a lot of people.” These words from 93 
year old Neoma Peterson precisely reflects her personality. A meek, quiet 
woman who's had a lot of fun in her day has love figured out. She said that 
love is the most important word in her vocabulary, but is often overstated 
and misused in today’s world. In high school Neoma was the tallest girl in 
the class at five feet eleven inches, and her heart for others was even larger. 
Carrying this quality into her own classroom as an adult, Neoma has shown 
tremendous love and compassion towards everyone, especially her beloved 
students. From the stories I have heard, there is no doubt she was everyone’s 
favorite teacher. Her loving kindness shined through her teaching as well as 
her marriage of many years. 
Listening to her tell stories of the love she had for her husband Robert 
brings about so much joy. She would tell about his quick wit and 
hardworking attitude, never forgetting to share the sock story. It was a rainy 
September day and Robert was coming to meet her family for the first 
time.  He eagerly entered the house and took off his wet shoes. To his 
dismay, there was a giant hole in the toe of his sock. Neoma’s brother was 
quick to notice as he shot out a smart remark about the hole. Every time she 
tells the story, Neoma stops and chuckles before she ends with, “and Robert 
replied with a remark just as quick.”  Her fondness and patient love for him 
was evident as she opened up about the time spent caring for him after his 
Alzheimer’s diagnosis. She reminisced the days when they would sing their 
favorite song, Let Me Call You Sweetheart. As his memory faded, she held 
on to the lyrics he could still remember...“Keep the love light glowing, in 
your eyes so true. Let me call you sweetheart, I'm in love with you.”  
Although her family is near and dear, her love and compassion has 
impacted everyone she has met. Her impact is felt through her actions, and 
she takes living by an open door policy literally. Her door is always open as 
her heart has been to many people throughout the near century she has lived. 
The people she has come into contact with would agree that she is nothing 
short of a sweetheart. Giving time to others and being a good listener is 
something she has always held at high regard. Her daughter Marsha is one to 
vouch that she has always been someone with attentive ears for her to talk 
to. I have learned so much from Neoma in just a few short visits, and I will 
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forever acknowledge the importance of showing love through opening your 
heart, your home, and your ears to others.                       
 
49 
Learning along the Way 
Elton Green 
Kirstin Royer, UNI Senior 4E20 
     Although I haven’t been fortunate enough to sit down and talk one on 
one with Elton, I did have the honor of getting to know him at the UNI 
HPELS, Hall of Excellence brunch, back in October. I can say already, I 
have learned so much from this man. One thing that always sticks out when I 
exchange email after email with Elton, is the word humanity.  
     Humanity is a word that I was not very familiar with until recently. 
Throughout our many email exchanges and the questions I’ve asked, that is 
always a common theme. Elton has the care, sympathy, and compassion for 
all people. It is clear that having that wonderful attribute has helped Elton to 
be successful in his career as a Doctor of Physical Education.   
In one exchange of messages, Elton was telling me about friendships 
throughout his life and specifically teaching at UNI. He brought out a very 
good point. He told me that many of his friends were staff at UNI. Upon 
hearing that and knowing of his accomplishments, I assumed he meant other 
colleagues who he had taught with. However, I was wrong. As I scrolled 
through the email, Elton went on to tell me that many of his closest friends 
were in fact custodians, grounds keepers, and even secretaries. Now if 
you’re reading this please don’t assume I’m looking down on any of those 
career paths. Elton quickly went on to say that everyone one has a special 
place and these people were very important to the university and often not 
recognized for their hard work and effort. 
That email definitely hit home to me. I am the first member of my 
immediate family to go to college, let alone a University. Growing up in a 
very hard working middle class family, you see things through many 
different perspectives. To hear Elton appreciate these individuals and 
acknowledge them as his friends, definitely spoke a lot to me about his 
character. Knowing Elton’s accomplishments at UNI and many wonderful 
things he has done throughout his career, it was nice to see that he is still 
very humble. 
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Getting to know Elton is quite a rewarding experience. He has so 
many stories to tell and lessons for me to take in and learn from. Every time 
we talk, I feel as if I have just learned something that I had never known 
before. Being almost 25, it is nice to continue learning from someone with 
so much wisdom and experience. I look forward to the day that we get to 
meet up in person, so that these stories can come to life. 
 
50 
Pushing Through Loss with Love 
Kathi Ensworth 
Sarah Rutt, UNI Senior 4E21 
 Appreciate this story with a loving heart rather than passing it off as 
another story of someone’s life. A single story can create a major imprint on 
the world; everyone has something worthy to say. At least, that is an 
important lesson I have learned from the kind-hearted Kathi Ensworth. 
Before meeting Kathi for the first time, I was nervous if whether or not we 
could bond in some way. Prior to the first visit, I learned that she had been 
involved with music part of her life, which caught my interest as a fellow 
musician. Keeping this in mind, I thought that it would be enjoyable to learn 
about Kathi’s life. At our first visit, after talking with each other for only a 
few minutes, I knew that this was more than just a visit; this was a journey 
that I never wanted to end. I learned that time has no barrier in how much 
you can connect with someone. While music has been one of our strongest 
connections, there is something that Kathi and I can relate to on a deeper 
level: love for others. Kathi not only loves working with people, but also she 
cares very much about how she interacts with others. Her words are few, but 
she is careful in what she says and how she says it, something she especially 
keeps in mind when showing love and consideration towards others.  
When discussing what love has taught her about herself, she said it is 
very important to be cared for and listened to as if you had something 
worthy to say. This is a value that her husband took to heart. Dealing with 
the loss of her husband has not been easy, but she reflects on memories filled 
with love. Kathi remembers her husband as a dear man who loved people, 
loved her, and really cared about people. Reflecting on him, Kathi said, “He 
would be there for you, and you knew he could be there for you.” Pausing, 
she looked off in the distance with an expression filled with adoration and 
sadness, saying, “I loved that man very much.” When faced with hardship, 
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she also looks towards her faith for guidance. She talks to God to help her 
understand why something/someone is making her face hardship. She knows 
life is tough and understands that facing hardship is unavoidable, but how 
someone overcomes hardship can make them stronger than ever before. 
Love and loss go hand-in-hand. Accept both the good and the bad times.  
Kathi has helped me understand that loss is not the end of the world. It 
may feel like it, but the emptiness that comes with the loss of someone or 




A Broken Hip 
Kathi Ensworth 
Alex Scholl, UNI Senior 4E22 
A woman walks into your doctor’s office and asks you to help her 
heal the hip she recently fell and broke. As her physician, what do you say? 
Now, the immediate response for most might be “Well, of course I’d like to 
help you, I’m a doctor.” Now what if I told you the aforementioned woman 
was 97 years of age. Would your response alter? For Alice, it was, “I’m 
sorry, ma’am, but you’re just too old.” A 97 year old lady now goes to sleep 
in agonizing pain, and wakes up just the same as she found herself the 
previous night. 
When I first met Kathi Ensworth, I was immediate transfixed on how 
she could recount and retell a story. The way she speaks so calmly as if 
everything is all right in the world. She doesn’t use big words – she doesn’t 
need them. She doesn’t use phony characters, nor does she take stock in 
making up fairytale endings – they don’t mean much to her. Instead, Kathi 
reflects on real-life happenings which resonate deep within her heart; what 
she considers to be stories that take hold of your emotions and makes you 
think about how to treat people, Kathi shares.  
Kathi is an 86 year old senior in a resident home who recently moved 
to Iowa from Maine due to family matters. She has lived most of her life on 
the East Coast in Massachusetts and Maine, while having lived in Iowa for 
only the past year. She worked as a secretary for a health institution in 
Boston, and retired to a retirement home in Maine. While living on the East 
Coast, Kathi made several friends who she still keeps in contact with via 
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phone call once each month. One person she loves sharing about is her dear 
friend, Alice.  
As Kathi would say, “Alice is a dear friend of mine I met in a place 
like this only about six years ago, and she’s 97 years old!” When I ask Kathi 
how she befriended Alice, the story is always the same, “Well, she’s just so 
positive. I don’t know how a person at the age of 97 can remain so positive 
after all they’ve seen in their life – it’s enough just to make me crazy, and it 
isn’t even my life.” I followed up by asking Kathi, “Is this the only reason 
Alice is so special to you?” She responded adamantly, “Oh, no, of course 
not. She is a very faithful friend. She is very loyal. She is always there when 
I need her, even though she’s a thousand miles away. When we make time 
for others who aren’t around, that to me is special.” 
As I continued to ask more about the companionship between Kathi 
and Alice, I asked if Kathi could share a personal story about her that added 
to their friendship. Kathi took a moment, I would say roughly 20 seconds, 
swallowed, and began, “Well, just recently Alice fell and hurt herself really 
bad. She fell so hard she broke her hip. She called me a few days after it 
happened and told me she went to the doctor because she was in so much 
pain.” As words continued to flow from Kathi’s mouth, you could see her 
blue eyes filling with water like a tidal wave approaching shore. She paused 
for a moment, and began again. “She told me the doctor wouldn’t help her 
with surgery because she was ‘too old.’” “How does that make you feel, 
Kathi?” I replied. “It makes me so sad. Not because she is my friend, but 
because she is a human being who needs help. When did we stop caring 
about people because they are old? It should never matter how old you are, 
so long as you are still a person. I’m 86 years old and I still have feelings. 
Imagine if it was your mother, your daughter, your sister. What would you 
be thinking then?”  
As Kathi continued her account of Alice, I couldn’t help but find 
myself consumed by the idea that she was right – no matter how many times 
we say we don’t do it, people tend to forget those who are reaching the end 
of their natural life. Maybe it is no fault of our own, maybe it’s just human 
nature. So I asked Kathi, “Through this process Alice is going through, what 
do you take away from this experience?” What Kathi told me I will never 
forget; I never expected to hear what I did.  
“What I would like to say is that you must remain positive even in 
times of hardship. No matter how much pain Alice has been through, she is 
still so positive. Even though I don’t understand how she can remain so 
positive with such bad luck, it is a reminder that we don’t always get what 
we deserve or what we need. More than anything, it is a reminder to me to 
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treat others with respect, love, kindness, and sympathy no matter how old 
they are. We should never stop helping someone because of the year in 
which they were born.” 
What one can take away from Kathi’s story of Alice is two things: 
first, it doesn’t matter how old someone might be, age is but a number. No 
matter if a person is 7 years old, or 97 years old, we all have a story to tell, 
and we all have the same desire to be loved. The second thing to take away 
is no matter what you might be going through, it is possible to stay positive. 
Too often we succumb to the pressures of our own lives that we find it easy 
to let ourselves crumble; however, what we can learn from Kathi and Alice 
is, even if you’re 97 years old, have a broken hip, and no doctor will help 
you, you can remain in a positive mindset. As Albus Dumbledore once said, 
“Happiness can be found even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers 
to turn on the light. 
52 
The Little Things in Life 
Elnora Moon 
Shelby Seibert, UNI Senior 4E23 
 After learning that I would be assigned a senior and all of the details 
that went along with that, I was slightly concerned. I had no idea what to 
expect. What type of person would I be assigned and how would they react 
to the questions I was to ask? My nerves were calmed though once I talked 
to my friends who had already taken this class and who had already met with 
their senior. They all seemed to have positive experiences with their seniors. 
I was now looking forward to meeting with my senior and gaining 
knowledge from this experience. 
 I was assigned Elnora Moon and a time was set to meet. I went to 
Elnora’s room to meet her. I knocked three times and no answer. Then 
another senior that was sitting just around the corner led me to the 
lunchroom where Elnora sat, sleeping in the corner of the room.  
My nerves were now starting to resurface. I politely woke her up and 
we went to her room to start our conversation. We started with small talk, 
like how we were doing and the weather. Then I began asking her the 
assigned questions and she struggled to find any answers for them. I didn’t 
know how to react to that because I assumed that these questions might lead 
her to tell stories, but that was not the case.  
I was somewhat disappointed in how things went, but wasn’t too 
concerned considering it was just the first visit. I went to the next visit 
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excited and hoping for more but it was similar to the first and the following 
week was the same. It was a little better and Elnora was talking more but 
still didn’t tell any stories from her life. At this point I wasn’t sure what 
more there was that I could do and was concerned that I wasn’t getting 
anything out of this experience. 
 I was discouraged and frustrated at first but the more I thought about 
it, the better I started to feel. Elnora may not be able to recall any stories or 
have much to say about the topics we discuss but I believe that there is more 
to our meetings than just that. I think that she enjoys seeing me once a week 
and talking about the little things in life and her family, even if she may not 
remember it from week to week. Sometimes all it takes is to just be there 
with the person, it can greatly impact their day. If just spending time 
together and having small talk is good enough for Elnora, then it is good 
enough for me. Seeing her get even the smallest amount of joy from the little 
bit of time that we spend together makes this experience worth it to me. 





Margaret Sondag, UNI Senior 4E24 
 
“Life was simpler  
when everybody was not worried about their image 
and when the world moved at a slower pace.” 
Leone Klein is an inspirational person. She has encouraged me to look 
at my life and appreciate what I have while getting rid of things I do not 
need. Despite all she has lived through, she insists the world was a better 
place back when life was simpler.  
Leone has lived through some of the most interesting points in United 
States history. Leone was born in December of 1917. She has technically 
lived through World War One, the ratification of women’s right to vote, the 
Great Depression, World War Two, the Civil Rights movement, the Vietnam 
and Korean Wars, and so much more. She recounted a time when she was 
driving with her Driver’s Education instructor and the news of President 
Kennedy’s assassination came over the radio. She talked of losing the family 
farm during the Great Depression.  
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She is able to recall tales of learning in a one room school house. 
Leone can tell us of a time when her friends worked in factories to help the 
war effort while she stayed at home with her family. This amazing lady 
insists life was simpler during these times. Being able to hear about these 
points of history from a person who was actually there is awe inspiring. She 
has much to share with the world and we can learn a lot from her.  
Leone fondly remembers fun times with her brother and friends. She 
talks of gathering a group of young people together to lie in the grass and 
just talk. Leone recalled a story when her brother and his friend brought 
Leone and her friend out to a dance in the next town. She describes dancing 
with the young men and having the time of her life. Driving to and from the 
dance allowed time for her to converse with her friends about life and what 
they wanted.  
Leone says that simple pleasures in life, such as being with friends, 
can make a huge difference. She then asked what we loved to do with our 
friends. I told her the story of when my friends and I lay out in the grass to 
watch a meteor shower, simply talking and being together. Leone then told 
me to treasure this memory as it obviously made me happy. She was right, 
when I think of that time I feel at peace and that is how I want to feel in my 
daily life. Leone has taught me to take in every memory especially the 
simple ones. These memories will make up my lifetime.  
Leone says that her friends and family shaped her life and helped her 
become the woman she is today. They raised her to be a good, Christian 
woman. Her life was spent trying to help others. She worked with children, 
including mending the knees of little boys’ overalls at an orphanage.  
Leone was never a teacher but she helped make a difference in 
children’s lives. She told us of a young boy whom she helped while she was 
still in eighth grade. She said that years later he came up to her and told her 
that he was thankful for all of her help. This made her feel as if she had done 
something worthwhile even though the act was so small that she did not 
remember it herself. Leone has made me realize that I am on the right track 
in my life.  
Being a teacher and helping students learn is what I want to do. Her 
stories of that one room school house and the children at the orphanage fill 
me a longing to work with children in my daily life. Being with children is 
one of the simple joys in life that Leone insists we cherish.  
Being with Leone has made me realize that the best things in life are 
simple. Being with friends, cherishing loved ones, and sharing knowledge 
bring these joys. We should all live a little more simply to become happy.  
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54 
Leisure Time with Leone 
Leone Kline 
Samantha Takes, UNI Senior 4E25 
Spending time with Leone Kline is like coming home, kicking off 
your shoes, and having someone there to say “take a load off”. There’s a 
great peace that falls over me when I sit at her table. This woman embodies 
relaxation with her words and movements. Everything about her is measured 
and slow; she knows it, and I adore her for it. 
She has an aura of gentle amusement with life. When I first came 
barging in asking questions in a huff on a busy Wednesday, Leone wrinkled 
her brow at me and kept her calm answering pace, despite my rush. When 
we met, I’m not sure she particularly liked me. Yet, she did her best to 
forgive me for my go-go-go attitude and always gave me a hug at the end of 
our visit. “Have you had your hug today?” she always said with a smile. 
As we spent more time together I made a conscious effort to ease 
myself into the atmosphere of leisurely conversation and hominess. I think 
Leone noticed, and there were a lot less wrinkled brows and a lot more 
laughs. That’s another thing that I love about her; the soft laugh that starts 
her stories. First she exhaled a soft chuckle, then looked inward, as if she 
was seeing old faces and places she’d not thought of in a long time.  
Each visit I grew more comfortable with deviating from the script of 
questions for Leone to answer. I never knew quite where the conversation 
was going to go, but pretty often we fell back to talking about memories 
with family and friends.  
She remembers her father giving good advice that would shape her 
positive, no-nonsense attitude. When she would complain about something 
she didn’t like that happened because of something she did he would say 
“Who told you to do that? Don’t come whining to me.” He taught her to deal 
with the consequences of her actions and to not complain when things went 
wrong.  
Another person that she’s mentioned is her friend Margret. When I 
asked Leone what she admired about her friend she stared right into my eyes 
and said with gumption, “How do you know how you like someone? It’s just 
something you feel and it’s not something you can give a name to.” I was a 
bit shocked by the fiery way she said that. When I thought about it more, I 
realized she was right, and I liked her even more without knowing exactly 
why. 
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Generally speaking, Leone is usually not so fierce, and her devil-may-
care attitude is a large part of what won me over. Not a whole lot bothers 
Leone, except maybe fast talkers and the busy world we live in now. Those 
things get to me too sometimes, but getting a warm goodbye hug and seeing 
Leone’s smile dawn across her face when she says “I’ll see you next week. 
Looking forward to it!” makes all of those things melt away. Relaxing with 





Taylor Timp, UNI Senior 4F26 
 The question I ask myself most in my life is why? Why do I have to 
take this test? Why do I have to learn that? Why do I have to grow up? Why, 
why, why.  As I started my journey, I thought why do we have to take more 
time out our schedules to go visit a senior that we don’t even know.  Little 
did I know that I would be asking even more why questions through my 
experience.   
 One day I stumbled upon my next why question, why did my senior 
want to go out of the room today? And that’s when I met a sweet lady 
named Lillian.  On this day when I met with my senior, Lillian just 
happened to be returning a book to the library and strolled by us.  As Lillian 
approached our table it was obvious that she had a lot to say.  She began by 
discussing the book that she was returning followed by a short conversation 
with my senior about life.  I asked her if she had a student and she proceeded 
to tell me how much she loved her student and considered him a “bonus 
grandson”.  As the conversation withered off she left us with a sweet 
heartfelt reminder, “remember ladies, first comes respect and then love will 
follow.”  As she walked away I immediately wanted her to come back and 
tell me more.  And more importantly I wanted to listen, just simply listen to 
her.   
 That same day as the conversation with my senior came to an end we 
walked her back to her room where we found Lillian outside of her door.  
She gestured me to come in her room to see what she had hanging on her 
wall.  Why was this sweet lady asking me, a stranger, to come into her 
home?  As I entered her room I immediately noticed the cross stitch hanging 
on the wall.  I said to her, “that is a beautiful cross stitch, I use to do them 
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with my grandma all of the time.”  As Lillian locked eyes with me I instantly 
felt overwhelmed with emotion, emotion of missing my grandma.  She 
rested her delicate hand on my shoulder and said “you have good memories 
with her, cherish and remember those memories.”  As tears welled in my 
eyes and I nodded my head she grabbed me and pulled me in for a tight hug.  
My thoughts were how in the world does she know this? Why did I just start 
crying? And can I see her again?  
 This whole short experience had my mind thrown through a 
whirlwind.   Which had me thinking about my final why question, why do 
people come into our lives? After speaking to my professor the next day 
about my experience with Lillian this question was reinforced.  As I shared 
my whirlwind of emotions of who Lillian was and who her family was, the 
real why was answered! I already knew who Lillian was and who her family 
was because I had babysat her great-grandkids for a year.  Now if this 
doesn’t have you asking why do people come into our lives I don’t know 
what will.  
Back to how Lillian answered this question for me and why this sweet 
little lady made such an impact on me? I have always believed that 
everything happens for a reason and people that are special to us are meant 
to be in our lives.  And after meeting Lillian my beliefs have been 
completely reinforced.  And my final why question was answered.  Lillian 
was put into my life that day for a short amount of time to remind of how 
precious memories are, especially memories with loved ones who we can no 
longer make memories with.   
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56 
Unconditional Love, Double Blessings 
Charlotte Lindberg 
Sarah Turner, UNI Senior 4F27 
Charlotte has been a double blessing in my life. First, she has 
reminded me of my grandpa Orville in a time I most needed the reminding, 
the first anniversary of his passing. Though he died of old age in the end, the 
loss still stings a year later and has been eased by the flow of past memories.  
Second, she helped me to gain a different perspective with where life 
has left me not only through the first anniversary of my grandpa’s dying but 
also the anniversary of when my family sat around the phone as we listened 
to the voice message the doctor had left, informing us indirectly that my 
mother had breast cancer. The news was hard to hear because of the fear we 
could be losing my mom in the too near future after losing my grandpa only 
a month before.  
What blossomed from these two parts is perhaps the one lesson I truly 
have taken away from meeting Charlotte. She showed and reminded me the 
place where love lies within my life.  
 I met Charlotte once a week. She would pull herself along in her 
wheel chair with her feet as the guide to meet us. Her hair was gray with 
waves turning to loose curls. Most striking of her features was her ornery 
smile that would peek out from time to time, just like my grandpa’s.  
As we met each week I could tell love was a large part of Charlotte’s 
life. Her family was so important to her. In our meetings I could see the love 
that Charlotte had for her mom. Even more I saw her love for her dad by the 
way she would hold her hand cover her mouth, then close her eyes, and take 
a deep breath all to say, “My daddy was a good man.” It’s never more than 
that, but the pain of not having them by her side anymore is apparent.  
From day one I connected to Charlotte as I recalled my grandpa to 
whom it would be an insult to say anything less than that he was a great 
man. I could feel the same pain in the way she spoke of her dad, as I felt 
about the absence of my grandpa within my life.   
 Charlotte’s love for her family reminded me of all the times my 
family would recount the love my grandpa had for us. He was our 
cheerleader in all we did. He would love my brother and me as we wreaked 
havoc every visit with our constant fighting. He loved my family in our 
crazy and sane moments. Charlotte gave me the gift of revisiting these joyful 
memories of my grandpa.  
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Charlotte has also reminded me to open my heart a bit more and to 
have that same unconditional love for my family that both my grandpa and 
she had. My mom has recently received the news of cancer free scans. The 
toll that everything has had on our lives, though, has changed my family 
throughout the year for better and worse. My dad has changed the most 
drastically. He has become worrisome about everything, like my mother’s 
health, the exact time I will be home, or even the functionality of my car.  
He worries about all the things that could separate or bring us closer 
together.  
After only a couple visits with Charlotte I began to visit home with a 
new mindset to love my dad more. I remind myself that rather than dwell on 
what our past misfortunes have done to change us, it best to embrace them 
and love my family none the less.  
I know with what I have seen in Charlotte and what I remember from 
my grandpa, that through all the changes in this last year and through any 






Miranda Wood, UNI Senior 4F28 
 Helen Walker is a woman who has encountered many adversities and 
struggles throughout her lifetime, yet still manages to be a happy and 
positive person. Every day that I come to visit, I leave with a big smile and 
the desire to stay longer. Through learning of her childhood, married life, 
and current situation, I have felt a strong bond with Helen. 
 Helen has told me much about her life as a young girl. Her mother 
was widowed with 5 daughters, Helen being the youngest. They lived on a 
farm and worked hard. Doing things around the farm wasn't just a chore for 
Helen and her sisters, but it was also a necessity to having a sustainable life.  
 When Helen graduated from high school she ran off and married her 
first husband without even telling her mother. They had two boys together, 
of whom she speaks very fondly. She tells me that her husband was a good 
man, but he had a drinking problem, and she just was not happy. A few years 
after separating from her first husband she met her second husband, who in 
her mind was the true father of her children. Her sons looked up to him and 
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he treated them as if they were his own. Helen speaks so kindly of her late 
husband, and with tears in her eyes she tells me that she was so lucky to 
have found him. 
 Helen sews beautiful rugs and spends a lot of time making crafts, 
doing puzzles, or visiting her other friends. Even in her 90's she is still very 
active. She told me that her children and grandchildren get mad at her for 
never being home to answer her phone. With her animated attitude she 
responds that she isn't going to sit around waiting for them to call. She has a 
lot of energy and spunk after all these years.  
 The conversations I've had with Helen have touched my heart. Many 
times she will look at me with tears in her eyes as she talks about the love of 
her life, as well as the ones she has lost. She is brave about her age, and she 
is aware yet welcoming of the side effects that come with it.  
Although Helen believes she is reaching the end of her lifespan, she is 
still full of love and life. She is filled with good memories, as well as bad 
ones, yet she keeps a positive outlook on what is to come.  I definitely 
admire her courage and her positivity, and I'm so glad to have the privilege 
to have met her. Because of Helen's heart, I am able to open my own in a 
way that I may have never done before.  
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Don’t Write That Down 
Norma Jean Klein 
Brooke Ameling, UNI Senior 6A1 
Isn’t it astonishing that all these secrets have been preserved for so many years 
just so we could discover them?       –Orville Wright 
 
I had the privilege of meeting with Norma Jean Klein on Thursday 
afternoons.  Myself standing at 5’11” on a good day, I was surprised to walk 
in and see a 4’7” woman I would be spending the next few weeks getting to 
know.  What wasn’t surprising was the nickname she preferred us to call her, 
Shorty.  Shorty would finish up with her weekly visits to the hair salon and 
wait patiently for us to arrive.  We exchanged lots of conversation on love, 
friendship, and family.  Among these she felt the most important was family. 
On the first day Shorty opened up to us about her family.  We quickly 
discovered she had 3 daughters who were her pride and joy.  She then 
showed us pictures of her 4 grandchildren and 9 great-grandchildren who 
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made her life a little brighter.  Shorty seemed like an open book.  When 
talking about her husband, Shorty swept us into her love story starting with 
their first date.  After telling the story she quickly concluded, “Don’t write 
that down.”   
The saying became a common theme during our conversations in the 
weeks to come.  She would talk about her life growing up in Waterloo and 
going to school at St. Johns before graduating from Sacred Heart.  We would 
talk about her friends and the things she recalls doing with them, but it 
would be followed with “Don’t write that down.”   
Shorty clearly has been through this process before, and is no stranger 
to the book we are lucky enough to compose at the end.  The books are 
compiled with stories on love, heartbreak, determination, and the incredible 
lives of these individuals who allow us a glance into their past.  Shorty has 
had a few written on her already and keeps them close to her.  Maybe she 
has told all the stories she wants to share?  Maybe she is satisfied with what 
she has passed along to students previously?  Or, maybe Shorty’s greatest 
stories are the ones she likes to share for herself? 
Whatever the case may be, I am thankful Shorty has let me in on her 
secrets.  I will forever be grateful for the time spent together talking and 
often laughing.  If you ever get the chance to meet Shorty, she will truly 
change your life.  The love she has for her family is one thing she will allow 
me to share, and I will never forget it.  I look forward to continuing my talks 
with Shorty and hearing her stories as long as I remember “Don’t write that 
down.”   
 
59 
Gift of Love 
Norma Jean “Shorty” Klein 
Courtney Amundson, UNI Senior 6A2 
If you want to witness someone be overcome with joy, filled with 
passion, and overwhelmed with love, visit with Shorty about children. The 
subject will make her face light up in an instant, and you’ll find yourself 
smiling as well. Shorty babysat children as her job for 15 years. She didn’t 
view it as a job, but as a pleasure.  
Her favorite thing about being around children is how sweet, loving, 
and joyful they are. According to Shorty, the hardest part about babysitting 
was saying goodbye to those precious kids when they became old enough to 
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attend school. Shorty stated, “Such a strong bond is formed when you care 
for children every day, and having them leave your care to enter school 
makes you feel like you’re losing one of your own children.”   
Today, Shorty’s love for children is expressed through her grandkids. 
She has four grandchildren and nine great grandchildren who she adores. 
Her room is filled with photos of these cherished children, as well as 
pictures and cards that they have made for her.  
Shorty’s passion for kids has reminded me of the importance of 
finding a job you truly love, so that going to work every day is a joy. She has 
also taught me to love each one of my students unconditionally and treasure 
the time I have with them. Any child on the receiving end of Shorty’s love 
has been blessed, and my hope is that I will be able to give my students this 
same gift of love.   
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Once Upon A Time 
Ethyl Ackerman 
Katlyn Andersen, UNI Senior 6A3 
We all have events or other facts in our memory that are difficult to 
remember at times and then there are the stories that we never forget the 
details about, no matter how much time passes. In talking with Ethel 
Ackerman, I have uncovered a story from this sweet and genuine woman 
that is definitely not one she has forgotten any detail about: the day she met 
Jack. 
As a teenager, Ethel lived in Cedar Falls, in a house on Catherine 
Street, and worked at one of the little restaurants on Main Street.  She did 
not have a car and therefore walked to and from work every day.  Ethel 
arrived for her shift every morning when the restaurant opened at 6am and 
served coffee and breakfast to customers, many of which were men who 
worked on the street cars and railroad.  They would come in every day and 
she became very familiar with them and her morning routine at work.  
One day, her manager asked her if she would be able to come in and 
work the night shift because they needed some extra help.  Little did Ethel 
know, this day would be a day that she would remember for the rest of her 
life.  This was the day she met Jack. 
Jack Ackerman was a young man who worked for the WCFN 
streetcar system in Cedar Falls.  He also happened to have a daily routine 
that included him stopping at a little restaurant on Main Street after work to 
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get a piece of pie before heading home.  This little restaurant was the same 
one that Ethel worked at every morning, yet they had never crossed paths. 
The night Ethel worked at this little restaurant, she realized the 
situation was somewhat of a set-up.  Her manager knew that Jack would be 
there and planned to have Ethel working so that they could meet.  While she 
was working that night, Ethel got to talking to Jack and truly enjoyed their 
conversations.  Ethel's manager encouraged Jack to give her a ride home 
after her shift since she didn't have a car and would be walking.  Jack 
accepted and happily drove her home after he finished his pie that night.  
Their individual daily routines were altered on that night, leading to the 
beginning of a wonderful relationship. 
Whether he was being polite or he just wanted to spend as much time 
with her as possible, Jack drove Ethel to and from work many times after 
that night.   
They went on to get married in 1941. They both worked at UNI in 
different departments for many years and had three beautiful children 
together.   
Ethel has often mentioned that her and Jack enjoyed spending time 
with each other, no matter what they were doing, and therefore spent as 
much time together as possible in the 44 years they were married.  I can only 
hope that my current relationship will result in the same never-ending love 
that Ethel has for her husband.  This love story is definitely not one that 
Ethel will ever forget and I only wish I have a story as magical as her and 
Jack’s to tell younger generations someday. 
 
61 
A Life in Agriculture 
Chester Worden 
Danielle Armbrecht, UNI Senior 6A4 
Chester Worden’s love for agriculture began as a little boy.  He grew 
up in the country near Dallas, Iowa and attended a small country one room 
schoolhouse.  Growing up, he was a constant, reliable help on the family 
farm and he enjoyed spending time in the barn and the field. In high school, 
Chester was involved with the Ag program and FFA for three years.  Being 
involved in these organizations helped his spark for agriculture grow.  He 
dreamed of running the family farm after graduation, however, his brothers 
took over instead.  This caused Chester’s dream to take a different route.  He 
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still wanted to be involved in agriculture, so he decided to become an 
Agriculture teacher.   
Chester attended Iowa State University in Ames and graduated with a 
degree in Agriculture Education.  He could not wait to share his passion for 
agriculture with students through teaching.  Chester received his first 
teaching job in Maquoketa where he taught for two years.  During his first 
teaching job, Chester realized how important teaching agriculture was to 
him.  Then he moved his family to Dysart where he taught agriculture for 18 
years.  Chester formed great friendships with his fellow teachers and spent a 
lot of time with them.  He shared the value of building relationships with 
other teachers as a support system.   
After his children had graduated from high school, Chester took a 
teaching job in Wellsburg and Conrad for 10 years.   
Later he taught some night classes at Hawkeye Tech in Waterloo on 
crop maintenance and animal science.  This experience pushed Chester out 
of his comfort zone but he really enjoyed it and was glad that he took the 
opportunity.  After many years of teaching, Chester retired and moved back 
to Dysart with his wife.  While teaching, he learned that you should always 
work hard to help others, especially your students. 
Aside from teaching, Chester worked in agriculture for 20 years.  
During those 20 years, he sold feed in Greely and Harvester silos in Grundy 
County.  It was at jobs like these that he learned a lot about himself.  While 
Chester realized that he was not a salesman, he knew where his love for 
agriculture was.  His enjoyment of spending time on a farm lead him to a job 
as a farm hand, dairy herdsman and helping with feeder hogs on a farm 
outside of Cedar Falls.   
One unique job that Chester took was helping survey the land where 
the College Square Mall is currently located.  Upon returning to Dysart, 
Chester remained in the agricultural setting as he worked in soil 
conservation as an assistant engineer.  Chester’s last involvement with 
agriculture was working as a field scout for sweet corn in all of Tama 
County.  Following this experience, Chester retired from agriculture and 
moved to Cedar Falls with his wife.  These experiences helped Chester grow 
to be the person he is today.   
Throughout our visits, Chester and I have been able to share our 
educational experiences with each other and I have learned a lot about what 
education was like when he was in school.  He has also provided me with 
great advice on being the best teacher for my students.  It was great to be 
able to learn from Chester about being a teacher and to see the impact 
teaching had on him.  
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Life Long Prayer 
Juanita Vaverka 
Bailey Bacon, UNI Senior 6A5 
Live life as one long prayer. Never say something that you would not 
say to God. This advice came from my new friend in one of our first 
conversations. Juanita’s large smile and passion for the Lord might cause 
you to believe she’s had life easy, but that would be far from the truth. 
Nothing about the cards she was dealt was simple, but she’d still insist that 
constant communication with God was what got her through it all.  
Before I could even ask, Juanita would conclude each story with God 
being the reason to celebrate. Her story starts in Missouri during the Great 
Depression, washing clothes in the river behind the house. Her biological 
father left when she was three, but as she grew older she desired to see him 
again. She began to pray fervently for God to bring them together. At the 
age of 47, Juanita was surprised to find her father at her doorstep, longing to 
meet with her after all of those years. He was even brought to tears knowing 
all he had missed out on due to his departure some 43 years earlier. Not long 
before her dad passed away he had shown up, just as she had asked. Not 
only did God hear her prayers, but she was able to rejoice in the perfect 
timing that He displayed.  
During high school Juanita dated Bob, a young man whom she found 
she loved spending time with. After breaking up Juanita prayed that Bob 
might come back into her life. She knew the timing wasn’t right, but she 
prayed that their relationship might return when she was ready to marry. On 
one very memorable trip to the bowling alley with some friends, the same 
young gentleman whom she had prayed about walked up to her. Bob 
confidently asked her on a date, and that one date turned into 66 years of 
loving marriage. Years later she speaks of her prayer with God and smiles. 
Bob’s return to Juanita’s life was not a coincidence, but rather a “God-
incidence” and another answered prayer.  
Most recently she dealt with the passing of the greatest man in her 
life, her husband, Bob. She speaks kindly of their last bit of time together 
and shares some of his sweetest words. When she talks about his gentle heart 
you can almost see him kiss her hand and say, “honey let’s get out of here!” 
Even reminiscing on these heartbreaking moments, Juanita can clearly see 
God’s hand. He reveals himself to her all the time through songs, birds, 
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grandchildren, and children. Each, a piece of God’s creation that she 
acknowledges give encouragement and life daily.  
After learning so much about what’s she’s been through, I can sense 
that it wasn’t an easy life that led her to trust in God. Faith had led her here, 
and the stability she found in Him was comforting during these trying 
situations. Juanita encouraged me to find the things that I am passionate 
about and encouraged me to pursue it wholeheartedly, and along the way to 
live life as one long prayer. To honor her valuable advice, we ended our first 
conversation together with a prayer, and we try to only say things we’d be 





Maddie Beeler, UNI Senior 6B6 
From the first time I met Freda Lovejoy, her happiness radiated from 
every corner of the room. I remember the morning I first met her very 
vividly. Not expecting my arrival at 7:30 in the morning, Freda answered the 
door with a surprised, yet delighted expression. Although it was quite early, 
she welcomed me into her home with no hesitation. Her warm spirit 
instantly made me feel at ease. Her kind gesture of inviting in and making 
time for a perfect stranger spoke highly of her character before even 
beginning conversation.  
For all I knew, Freda had been this secure her whole life. However, as 
I later discovered, she had not always been the confident and outgoing 
person that she brilliantly displayed at age 93. Knowing Freda now, I would 
never have guessed she had encountered such trying times. We often hear 
that struggles make us stronger, and Freda’s life is a beaming example of 
that strength.  
Growing up, Freda had always carried with her a love for learning. 
School was especially something she looked forward to attending every day. 
It was not until 1938 when Freda got braces that her enthusiasm for school 
began to lessen. During this time, she developed a speech defect and was 
often bullied by the boys at school. The summer of 1938 was a turning point 
in Freda’s life; little did she know it would change her forever.  
That summer, Freda’s parents agreed to place her in a speech therapy 
camp located at the Wendell Johnson Speech Clinic in Iowa City. Freda was 
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to stay with a woman name Josephine Tucker, who had offered her residence 
to university students or individuals attending the camp held at the speech 
clinic. Freda was, at first, very unsettled living with a woman whom she 
barely knew.  
Freda was the only girl attending camp that summer, and was able to 
progress quickly through the program. Before she knew it, she was 
developing close relationships with the other kids as her confidence in her 
speech increased. One boy in particular had started the program unable to 
utter a single word, and ended the summer in laughter and jokes. Freda was 
amazed to see the change in him, as well as the change in herself.  
Overtime, Freda began to think of Josephine as another mother, and 
developed a close relationship with her since Josephine had no children. 
Freda could now easily communicate her requests and talk on the phone 
with no problems. She had made a complete transformation in a matter of 
two months. Starting off her adventure away from home, scared and 
uncomfortable, she returned from Iowa City a confident and independent 
woman, ready to take on high school in Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Like Freda, I too, began a new experience in my life, visiting with her 
with uncertainty of what this experience would bring. I now realize that 
some of the most influential experiences in our life start out with uneasy 
beginnings. I now understand that expanding the bounds of our comfort zone 





Adam Brown, UNI Senior 6B7 
As soon as you meet Ellie, you feel the warmth of her personality.  
Within seconds, she begins treating you as an old friend, causing you to feel 
like she has cared about you her whole life.  Her personality and charm 
warms the room and brightens everyone’s mood.  Ellie is defined by her 
love. 
 Once you get Ellie talking about something she cares about, it is 
difficult to get her to stop.  Ellie began performing in the community theater 
when her daughter, Kristin, showed interest.  After auditioning for the first 
time, Ellie was offered a lead role, sparking her love of theater and the arts.  
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Ever since then, whenever Ellie talks about her experience in theater, her 
eyes light up.   
Theater is not the only thing that Ellie loves doing.  She has worked 
with non-profit organizations that help people around her, such as Girl 
Scouts.  No matter what she is doing, she wants to be helping someone.  
However, the only time she truly lights up is when talking about her 
children.  Her family means everything to her, and she is never shy to brag 
about her children or talk fondly about times they shared together.  Ellie 
believes that no matter how many people she meets, how many children she 
has, or whatever the circumstance, she will always have enough love for 
those around her.  Ellie is the perfect example of this infinite love.  
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All the World’s a Stage 
Ken Wymore 
Katie Burke, UNI Senior 6B8 
Ken Wymore has lived in Waterloo, Iowa his whole life. When I 
asked him why he never moved away, his response was immediate and 
simple: “The theatre’s kept me here.” Growing up in the theater has taught 
Ken the importance of working hard and staying focused. He has been a part 
of countless plays and struggles to pick a favorite moment or character. One 
of his best performances challenged him to play the villain of Bob Ewell in a 
theatrical adaptation of To Kill a Mockingbird. 
Playing the role of a villain is an incredibly difficult task. People 
inherently want to be liked and appreciated on the stage, but the actors 
playing villains should not seek this acceptance. While a villain may have 
some redeeming qualities, the actor errors if he focuses his portrayal on the 
good. Ken played the villain for all its worth to convey the point of the 
performance; if he did not fully embrace his role, the play would not have 
been as powerful. He always had to remind himself to take off his character 
to leave at the playhouse, as he did not want to bring any of his character’s 
tendencies back to his family.  
Although theater is challenging, it is also very rewarding. Ken has 
been fortunate to work with wonderful cast members, including an amazing 
woman named Ellie, with whom he later fell in love and married. When the 
cast meshes well, the performance really comes to light. The cast has bonded 
not only during rehearsals but also at various social events. Ken has always 
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admired his stage director Chuck Stilwell’s dedication to including all 
community members to achieve greatness, and this plays a part in his 
personal commitment to providing excellent performances.  
Everyone in the Black Hawk County who enjoys theater knows who 
Ken Wymore is and appreciates his contributions to the theater. As a future 
teacher, I hope to apply his work ethic and passion in order to make the 
same positive impact he has made on others.  
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Family is Everything 
Barbara Sterrett 
Karen Darling, UNI Senior 6B9 
 When I first found out that I would be meeting with a senior, I was 
very nervous. I thought we aren’t going to have anything to talk about. After 
the first meeting it was like talking to a long lost friend. Barb told me that 
she was nervous herself about doing this program because she had never 
done it, but her friend and next door neighbor has done it for several 
semesters and told her to do it. She told me that when picking out her UNI 
Senior she ran her finger down the list of names, and stopped at mine. She 
picked me all because of my last name. “Family is everything” is a phrase 
that comes up in every single conversation with Barb. Every time I meet 
with Barb Sterrett we talk and talk about family whether it is my family or 
hers.  
 Barb was born in Cedar Falls, Iowa and was the oldest of three kids. 
She lived with her parents and grandparents. They moved around because of 
her father and grandfather’s job. They moved to Des Moines, and then 
Missouri but then moved back to Cedar Falls. This is where Barb grew up 
and went to school. Barb had barely graduated from high school when she 
met her husband, Warren. She and her girlfriends decided to go to the 
Electric Park on a Friday night for a dance to celebrate.  
While she was there she meet Warren, a World War II Veteran in the 
Navy returned home. During their first date Barb didn’t really like him 
because when he opened a door for her she saw that he was carrying a flask 
in his suit coat pocket on their first date. She knew that her mother wouldn’t 
approve of that flask and neither did she because Barb was raised as in a 
Christian home. But despite the fact that she didn’t like him at first Barb 
slowly fell in love and when Warren asked for her hand she said yes.  
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They lived in Cedar Falls all their married lives but, they loved to 
traveled and camp throughout their lives together. They went to New York 
together to visit family and Texas several times to a RV Camp. They had 
two children a son and daughter, and several grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren.  
When Warren developed Dementia, Barb and Warren moved to live 
in an apartment. Barb says this was one of the hardest things she had to do 
because Warren would say to her “I want to go home” meaning their home 
down the road in Cedar Falls. Barb would reply “We are home Warren.” 
Warren passed away a few years later but he and Barb shared a wonderful 
loved filled life together; one that was filled with traveling, adventure and 
exploring new places. Barb and Warren were married for 60 years.  
 I have learned a lot from my time with Barb. She is a woman filled 
with wisdom, love and stories to tell. She has told me time and time again 
family is everything so cherish the ones that are here. Your friends will 
come and go and change as you grow but family is forever. Family will 
always be there for you, through the ups and the downs in life. After 
spending this time with Barb she has taught me that sometimes you add 
family members even though they aren’t blood, but they are family just the 




You Came Along Way Baby 
Char Bronemann 
Sara Dorton, UNI Senior 6C10 
“Every morning when my eyes open, my mantra is, “What do I get to 
do today?”. This is something that was shared with me through my dear 
friend, Char. Char’s upbeat, kindhearted, and positive outlook on life makes 
me look forward to Wednesday evenings at 4 o’clock. She lightens up a 
room with her contagious smile. You would think nothing bad has ever 
happened or could happen to this kind soul at first sight or through 
conversations. But through many meetings and conversations with Char I 
have learned that her life was never easy.  
 Char was born two days before Pearl Harbor in Clarendon, Arkansas 
but moved over 16 times before landing in Cedar falls, Iowa. Char has been 
very successful in her life. She went to BA Concordia Teachers College, 
Coral Gables University, and Saint Louis University to study education. She 
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taught grades 3, 4, 5, 6, and preschool. She established a Church Daycare, 
nannied for 2 wonderful children (during this time she had children), and 
then went back to school at BV University to study Social work. She worked 
as a Social worker up until she retired in 2007.   
Char has accomplished so much in her life because of the hardships 
she has been faced with, that have made her a more independent, optimistic, 
faithful, caring, and strong willed human being. Her emotional stories have 
taught me that in everyone’s life there are one or more hardships that they 
must deal with. How they choose to act, react, or handle their hardships and 
the situations presented by their hardships define who they are and how they 
really view the world. Hardships may refer to adversities, misfortunes, 
troubles, hard times, problems, or something that cause suffering. They 
accompany us from birth to death, along with our joys and memorable peak 
moments.  
Char handled her hardships by making them be her motivators to 
work harder, change her mentality, and made her realize learning is a fact of 
life. She is not proud of some of the choices she has made in her life but 
over the years, Char has learned to love and accept others for who they are. 
“You can’t keep all the love in the world, you have to share it because 
everyone deserves to feel the feeling of being love”. Char’s hardships have 
made her want to work harder to increase joy, happiness, gratitude, patience, 
and love that were honed through her roles in life.  
In this short amount of time I have spent with Char I have learned so 
much about what life is really about. She has taught me that I should always 
work to instill joy and happiness in those I am surrounded by. You never 
know what your students, friends, or even strangers are going through. Try 
and be their support systems and spread your kindness not your negativity. 
Char has shared with me the formula in which she lives her life by.  This 
formula entails supporting yourself, to serve, to make a difference, and set 
goals for yourself. I will use this formula within my own life to remind me 
of what is important in life and to continue to grow as a person. Like Char 
always says, “I am still working on making a better version of myself, but I 
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Live Love Laugh 
Char Bronemann 
Brandon Doughan, UNI Senior 6C11 
I didn’t know what to expect. I had no prior experience of doing this 
and was extremely nervous. The way Char found me was because she knew 
she was meeting with a girl and a guy, at the time I was the only guy in the 
building so she waved us over; right then and there my nerves went away 
because I could see how excited she was to meet me.  
Each Wednesday at four o'clock, I get to listen to an amazing women tell us 
a story about her life. Once Char took a dollar bill from her father's wallet 
and was showing it off at school and she got in trouble for stealing it.  
Later in life she asked for twenty dollars back and received forty 
dollars, she didn’t realize it until she had already left the store. Her first 
instinct wasn’t to keep the money it was to return it because of what she had 
learned. The second thing she thought of was how the checker was going to 
be short twenty dollars and what could happen to them. This story was one 
of my favorites because she learned a valuable lesson about stealing and also 
thought about someone else rather than herself.  
Each visit with her always consist of laughs whether it’s from her 
stories or us chatting.  Her stories have touched me in many ways because I 
never had the problem of living during that time and day. The amount of 
misfortune she has gone through isn’t fair. She’s had to deal with the loss of 
retirement savings and also the loss of most household goods. However she 
has been able to get through all of this and live a happy life. Char gave me a 
bit of motivation by saying “no matter how painful circumstances are at the 
time, there is always an opportunity to eke out some bits of it.” I will always 
remember this quote she shared with me.  
After hearing all of Char’s stories there are plenty of items I can take 
with me as a teacher. Two things that I remember the most is to always be 
prepared to teach and having connections with people is key because it can 
help you find jobs. As I begin my career as a teacher I will remember my 
time with Char and the information she gave and utilize it throughout my 
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Gotta Do What You Gotta Do 
Jack & Veronica Bickel 
Taylor Duncan, UNI Senior 6C12 
 “Gotta do what you gotta do,” as Jack Bickel would always say when 
recalling his life growing up during the Great Depression. Although it was 
over 80 years ago, Jack remembers it as if it was just yesterday. He was 
raised during this challenging time period making him into the kind hearted 
person that I know him as today. 
 Jack grew up on a farm in a little house with 12 siblings and his 
parents. The boys shared a room and the girls shared another. Back then, 
there was no running water in their home. Jack and his large family would 
take turns using the outhouse in the morning. Every Sunday, his family 
would put on their dress clothes and go to church to worship their God 
altogether. 
 The Bickel family was very poor due to the Great Depression. It 
became increasingly harder to feed the family of fourteen. Jack would talk to 
me about how he boiled the pigs on his farm in order to put food on the 
table. Jack said he would do it all over again if he had to if it meant taking 
care of his loved ones. 
 Growing up this way has taught Jack a lot about hardship. Although 
things weren’t easy most of the time, Jack always told me about the good 
things from his childhood. One of his favorite memories was when he would 
play games with his brothers such as, kick the can. Jack’s love for games has 
never died even to this day. Every time I have visited Jack, he never fails to 
teach me a new game whether it is cards, dominoes, or dice.  
Jack may think that he’s just teaching me another game, but he 
teaches me so much about life and love every day I visit him. He shows this 
through displaying his love for his wife, Veronica.  It shines every time he 
talks and looks at her. Jack has taught me about true strength, what is it like 
to be selfless, and shows kindness without even realizing it. Jack has showed 
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There is Always a Reason to Smile 
Nancy Brockman 
Sydney Grell, UNI Senior 6C14 
Meeting my senior, Nancy Brockman, was one of the neatest things 
that I have done so far at UNI. I was skeptical at first because I was nervous 
to meet someone new and spend a lot of time with them. Nancy quickly 
became the highlight of my week. I am so grateful for this experience. 
Nothing can compare to sharing meaningful conversation with someone who 
genuinely cares what I have to say and in return provides me with 
experiences she has had similar to mine.  
 Monday afternoons with Nancy are a great break in my first day of the 
school week. Nancy always greets me with a smile and is excited for me to 
be there to visit her. When I first began getting to know Nancy I felt kind of 
shy, but she creates such a comfortable environment. I quickly broke out of 
my shell and delved into our conversations. It is not very common for me to 
share personal information with people, but I have felt very comfortable 
with sharing my stories and experiences with Nancy because she is 
understanding and kind about all that I have to say. 
 One of my favorite stories is the story of her and her late husband’s 
love. Nancy and Carl met while square dancing and shared that activity with 
each other for the rest of their lives together. Nancy and Carl were very 
active and enjoyed different hobbies together with their children. Nancy and 
Carl travelled a lot and Nancy has many neat experiences to look back on of 
her and her husband. I hope that I can talk about my husband someday the 
way that Nancy talks about hers. 
 While there are many positive things that have happened to Nancy 
throughout her lifetime, she has had her share of negative and upsetting 
experiences as well. There was the time that her uncle won her a dog from 
Al Capone in a poker game and Al Capone’s men came to try and take the 
dog back from her. But Nancy doesn’t have much to say about the negative 
things that have happened in her life because something positive comes from 
each of them, like Nancy says, “There is always a reason to smile.” Nancy’s 
positive attitude toward life shines through and she has had such a great 
impact on my life.  
 I would just like to thank her for her time and allowing me to come 
into her home and share stories together. I feel very fortunate that I was 
chosen to be her partner because I feel that we share many interests and we 
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were always able to have great conversations. She changed my life by 
showing me that sometimes just talking to someone and understanding them 
you can begin to understand yourself.  That is an important lesson that I will 
carry with me throughout my years of teaching. 
 
71 
Fishing with Marvin 
Marvin Wente 
Emily Havelka, UNI Senior 6D15 
When I first stepped into Marvin Wente’s room, I could tell he liked 
to fish by looking at all of the pictures of his most impressive catches and his 
fishing ornaments hanging on the walls. But little did I know that Marvin 
was a man who lived to fish. Fishing to Marvin was one of his most valuable 
things to do. He told me about how much he enjoyed going on fishing trips 
and spending the day casting out his pole into the water. 
 Marvin has loved fishing all of his life. His fishing career started 
when his dad, Fred, introduced him to fishing at a very young age. Ever 
since then Marvin couldn’t stop fishing.  He told me a story about how he 
and his dad went on a fishing trip the day before bass season started. The 
two of them decided to take the boat out on the lake to see if it was a good 
night to fish by seeing how long it would take to get the first bite. All of a 
sudden his dad caught a bass. He didn’t want to throw the bass back into the 
water, but he decided it was the right thing to do. Marvin expressed to me 
how grateful he is for sharing these moments with his dad, because not 
everyone gets to have these special moments with their fathers. It made me 
realize I am also very blessed to have special moments like these with my 
own father.  
Marvin wanted to be able to share more fishing memories with the 
rest of his family members. Marvin told me the story of when his grandson, 
Jeffery, caught his first fish. Marvin explained to me with a big smile on his 
face about how Jeffery was well prepared to go fishing with him. Jeffery had 
his floppy fishing hat pulled tight around his chin; just like the one that 
Marvin always wore when he went fishing.  Jeffery casted his line into the 
pond and waited to catch a fish. After sitting there for a while with his 
grandpa, Jeffery reeled in his line. Jeffery pulled a bullhead out of the water 
and yelled, “Grandpa, I got one!” This moment was one of Marvin’s favorite 
moments of his life.  
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Sharing these moments fishing with Marvin’s family members are 
ones that Marvin will always look back on. After listening to Marvin share 
his fishing stories and looking at Marvin’s photos, I learned that Marvin is a 




The Three F’s 
Marvin Wente 
Jonathan Haverdink, UNI Senior 6D16 
Everybody faces hardships – some more than others. They are a 
difficult fact of life, and how we deal with them is a large part of our 
identity. Martin Wente, a man who has faced great trials, taught me how he 
deals with them – his three F’s: faith, family, and friends. 
Marvin Wente, an Iowa native, grew up in the 30’s living the farm life 
with a tightly-knit family – a dad, a mom, two younger brothers, and a 
younger sister. His parents raised him in the Christian church, and he 
quickly became established in his faith. He attended a parochial school 
where he made many of his lifelong friends. They enjoyed ballroom dancing 
and fishing together. In fact, at one point they attended seventeen dances in 
nineteen days! It was at one of these dances at the Electric Park Ballroom 
that a pretty girl named Val waltzed into Marvin’s life, and the two fell in 
love. They got married in 1958 and had two daughters together. Things were 
going well for Marvin. 
Fast forward four years to 1962. Marvin’s simple, happy life came to 
a screeching halt. His wife was unfaithful. Marvin was shattered. Despite his 
most gallant pursuits, she filed for divorce in 1975. “It’s tough, but life goes 
on,” Marvin utters resignedly. He met weekly with his pastor for guidance 
and counselling. His pastor was pivotal in helping him process and deal with 
this hardship. “Faith came in and carried me through it with the power of 
prayer.” It wasn’t until after she got remarried that they were on speaking 
terms again. 
With two daughters and no spouse, Marvin dove straight into his 
second major hardship. “I was poor as a church mouse,” Marvin quips. As 
an insurance salesman, he worked eighty hours per week and brought in less 
than $100. “It seems as though whenever I really needed money, the good 
Lord provided.” He learned about a group called Parents without Partners. 
By the providence of God, a good friend of his, Pete, joined the group at the 
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same time. Marvin and Pete leaned on each other for moral support. He 
made many other friends within the group to lean on as well. His friendships 
and support helped him set priorities and regain financial stability. Because 
of this, Marvin was able to support his daughters through college and into 
marriage and parenthood.  
His love for dancing and fishing became a larger part of his life as he 
taught his grandchildren how to dance and fish. Marvin’s life had 
significantly changed from the simplicity he once experienced, but he 
regained a sense of balance. Sadly, his hardships were not over. 
“I would rather waltz than eat,” Marvin chuckles as he rolls his 
wheelchair away from the breakfast table. In 2001, Marvin was diagnosed 
with pulmonary hypertension, and he began to lose his eyesight. He spent 
much of the past fifteen years in the hospital. His health continued to 
deteriorate, and it climaxed on March 30, 2015. He came down with a severe 
case of pneumonia that confined him to a wheelchair. This meant no more 
dancing or fishing. While he was in the hospital, his spirits became so 
downtrodden that he asked God to take his life three times. His family came 
through to help him cope. His new home was just twenty minutes from Bill, 
his younger brother. Bill’s weekly visits are a blessing to Marvin. 
“The Lord has dealt me a few, but now I appreciate the good things 
better.” Everybody faces hardships, but Marvin Wente has taught me how to 
lean on my faith, family, and friends to carry me through. 
 
73 
Love and Compassion 
Veronica Bickel 
Nicole Heinrichs, UNI Senior 6D17 
 Veronica Bickel is one who lives her life with love and 
compassion.  She shows tremendous love for her husband, family, and 
friends that surround her.  Veronica claims, “If you do not love yourself, you 
are not able to love others.”  Veronica lives by these words of advice by 
showing she is happy with whom she is and caring for those she meets. 
 Veronica grew up in a household that was full of love.  She had loving 
parents who moved here from Poland who provided a household for 
Veronica and her many sisters.   
Christmas time is talked highly of Veronica from her childhood. She 
remembers her and her sisters receiving a nickel in their stocking.  She knew 
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it wasn’t a lot at the time, but Veronica and her sisters were grateful for what 
their parents were able to give and provide.  Together Veronica and her 
family created a house full of love. Christmas for Veronica, created 
memories of happiness and the ability to love and appreciate what she had. 
  As Veronica grew, she married and had children of her 
own.  She was able to treat her children just as she had been treated in her 
childhood. She cared deeply for her children and her husband. She found 
love for those around her and carried it on with her in her life and with those 
she met.   
Veronica is married to the love of their life, Jack. Jack and Veronica 
met while bowling. Bowling is an important pastime for both Veronica and 
Jack. Together, Jack and Veronica still enjoy bowling multiple times a week 
and visiting with them.   
 Veronica’s love for life can be seen throughout her life.  This includes 
when she was young and growing into an adult and carrying her love and 
compassion on with everyone she has encountered.   
 
74 
Respect is Earned, Love comes 
Natural 
Marvin Pederson 
Grant Cosselman, UNI Senior 6D18 
 When I came to class on the first day of Human Relations, I had no 
idea that it would be such a literal experience. I was told that I would be 
paired with a person and that I would have to meet for a set amount of time. 
I got the news that Marvin Pederson was my resident.  I was to meet with 
him that following Monday.  
As soon as I found this out, I become nervous. What was I going to 
talk about? What sorts of questions should I ask him? Monday came and it 
was time to meet with Marvin. In just a short amount of time, I was able to 
learn so much about Marvin and was excited to meet again that following 
Monday. This is a little bit about Marvin and the things he has done to make 
him the unique and respected individual he is today.  
Minnesota native Marvin Pederson has many attributes that set him 
apart. At the age of 92, he has learned what the true meaning of love, 
respect, and gratitude is. Marvin at a young age lived on a farm and was 
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expected to help and do his part. Marvin grew up in an age where respect 
was earned, and you do what is asked of you.  
To Marvin, bringing water and coal into the country school where he 
attended was just another motion in his everyday life. The respect and hard 
work that Marvin grew up with stuck with him as he grew as a person.  
Marvin was drafted into the Navy during WWII where he became 
grateful for the things in his life. He remembered his parent’s frantic reaction 
when he got the draft letter in the mail. He knew he had to go and he did so 
with pride. His joining of the Navy only strengthened his hard work ethic 
and his ability to build relationships. 
 After the war, Marvin’s relationship building skills were put to the 
test after he saw Joanne in a government building where she worked, he 
knew he had to get to know her. To Marvin, Joanne was nothing short of 
perfection. Back in a time when there were no cell phones or Facebook he 
used an old fashioned letter that won her heart over. Together, Marvin and 
Joanne had 3 boys and 3 girls and the hard work ethic and respect was 
passed down. Marvin told me he loved watching them grow up and become 
the people they are today.  
He also made it clear to me that from the moment Marvin saw Joanne, 
he knew that they would grow old together and after 50 plus years of being 
together the only thing that could separate them was the passing of Joanne in 
the summer of 2015. Marvin embedded in my head that when you meet the 
person you will marry, you know it. Perhaps the best advice that Marvin 
shared with me was that I should never stop or slow down. I should continue 
to adapt with my environment and if something doesn’t work out, sidestep 
and take another route. Just like being a running back in football, sometimes 
sidestepping can prevent you from getting stopped.  
Going into this opportunity I knew absolutely nothing about Marvin 
Pederson. I had no idea that he was a respected livestock judge who received 
many awards for his attention to detail. I also didn’t know that he had the 
opportunity to be a part of the Honor Flight which he said, “. . . was an 
awesome experience.” He told me that the flight brought back so many 
memories, good and bad.  
After visiting with Marvin I learned so much not only about his life 
but my life as well. The things that Marvin shared with me will have an 
everlasting impact in my life and I plan on taking his advice and using it 
every time it is necessary.  
Not very often do you get the chance to talk to someone who has been 
on this earth for almost a century. The knowledge and experiences that 
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Marvin has been a part of throughout his life amazed me, and if you ever get 
the chance to visit with Marvin he will amaze you too.  
 
75 
Less is More 
Morris & Barbara Kratz 
Erin Keiser, UNI Senior 6D19 
“You don’t work, you don’t eat”, Morris proclaims while reflecting 
upon the days of the Great Depression. Growing up in the 30s, Barbara and 
Morris Kratz learned the value of admirable work ethic and responsibility 
early on in their lifetime. Everyone was poor, but no one knew they were 
poor because poor had become the standard of living. 
Barbara’s mother worked hard on the farm milking cows and caring 
for the cattle. Her father spent his hours on road construction. For the 
children, there was no other option but to work hard to help provide. Living 
on a big farm, all of the children pitched in during the day to care for the 
home by fishing, tending to the garden for food, and babysitting for the 
younger children. As one of the youngest in the family, Barbara herself was 
often watched over by older siblings. There was no complaining. You 
simply did what was needed to survive. 
Nothing was wasted. Every single resource on the farm could be used 
for something. Barbara remembers wearing flour sack dresses around town 
as a young girl. Not being able to afford new toys from the store, Barbara 
made her own fun, creating paper dolls out of catalog dresses. Rolling up 
paper on each side of a shoebox, Barbara and her friends would line up their 
fashionable paper friends to create dollhouse scenes. Morris however, stands 
firm in his belief of work over play, declaring “If you want to kill time, work 
it to death.” Occasionally, Morris entertained himself by picking on his little 
sister with his brothers. During family time, rather than watching TV or 
going to town, Barbara and Morris remember playing card games and 10 
cent puzzles at home with their parents and siblings. 
On special occasions, Morris’s parents would send him to town with a 
nickel or a dime. A nickel bought him three whole scoops of ice cream, and 
the dime, a movie showing at the theater. Families never went out to eat, as 
no one had enough money. As Morris puts it, “Life isn’t all peaches & 
cream”. Sharing special meals together with family was often anticipated. In 
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the summer, the Kratz’s would often get together for large family picnics, 
sharing what little they had with one another. 
Throughout my time with Barbara and Morris, I realized how quickly 
our culture has evolved from one characterized by sharing and togetherness 
to independence and self-sufficiency. The Kratz’s acknowledged that back 
in their day, everyone helped each other out. Morris admits that now, they 
don’t even know their neighbors. 
Although Barbara and Morris were both too young to remember the 
fine details and effects of the Great Depression, they both agree that the 
depression has greatly influenced the way they have lived their lives out. 
The depression taught them both the responsibility to care for themselves 
and those around them. One must work hard to provide, and not get caught 
up in material things. 
As I reflect upon the lessons that were learned by the Kratz’s, I 
consider how I want to be characterized as an educator in the midst of trying 
circumstances. School budget cuts are a reality, I will have students from 
poor families, and there will be more times than I can think of where I feel 
will feel the burden to be creative with the few classroom resources 
available. But, one must do what is needed to survive.  
From the Kratz’s, I have heard about how families pulled together to 
share what little they had for the sake of others. I desire to be a teacher that 
takes her strengths, skills, and supplies and use them to benefit my students 
to the best of my ability. 
 
76 
I Give, She Takes 
Morris and Barbara Kratz 
Marissa Lahr, UNI Senior 6E20 
 “I give, she takes,” is what Morris Kratz will tell you about the 
relationship him and his wife, Barbara Kratz, have. Every Monday evening 
at 7, I have the privilege of sitting down and talking about life with this 
beautiful couple. Sometimes we sip on wine, and sometimes we sip on hot 
chocolate. I guess it just depends on how Barb is feeling at that time of the 
day. 
 We sit, ask questions of each other, laugh, cry, and share stories.  Barb 
gets emotional when we talk about her son that passed away. Morris loves to 
talk about his expertise in fixing radios and T.V’s. We’ve talked about jobs 
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and where they used to live. They’ve told me about their involvement in the 
church and the friends they’ve had. Out of everything we’ve talked about, 
nothing has impacted me as much as the love they have for each other. 
 Barb tried to tell my classmate, Erin, and I that she has always been 
pretty shy. I believe Erin and I beg to differ. Most of the time, Barb reads the 
discussion questions and then answers them. She will then look at Morris 
and say, “Do you have anything to add?” He will then start replying, and 
then Barb will add her opinion again. As she’s talking about her life and 
passions, I can’t help but look at Morris watching her talk. He sits there 
silently, watches her intently, and often nods or smiles at her stories. 
Although she does it often, Morris doesn’t get angry when she interrupts. 
 Barb responds in much of the same way that Morris does. She will 
listen to Morris talk, and she will smile or laugh sweetly at the silly jokes he 
makes. Although I’ve only known them for a couple months, they’ve made 
an impact on my life that has forever changed me. 
 They gave Erin and I a lot of relationship advice during our visits, 
which I happily accept. Who is better to give relationship advice than a 
couple who has been together for over 50 years? Out of all the advice, the 
advice I took to be the most meaningful was to get mad at each other, but to 
not keep grudges. They shared how little fights have changed their 
relationship and how it would have changed more drastically if they held 
grudges. This has helped me make the most of my current relationship. 
 My boyfriend, Trent, and I started dating a couple days before I met 
Barb and Morris. We coincidentally met almost the same way as Barb and 
Morris: we met line dancing, and they met square dancing. I can’t help but 
think about our future together when I meet with Barb and Morris. Will we 
get married? Will we grow old together? Will I be the taker too?  
 Although there are so many uncertain parts about my future, I know 
one thing is certain: I have learned to live, love, and make the most of my 
relationships, and it’s because of my experiences getting to know Barbara 
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77 
One Consistent Love 
Bob & Bev Leahy 
Stephen Sawyer, UNI Senior 
With eighty-seven years of good health, Bob Leahy couldn’t complain. 
He’d lived through good times and bad. He’d moved from town to town and 
job to job. He’d survived basic training during World War II and won three 
golf championships in Iowa. Golf, the game that had never ceased to live in 
his bones brought him toe to toe with legends as prestigious as Sam Snead and 
Cary Middlecoff.  
In Alabama, he insisted on sticking around to finish a tournament 
despite the presence of a hurricane looming overhead. His adventures led him 
as far as Spain to play a few rounds with a group of talented international 
players. At UNI, he worked in the Office of the Registrar, though they saw 
him as family rather than a coworker. Many years of service brought on a 
stream of new technology including some of the first computers to the 
university. His retirement prompted a wave of disappointment, the family he 
had come to know missing his warmth and kindness more and more each day. 
Through it all, his wife, Bev, had been there every step of the way. 
In his eighty-eighth year, everything changed. A mass was found on 
Bob’s back, hampering the mobility in his legs. Nothing could have prepared 
him for the hardship ahead. He was restricted to a wheelchair, having no 
choice but to seek assisted living arrangements. What once were simple tasks 
now became impossible, but for the help of others. Even when the tests came 
back negative for cancer, the life he once knew had seemingly vanished in a 
matter of weeks.  
The bucket list that swirled around in Bob’s mind was cut short as his 
body inevitably failed him. Loneliness had begun to take shape in his new 
assisted living arrangements and conversations weren’t as fluid with his 
friends and family, including Bev, who he had known better than anyone. His 
goals of traveling changed to simply being able to get into a car. The 
challenges of walking were replaced by taking a few short steps without 
falling. Those that knew him couldn’t believe such a terrible thing had 
happened to a most humble and loving man.  
This was the single most devastating event Bob could remember. 
Wheelchair, doctor, and hospital expenses began piling up. Any travel became 
limited to his housing complex. The simple pleasures in life weren’t what they 
used to be. Even tickets to basketball games had to be given away to friends 
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and relatives; he couldn’t always make the trip, resorting to watching them on 
television. The days began blending together, life growing more difficult with 
each rotation of the clock.  
However, there was one consistency that remained throughout this 
hardship. Bev had never left his side. Nothing was more challenging than 
seeing her husband in that state. Even at the worst of times, she stayed with 
him day after day. “That’s love,” Bob said as he reflected on his recent 





Carly Pasker, UNI Senior 6E22 
 Marvin Pederson was just a young boy from Minnesota when he got 
drafted into the military. He was also was fortunate enough to find the love 
of his life at a very young age. These two major events in his life shaped him 
for years to come. The impact that each journey would have on him later in 
life is astounding.  
 Marvin was born and raised in a small town in Minnesota. It wasn't 
until he was in his mid-thirties that he came to the Cedar Falls area. He was 
already married and had children when they decided to make the move to 
Iowa for a better job opportunity. When he was about 20 he saw a girl that 
"just caught his eye" and he knew she was the one. He pursued her and they 
both fell deeply in love.  
They eventually got married and had six beautiful children. Three 
boys, and three girls. Marvin is very proud of all of his children. One 
daughter stayed in the Waterloo area and visits him often. His other children 
moved away to Minnesota, Kansas City, Chicago, and Florida. They visit 
every once in a while. Whenever Marvin talks about his wife, I can see how 
much he truly loved her and respected her. He says there were ups and 
downs, like in every relationship, but they just worked through one thing at a 
time and came out stronger than ever. 
 Marvin was drafted into the Navy when he was young and spent two 
years on a ship. This experience affected him in many ways. His parents 
were upset that he got drafted because they "just knew" he was going to get 
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killed while in the military. However, Marvin stayed strong and completed 
his duty.  
He had the opportunity to go on the Honor Flight that is sponsored by 
Hy-Vee this past year. He spent the entire day in awe at all the amazing 
things he had the opportunity to see.  Marvin talked about wanting to go 
back again one day, and what he would do while there. His hopes and 
dreams for his future are very refreshing and gives me a sense of hope for 
my own future.  
79 
Be Who You Are 
Darlene Bowman 
Jessie Sandmann, UNI Senior 6F23 
When I heard of the friendships that had developed between the UNI 
Seniors and the Seniors that came before me, I didn’t think I would have 
that. It has always been hard for me to form those kinds of bonds, but I find 
myself looking forward to seeing Darlene Bowman every week. She is a 
strong, smart, beautiful woman. Each time I meet with her, I find myself 
discovering more and more little things that tell me who Darlene really is. 
As we talk, I listen to her memories and admire the choices she has made 
and the values she lives by.  
 One of the first things we talked about was her work experiences. 
Both of us have worked in retail and in that business, you don’t always work 
with the most honest people. Some people think they can lie and steal and 
get away with it. When Darlene noticed that something seemed off about her 
coworkers and some of the things they were doing, she informed the people 
in charge. If many of us were in that same situation, we wouldn’t say 
anything. We don’t want to mess with the status quo, even if we think 
someone may be doing something wrong. We wouldn’t want to get people 
angry or upset with us. Darlene didn’t stick with the status quo, and she 
didn’t care if they would be angry with her. She did was she knew was right 
and helped stop someone from stealing again.  
 The memories weren’t all serious though. During one of our meetings, 
Darlene told me about all of the pranks that she pulled on one of her 
daughter’s old boyfriends. This guy was afraid of snakes, spiders, and 
creepy crawlies of all sorts. He was staying in the basement of Darlene and 
Jerry’s house for a small amount of time before he could move into his own 
place.   
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One day, while Darlene was out shopping, she picked up a small, fake 
snake. Later, when she was freshening up his bed, she put that snake right 
between the sheets where she knew his feet would go. That night, they heard 
the old boyfriend as he freaked out and threw the fake snake into their 
daughter's room to get rid of it. He denied everything the next morning, but 
they had heard the commotion and had laughed themselves to sleep. Another 
time, Darlene bought some plastic flies and froze them into the ice cubes. 
She knew her daughter’s old boyfriend would put them in his drink, just like 
he did every day. Years later, these pranks are still providing entertainment 
as Darlene and I laugh at her antics.  
 I have been lucky enough to witness many sides to Darlene’s 
personality through our talks, but there is one facet that manifests in 
everything she does - the love that she holds for her family. Every day, she 
makes the ten minute trek up to the second floor dementia ward to see her 
husband, Jerry. I was lucky enough to be invited along and got to witness as 
she greeted him with multiple small, sweet kisses. The way they interacted 
was as if they had known each other forever, but still had that newly-wed 
feel of excitement and new beginnings. I could see their love for each other 
in every small action.  
 Human Relations class gave me the chance to meet someone I never 
would have normally. I enjoyed spending time with Darlene every week and 
getting to know her. She has become a role model to me. There are many 
sides to her, but she knows who she is and sticks to that. As a college 
student, I am still discovering who I am. But when I do, I will tell people 
that Darlene showed me how to stay true to who I am and become a smart, 
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80 
Teacher Without a Degree 
Norma Schrandt 
Megan Seymour, UNI Senior 6F24 
 If you were to ask Norma Schrandt her biggest regret in life she would 
tell you that she never achieved her dream.  Norma’s dream was to become a 
teacher.   When Norma got married at the age of 17-she let loose of all her 
hopes and dreams. Her hopes and dreams were gone because getting married 
at the age of 17 meant that, by law, Norma was no longer allowed to 
continue her education within the public school system, or go on to a 
university.  Sadly, what Norma fails to see within herself is that she is a 
teacher!   
 Being a mother is a job that comes with many teachable moments.  
Norma had three children and was able to teach them how to be hard 
workers.  While her children were growing up Norma took on many 
different roles: general store owner, maid, waitress, cook, bookstore clerk, 
and a factory worker. Norma likes to refer to herself as a “master of none – 
doer of many things.”  She may not have ever mastered one job but what she 
did master was instilling a hard work ethic into her children.  Norma taught 
her children that the harder you have to work for something the more you 
appreciate it.  
 Norma is also a teacher within her community.  Norma has had the 
opportunity to teach many through the use of cookbooks, she has been a part 
of 5 cookbooks her church has published.  Through volunteer work and 
quilting Norma teaches others to be self-less and do for those what they 
might not be able to do for themselves.   She also teachers this self-less ness 
to the community by providing baked goods to her church that are 
distributed to local nursing homes.    
Norma does not think she is a teacher, but she is.  She taught herself 
hard work and dedication by going back to school later in life and obtaining 
her G.E.D.  She teaches her body to love itself again by working out three 
times a week.  She will teach her grandchildren many things, because she 
hopes to write a book and leave it behind for them.  Just because Norma 
Schrandt never got a piece of paper from a university does not mean she 
isn’t a teacher.  Norma Schrandt is a teacher in many different forms, and 
she is a teacher without a degree!  
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81 
Advice to Live By 
Bob and Beverly Leahy 
Katelyn Urbain, UNI Senior 6F25 
 “Happiness is a personal responsibility.”  This is the most powerful 
advice I have received while talking with Bob and his wife, Bev. Every 
week when talking with this couple, I listen to many lifelong stories that 
include so much advice that I have begun to live by.  This couple is one that 
I will forever look up to as role models, because of the happiness they share. 
Bob and his wife admit to being very fortunate throughout the years. 
From the very short time I have known these two, I know that they have had 
their ups and their downs, but they always stay positive. They have healthy, 
successful children who are raising healthy, successful grandchildren. They 
have always had a house to live in and jobs that they truly enjoyed. Talking 
with the two of them, I know how grateful they really are. They never admit 
to going through any hardships in their past, but hardships are present in 
every life.  However, they have chosen to see the good in life and have truly 
taken happiness into their own hands.  
Just recently, Bob and Bev’s life took a turn. Bob suddenly 
experienced health issues that sent him to a retirement home. The two of 
them agree that this has been the biggest hardship they have ever had to face. 
Even though they know it will be hard to overcome, they both remain 
positive. Bev goes to the nursing home every day to visit Bob.  
During our time together, I can really see the love between the two of 
them. They both talk about how important it is to keep each other happy, 
they even mentioned it while talking about their bucket lists. They 
continually surprise me with how happy they are, even though the 
circumstances.  
“Happiness is a personal responsibility,” is now a quote that I live by 
daily. My life is very comparable to Bob and Bev’s. I cannot say I have 
encountered any hardships to this day. Seeing how grateful they are 
reinforces how grateful I need to be. The love and gratitude they show for 
each other is something that I look up to. The two of them have truly given 








Kylie Weinschenk, UNI Senior 6F26 
Small in stature, with a big smile and an even bigger heart, Norma 
Schrandt has been a giver her whole life. From serving the church and 
community to taking care of her family; she is always there for anyone that 
needs her. I admire the way she speaks passionately about her faith that she 
has been committed to since her youth.  
 I can’t help but smile as she tells her heartfelt stories. I find comfort 
in her soft voice and her contagious laugh. I listen intently and on numerous 
occasions have found that despite the generation gap I am able to identify 
with many ways she has felt throughout her life. We bond over our 
experiences of growing up in rural community with little diversity, our 
closeness and love for family, and our natural ability to care for others.  
She tells stories of her adventures through finding herself and 
questioning her bias. Norma never thought she would get divorced. As she 
tells her story, I can hear and see the pain it still causes her to this day. I can 
see the guilt consume her because she feels she let others down by doing 
what is right for herself. All I want to do is reassure her and remind her of 
the good things that came of it. She demonstrated to her children, 
grandchildren, and now myself; that in order to best take care of those 
around you, you need to take care of yourself first. After the divorce, she 
married Bill and became avid campers and eventually snowbirds in Arizona. 
Along their journeys they were made lifelong friends and a lifetime of 
memories.  
In the short time I’ve known Norma, she has taught me lessons that I 
will always cherish for a life time. She taught me to take the time to listen, to 
slow down my fast past life to make time for my parents. Norma taught me 
the importance of stepping outside my comfort zone or set expectations in 
order to grow. She taught me to question my bias and let people surprise me. 
She has taught me to go after my dreams and not to detour from them for 
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Living with Death 
Ed Amend 
Kelsey Baughman, UNI Senior 9A1 
Death. This is a topic that is feared by many, often conversed about in 
hushed tones, and is faced by all. Ed Amend is a man who has experienced 
death and dying in various stages of his life. He came to terms with the fact 
that it is an inevitable part of life and that it should be an opportunity to 
celebrate a person’s life.  
In first grade, Ed vividly recalls going to a classmate’s house who was 
dying of heart disease. He remembers singing Christmas carols while this 
young boy lay on his death bed, his mother weeping by his side. He was 
quite young and did not fully understand the circumstances, but he became 
intrigued by the process of dying. While telling me this story, Ed 
commented on the fact that a short life is still valuable. It is heart breaking to 
lose a young person, but their life was still important and should be 
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celebrated. This topic of death and dying would continue to be relevant in 
Ed’s life. 
While Ed worked as a pastor in Tulsa, Oklahoma, a member of his 
congregation became seriously ill. Ed became a companion to this man, and 
he visited with him every day. The two men conversed about their lives and 
experiences. Ed saw this man at the end of his days, and he helped him 
through the final passage of life. In this instance he realized once again that 
in the process of the loss of a life we learn to celebrate it. Later, when Ed 
became a professor his interest in death and dying grew further. 
During Ed’s time as the head of the University of Northern Iowa’s 
Department of Philosophy and World Religions he decided to start a class 
called Death and Dying. He made this decision based on his own 
experiences with death, his desire to learn more about the topic, and the 
prevalence of the topic in each person’s life. At that time, a book about death 
and dying came out, which became the basis of part of the class. Ed 
conversed with his students about the differences in the death of oneself 
versus the death of another. They talked about the five stages of grief that 
each person goes through when confronted with death. Ed was surprised at 
the interest students had in the topic, and was overwhelmingly satisfied with 
the class.  
After his time as a professor and enjoying retirement Ed began to 
experience death at a much more personal level. Ed stated that he often finds 
himself thinking about his death while on walks by himself, and he is at 
peace with the thought of dying. “I am grateful to have lived at all and for as 
long as I have,” Ed expressed. He is at ease with himself and the full life he 
has lived. He has raised three successful children with his loving wife, 
Dalila. He has experienced many adventures throughout the world with his 
family. He was a successful professional in his field, and was able to live out 
his dream of owning land with Dalila by his side. Ed is prepared to leave this 
world whenever his time may come. In Ed’s words, “This life is full, 
valuable, and should be celebrated.” 
Through my conversations with Ed I learned the importance of 
celebrating a life no matter how long it was lived because all life is valuable. 
Although death can be a sorrowful topic, it is imminent. Everyone will 
experience death in their life, including myself. Each person should try to 
remember that death does not have to be something that is feared or talked 
about in quiet tones. It is an opportunity to celebrate the life of an individual.  
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84 
Follow Your Heart 
Harriet Goodman 
Grace Bentley, UNI Senior 9A2 
 We have all heard the phrase, “Follow your heart,” when making an 
important life decision. For some reason, our friends and family think this 
will make any life decision easier, but this phrase often causes frustration, 
confusion and sometimes is less helpful than simply flipping a coin. 
 But for Harriet Goodman, following her heart was just what she did 
when she made the drastic move to Africa. Her husband Ralph stole her 
heart at a very young age.  The two shared a special love. After obtaining his 
degree led Ralph to the opportunity of spending an extended amount of time 
in Africa, he accepted and Harriet wasn’t far behind.  
 None the less, Harriet and Ralph Goodman, along with their growing 
family of a toddler and newborn, made the long voyage from California to 
Africa. Being an only child, Harriet had never left home, making this whole 
experience very different and uncertain. As one can imagine, traveling with 
two young children, even to the grocery store, is a challenge. On the trip 
halfway around the world, Harriet became sick leaving both of the children 
in Ralph’s care. This was not the best start to the trip, making their arrival 
stressful and full of chaos.  
 Once getting settled in an English neighborhood, the Goodman’s 
started to establish a home for themselves. This is where the many 
wonderful stories and experiences took place. Harriet was gracious enough 
to share many of these stories with me, but one of my favorites included the 
killing of a chicken. Harriet said many times that as tradition, the white 
women living in Africa were expected to have a houseboy. Although this 
made her uncomfortable, she tried to adapt and treat him with the utmost 
respect.  
She tells of one day the houseboy brought the best chicken from his 
farm to their home to prepare for dinner. He informed Harriet that it was her 
job to kill the chicken, according to the African tradition. Harriet, coming 
from Southern California, knew this was the last thing she was going to do. 
Thankfully, the houseboy took matters into his own hands and cooked the 
chicken for dinner. Harriet and her family were very grateful, but she recalls 
the chicken as being very poor in taste. She told me that she later buried the 
leftovers in the very bottom of the garbage as to not hurt the boy’s feelings 
the next day. 
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 This story made me smile and chuckle the whole time she told it. I 
pictured in my mind what it would look like to live on a different continent 
and adapt to their customs and ways. Frustrating and confusing were a few 
words that came to my mind, but through this story I get the sense that 
Harriet was more appreciative than anything.  
The feeling of gratitude and appreciation is one that followed her as 
she traveled halfway around the world. She took in the African culture and 
way of life for a full year. She found ways to raise her family by giving 
those opportunities to play and learn. I can only hope that I tackle 
opportunities of diversity and change in this way. 
 By following her heart, Harriet was given many opportunities to 
explore Africa over the course of the year. She told about visiting “Treetops” 
and seeing many different animals at the salt lick, as well as attending an 
awesome 4th of July party at the United States Embassy. Through all of 
these stories, Harriet expressed the love for her husband and children, as 
well as those she met along the way.  
 
85 
Be a Pal 
Carlyn Juhl 
Tayler Bovenmyer, UNI Senior 9A3 
It was fall and the leaves were falling like amber waves from the trees. 
Carlyn stood, looking curiously out the window, as her husband Louie 
backed their old grey pickup up to the garage. She knew her three children 
were on the roof cleaning damp leaves out of the gutters, but what she 
couldn’t figure out, was why they would need the pickup for this job. It was 
only a few moments until curiosity got the best of her, and she walked 
outside with a question forming on her lips as her husband Louie parked and 
began to get out of the truck. 
“What are you doing?” she asked Louie over the sound of the 
creaking truck door. 
Instead of answering, he just stood and smiled, and then pointed to the 
roof. Carlyn’s soft blue eyes followed up the ladder and to the roof until they 
landed upon one sight she did not expect. Up on top of the roof stood their 
energetic black lab, Pal, tail wagging, tongue out to the side, and smiling as 
wide as a dog can smile. 
“What the?” Carlyn began, but was interrupted by her daughter Susan. 
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“We taught Pal to climb the ladder!” she exclaimed enthusiastically. 
“He started to climb on his own, but we had to push him up by the 
butt!” Brock laughed. 
“Yeah it was really fun,” her youngest son Tommy interjected, “but 
now he won’t come down!” 
This was not the first time Pal had climbed places most dogs would 
never go. Pal did not like to be away from the ones he loved. When the kids 
climbed the trees and swung from branch to branch, Pal turned into a cat and 
leapt onto the low hanging branches where he would wait and watch 
patiently until the kids were safely done playing in the tree. 
Pal was a protector, and he loved everyone in the family, but most of 
all, he loved Louie. And if anyone asked, Pal was Louie’s dog. Every day 
when Louie left for work, Pal would run as fast as he could to the edge of 
the road, following the little, old grey pick-up until it turned the corner. 
Louie was now safely on his way to work, and Pal would return home and 
wait for Carlyn to wake up and feed him breakfast. 
Even to this day, nearly thirty-five years later, Carlyn, Tommy, Susan, 
and Brock still fondly remember Pal. Pal who demanded to be the center of 
attention. Who wanted to be near everyone at all times. Who would cuddle 
with you when you were sick. He was always there if you needed a friend; 
without judgement, he offered unconditional love. He was a real pal. 
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A Special Home 
Carlyn Juhl 
Cierra Brandt, UNI Senior 9A4 
Carlyn and her husband Louie started building their family home in 
the summer of 1977.  They had purchased a vacant and rundown five acre 
lot just outside of Cedar Falls two years prior.  Carlyn and Louie designed 
the floor plan of the house themselves.  Louie, with the help of friends and 
family, built the house from the ground up.  This house became a family 
home before it was even finished.   
 When the house just consisted of a roof, studs for walls, and plywood 
for floors, Carlyn’s dad, Horace, insisted that his 70th birthday party be held 
there.  The house did not even have lighting yet.  Louie wired his work lights 
into the wires where the actual lights would eventually go.  The food for the 
party was spread across a piece of plywood that was supported by 
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sawhorses.  The guests needed to bring their own lawn chairs in order to 
have a place to sit.  It was a very informal party, but it was a great time.  The 
guests’ moods were not even dampened by the short hail storm that passed 
through.  The storm started out slow, with small pieces of hail.  But, it 
quickly escalated into chunks of hail the size of basketballs resulting in 
damaged cars.  However, the party continued on.  As they watched the hail, 
the guests socialized, reminisced, and joked with one another. Carlyn and 
Louie’s house has been full of laughter, good times, and family and friends 
since before the walls were even up. 
 A year after his birthday, Horace, better known as Shep, asked to be 
remarried in the same place his 70th birthday was held.  By the wedding, the 
house had come a little farther, although still far from complete.  At this 
point, the house was enclosed, but the wiring and studs were still exposed.  
The floors still only consisted of plywood and the lighting was still not 
complete.  The wedding ceremony was held in the morning, so the sun 
shined through the windows to beautifully light the ceremony.  It was a 
simple wedding.  There were no decorations, the guests consisted of 
immediate family, and there was only one maid of honor and one grooms 
men. The decorations weren’t important to Shep, it was the location of the 
wedding that mattered.  Shep was a very proud father of what Carlyn and 
Louie were accomplishing with their acreage.  Shep held pride in his son-in-
law’s, Louie’s, ability to build such a special family home.   
The summer after the house was complete, Shep and Louie put in a 
huge garden together.  Every day, Shep came out to the house to take care of 
the garden, mow the lawn, and watch over the family dog.  He wanted to 
help Carlyn and Louie as much as he could.  However, that wasn’t the only 
reason Shep spent so much time caring for the land.  His work on the 
acreage gave him a chance to do something that he loved and kept him busy.  
Shep continued to spend his time on the acreage until he grew too sick to do 
so. 
 Carlyn and Louie’s house and acreage held a very special place in 
Shep’s heart.  He made many special memories in the house before it was 
even complete.  Shep remained content and at peace when in the country 









Levi De Roon, UNI Senior 9A5 
 When I was first scheduled to meet with Lillian I will admit I was a 
little nervous. I have always been a bit of an introverted person, slow to 
warm up to strangers, but it did not take me long at all to realize that Lillian 
and I had two connections. First, Lillian and I were both practicing 
Lutherans and our faith played an important role in both of our lives.  
Second, as a college student I have always enjoyed studying World 
War II and I was shocked to find out this amazing lady had lived through the 
whole event in Germany. After we met, Lillian proceeded to tell me stories 
of all the amazing historical events she had lived through. My eyes grew 
wider and wider with each and every story.  
 Lillian was a resident in Germany when the Russian troops had 
succeeded in turning the war in their favor and begun to advance toward the 
German borders. Lillian and her family were told to evacuate their houses 
and head west before the Russian soldiers arrived. She drove a tractor with 
many of her siblings and cousins riding along in a wagon. They headed for 
Dresden, Germany in hopes of reuniting with other relatives. They neared 
Dresden on February 13, 1945.  
As they reached the outskirts of the city some German soldiers seized 
the tractor saying it was needed to defend the Fatherland. Lillian and her 
aunt decided to continue to head into town while her mother stayed behind 
with their belongings. As they walked along the sirens began to howl 
furiously. Lillian and her sister were startled and quickly looked for a place 
to hide. They just barely found refuge in a foxhole along the Elbe River 
when the planes began to soar overhead. They were flying so low you could 
make out the pilots faces.  
The bombs began to drop like rain. One after another, they continued 
to fall engulfing the city in flames. Lillian and her sister stayed curled up in 
the foxhole for thirteen straight hours feeling as though hell was raging 
outside. Lillian’s faith was shaken. 
 When the bombs finally ceased to fall they emerged from the foxhole. 
Lillian saw what she thought was a bronze statue but she shortly realized it 
was a woman who had been roasted alive. Buildings were demolished and 
smoke was everywhere. It took a couple days before they could even locate 
their family. The entire city of Dresden was in shambles and many people 
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were homeless. Lillian admitted to me that this was one of the lowest points 
in her life and she very nearly lost her faith after this incident. 
 A couple weeks later many people gathered at the church, which lay 
in ruins, for Easter Sunday.  As they congregated around the church a 
German soldier with only one arm approached. Many people noticed the 
soldier and he began to preach to the crowd.  
As the sunrise rose over the toppled church the German soldier looked 
to the sky and exclaimed “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what 
they are doing.” At this moment Lillian knew if this soldier could forgive 
then she also could forgive. From that moment on Lillian’s Faith grew 
immensely, she remains a practicing Lutheran to this very day. 
 It was through Lillian’s stories that I learned what an incredibly 
strong, wonderful, and intelligent person she truly is. I learned many morals 
from all the stories she told me but one that I will keep with me for the rest 
of my life is simply this: “Sometimes, in order to gain true strength in life 
you must first hit rock bottom.” Always remember when life knocks you to 




That Which Unites Us 
Dalila Amend 
Will Dehogues, UNI Senior 9B6 
 Although Dalila seems to naturally have a welcoming 
and warm disposition, her experiences with travel and diversity 
have shaped her into the person she is. Dalila has spent her life 
experiencing new places and interacting with people from 
diverse backgrounds. Although not every experience was a 
positive one, Dalila learned to look at the good in people and to 
focus on what unites us.  
Through growing up in Puerto Rico, Dalila has always 
been a bit different than the people around her. When she 
moved to the continental US, she could feel that her skin color 
and accent set her apart from the people around her-- and not 
always in a good way.  
 One of the more memorable experiences of 
marginalization she experienced was at a clothing store in Eau 
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Claire, Wisconsin. Dalila needed to exchange a recently-
purchased blouse for one of a different color. With her receipt 
in hand, she explained to the saleswoman that the blouse was 
purchased accidently and that another color was needed.  
The woman behind the counter was indignant, and 
absolutely refused the exchange because it didn’t follow any of 
the store’s “protocols.” Dalila quickly recognized what was 
going on and felt absolutely humiliated as this woman 
proceeded to make up all sorts of reasons why should couldn’t 
help. She took the original blouse and her story back to her 
mother-in-law who was equally upset. When Dalila’s mother-
in-law went back to the store, the exchange was made almost 
immediately, and the manager of the store was notified of the 
debacle. The manager recognized the faults of the saleswoman, 
and personally mailed an apology to Dalila. She still has the 
letter to this day.  
 Through experiences like this, Dalila learned to stand up 
for herself, fellow immigrants, and what she calls “the other 
underdogs of our society.” As a college student in Virginia, 
Dalila wouldn’t stoop to the level of fellow classmates in their 
racist discourse toward African Americans. Dalila had seen the 
good of black people from her upbringing in Puerto Rico, and 
from a young age Dalila knew that everyone was equal.  
 Dalila’s life led her to countless countries throughout 
Asia, Europe, and South America, and everywhere she went she 
learned something new about herself and humanity. In regards 
to her visit to post-Cold War Russia she told me “governments 
are not necessarily representative of the culture-- the people are 
mostly good and hospitable.” This seems to be the biggest 
lesson she has learned throughout her life, and it’s evident in 
the way that she speaks about immigrants in our society.  
Through her upbringing, her travels, and her exposure to 
diversity, Dalila has learned it is that which unites us that 
should govern our lives; and skin color and other differences 








Jasmine Ebling, UNI Senior 9B7 
 “The Legend of the Candy Cane” by Lori Walburg and “The Pine 
Tree Parable” by Liz Curtis Higgs are among my favorite stories. The 
parables my mother read to me as a child corresponded with every season of 
the year; we read winter stories, spring stories, summer stories, and fall 
stories. As I grew older, my mother shared stories like “You are Special” 
and “Because I Love You” by Max Lucado to support me in every season of 
my life. Much like these parables, my friendship with Sharon Terwilliger is 
a simple story reflecting a greater truth. 
 The simple story began the day I showed up to the meet and greet 
expecting to be introduced to a stranger. It continued into our first meeting 
when Sharon told me, “You do not know love until you know God’s love,” 
and into our second meeting when she said, “I believe a good friend would 
be authentic, accepting, and available; they would cherish the time they 
spent with you.” Sentences were added to the simple story when we 
separately prepared responses to the questions written on our cards, the 
guides of our next meeting.  
 The simple story persisted, and when we reached the “halfway” point 
of our meetings, we dared to venture further from the questions printed on 
our cards and began asking other questions as well. We exchanged books 
and book titles, blog posts, quotes, and prayer requests. I found myself 
eagerly anticipating our Monday morning meetings. Because on Monday 
morning, I would get to learn more about my friend, and she would tell me 
she wanted to learn more about me.  
On Monday morning, I would walk out encouraged, full of love, and 
ready to face the week. Until Monday morning came again, the simple story 
would continue as I prayed for Sharon and her husband. When Monday 
morning arrived, Sharon would add to the story because she would say, 
“How can we keep in touch when our meetings conclude and I move away?” 
 Every time I read a parable, I notice one scene that I could name 
“most beautiful.” In the case of the simple story in which Sharon and I are 
characters, one scene is especially beautiful to me. At the end of one of our 
meetings, I gave Sharon printed copies of five blog posts I had written over 
the past several years; Sharon expressed her love of reading along with her 
excitement about reading the posts.  
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She took these pages home with her, and shortly after our meeting, I 
got a text from her saying, “Hi Jasmine, You are a gifted writer!!!!! You 
write from the heart. Thank you for sharing!” The next time we met, Sharon 
said, “I already know you will be a great teacher, but I hope you pursue your 
writing as well.” This sentence strengthened a dream already present in my 
heart; I am grateful for Sharon’s words. Sharon extended hope to me, and I 
extended hope to her as well. Throughout our meetings, she often articulated 
the idea that because I was entering the field of education, she had hope in a 
bright future for the coming generations. Throughout our simple story, we 
strengthened, encouraged, and supported one another. We often marveled at 
the loveliness radiating from our friendship.  
I know from my rich background of parables that you never learn 
anything if you write a conclusion to the simple story, because the end of the 
simple story always lies in the greater truth. The end of this simple story 
rests in the greater truth of friendship. C.S. Lewis once wrote, “Christ, who 
said to the disciples, ‘Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you,’ can 
truly say to every group of Christian friends, ‘Ye have not chosen one 
another but I have chosen you for one another.’ The friendship is not a 
reward for our discriminating and good taste in finding one another out. It is 
the instrument by which God reveals to each of us the beauties of others.”  
 Sharon and I did not meet by chance, and our simple story is able to 
have meaning because God is the author. So much beauty was discovered 
through our meetings, and so much more beauty will be discovered in the 
days to come because our friendship will continue beyond this life. The truth 
is, Sharon and I are sisters in Christ. Because we have the same Father, we 
are continuous reminders to each other of Who we belong to. The best part 
of this story is that it was never about us.  
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Through Christ, Bernie Loves 
Bernie Huss 
Ashley Gerling, UNI Senior 9B8 
With knocking knees, Bernie took a deep breath and beat on the front 
door. This was her answer to the Lord’s call to “go and make disciples.” The 
front door swung open and she was met face to face with the person to 
whom she would share her faith in Christ with. With teeth chattering and 
Bible in hand, she greeted the man at the door. Immediately the man 
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grumbled, “I don’t want to hear any of that religion stuff,” knowing exactly 
why the group of individuals were on his doorstep. With hesitation, the man 
allowed the group to come in and sit down.  
The TV on as background noise, the group sat in the stranger’s living 
room making small talk. Bernie, being the trainer could see the signs of 
doubt in the trainee’s eyes. Knowing the trainee would not speak up and 
share the gospel due to fear, Bernie boldly led the conversation towards 
God. Unknowingly, the man had heard the gospel that day 
This nerve-racking experience is one of many Bernie has had through 
a program call Kennedy Evangelism Explosion. With God as the center of 
her life, Bernie is able to love others because she has witnessed Christ’s love 
for her. This love and desire for others to come to know the joy and hope 
that she has found in Jesus drove her to participate in the Evangelism 
Explosion. This program is a ministry that trains people how to share their 
faith and how to bring people from unbelief to belief. Bernie has been both a 
trainee and a trainer for the program.  
Bernie’s love for God has been made evident by the way she lives her 
life daily. An example that comes to mind is through Bernie’s desire to serve 
others. Throughout her lifetime, she has been given the opportunity to 
volunteer and serve in her church and her community.  
A number of years ago, Bernie began helping at her church to which 
the experience filled her heart with joy. Being able to serve others helped 
Bernie fill the void of no longer working after retirement. With great 
sadness, Bernie has had to step down from her service position at the church 
due to health issues. However, Bernie’s tenacity to serve other people 
remains. She is hopeful that her health will restore itself and she will be able 
to one-day return to the church to volunteer. In the meantime, Bernie 
volunteers at the library at the Windridge Retirement Community.  
Due to Bernie’s courage and obedience to the Lord, she has been on 
mission in the Cedar Falls area for countless years. She has allowed God to 
use her for his glory. Bernie’s love for others and the Lord has been an 
incredible encouragement to me.  
I think back to the first week of the semester, sitting in human 
relations class where I heard that I would be meeting with a senior for 7 
weeks this semester. Immediately, thoughts began to spiral through my 
mind: I don’t have time for this, I’m not good at talking with older people, 
and this isn’t what I signed up for. 
 So the first time I met with Bernie I was nervous, stressed, and had a 
poor attitude. Despite all of my negativity, I left Bernie’s home an hour later, 
feeling renewed and excited to continue to meet with her. Having my own 
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deeply rooted faith in Christ, I was able to relate to her understanding of love 
in terms of it being from God and because we know God we are able to love 
others.  
Through this experience of meeting with Bernie, not only did I gain 
wisdom and advice but also I gained the irreplaceable, indescribable 
experience of meeting a sister in Christ.  
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A Smile Does a Lot 
Joyce Cawelti 
Lauren Gryzik, UNI Senior 9B9 
"Every day is special." Those were the words Joyce used to answer 
our question on hardship. It was my second time meeting with her and I 
couldn't be any more excited to see her again. She was a teacher for well 
over 30 years and now an active volunteer at the hospital.  
Even after two visits, I could tell that Joyce has a huge heart and is 
always willing to help. I have so many questions to ask her about teaching 
which is why I am fortunate to be paired with someone who has so much 
knowledge, care, and strength about her life. Why wouldn't you want to 
listen to her and share your thoughts and life with a woman like this? 
This quote by her clearly struck a chord in me. It struck me enough to 
the point where I had to write about it. We talked a lot during our meet and 
great. I knew that if I wanted to truly get the most out of this experience, I 
would have to tell her a lot about myself. Breaking that initial wall down has 
already started to help her share her life with me.  
When asked how hardship has made her a better person, Joyce simply 
responded with the quote mentioned at the beginning of this story. Joyce lost 
her husband in 2003 to pancreatic cancer. Before she knew it, she became a 
widow in her mid-60's. She told me to never assume that you will have 50 
years. She had so many plans to fulfill with her husband, where now, those 
fulfillments need to either be completed on her own or not at all.  
Giving back to her community by volunteering at the hospital has 
helped her with the grief in the last decade. Grief is a hard emotion to 
overcome and affects us all very differently. Joyce has learned to give back, 
always. By making others feel happy, safe, and loved, well that is a powerful 
thing to do. 
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I admire her outlook on life. I think that is why she was such a good 
teacher. She is calm, which is why I can see how easy it was for her to care 
and listen to others. It is her personality that stands out to me the most. 
Every day truly is special, especially when you are a teacher. This is 
something she has been truly passionate about. For Joyce, she spent years 
inviting students into her safe and caring classroom environment.  
It is only February of my last semester in college and I couldn't tell 
you how many times I have had people tell me how important it is to show 
how much you care for each and every student. Having this established for 
my students allows for myself and other teachers to have many of these 
special days. Although Joyce couldn't have any more special days with her 
husband, I think she has made up for more than she knows by being the 
wonderful teacher that she was. While I may have never seen her teach 
before, I can just tell that she was very special to many students' lives. She is 
already making that impact on mine.  
With that nurture comes the acceptance for all. To be open minded is 
a very important personality characteristic to have as a teacher. Joyce was 
very persistent on making sure that I find as many opportunities as I can to 
watch others teach. Watching how that teacher addresses one another and 
how they phase things accordingly can show me what I need to do in order 
to set up and adjust my classroom based upon what I feel is best for the 
students. I have no doubt in my mind that Joyce created the same thing for 
her students. I began to know more about Joyce, leading me to want to know 
more about how she made every day special for each child in her class. I 
became even more interested on how she built this personality, with certain 
characteristics to herself.  
As a future educator, we know that there will never be a perfect 
classroom and that no child will ever be perfect. To be a teacher, you need to 
be a risk taker. Joyce is very caring and passionate for the things she loves 
and most of the time the passion and care that a teacher has for her students 
is shown when we don’t give up on our students.  
I asked if she remembers a child in particular who was always hard to 
see eye to eye with. She told me about a little gal named Stephanie. 
Stephanie was the naughty girl who always wanted the attention. Joyce said 
how there will be many “middle of the road” children. It is very important to 
please and support our students consistently in hopes of getting them on a 
road that leads to success, emotionally and educationally.  
She said that as a teacher I will focus my time on the ones who excel 
and the ones who cause trouble the most. It is those middle students who 
need that acknowledgement of knowing that they have a place in the 
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classroom but more importantly, the community.  Keeping your word and 
constantly meeting their needs will only prove how much those children 
need you. “A smile does a lot”, she said. Again, just by listening to her talk, 
she is such a nurturer. You can’t save them all they say, but allowing for 
every student to see how much you care will teach them something in the 
end.  
 I see a lot of myself in her. Not only is she a risk taker but a leader as 
well. It is easy for her to be one, she said. Her confidence and commitment 
is another thing I admire. She taught many of her science lessons in high 
school with her teacher and enjoyed it because she knew she was good at it. 
Surprisingly, she never had plans to be a teacher.  College was expensive at 
the time and so was nursing school. Joyce was fortunate enough to receive at 
scholarship from Ellsworth to go to the teacher college, now the University 
of Northern Iowa. Right then and there she knew that teaching was her knew 
path in life and ended up loving every second of it.  
 Joyce originally never planned on being a teacher. Everything 
happens for a reason and most of the time it happens when you least expect 
it. She wanted to do what was best for her and felt that making every day 
bigger and better than the one before, was going to be a great outlook on life 
to have.  
Every day is special. Hardships are dealt with, misfortunes happen, 
forgiveness is possible, and hospitality is learning about what you have and 
who you are comfortable with in your life. Joyce has shared a lot about her 
life with me and I have done the same for her. Getting a better perspective 
from someone who was good at what she did is what I took the most from 














Paige Hardman, UNI Senior 9C10 
“We’re Seniors,” Jo said, as she introduced me to her friends at 
World’s Window. Being “seniors” is just one of the many qualities that my 
senior citizen Jo Wolfe and I have in common. Meeting weekly with Jo has 
been a valuable eye opening experience in which I learned that it can be 
quite easy to find similarities you share with someone, no matter how 
different you may think you are, when you take the time to get to know 
them.  
I was extremely excited to find out that Jo was a former teacher. We 
share a passion for working with upper elementary students, and share a 
respect for educators in primary grades establishing important reading and 
writing skills at such a young age. Exchanging classroom stories was my 
favorite part of meeting with Jo. Teaching for 35 year gave Jo the advantage 
of having more stories than me, however, Jo was always excited to hear 
what stories I had to share about my recent field experiences. I shared one of 
my biggest worries as a first year teacher with Jo: classroom management. 
Jo reassured me that if she could manage a class of thirty-two third graders 
that I will be just fine.  
Jo’s appreciation for good health is another quality I have in common 
with her. Age has not discouraged her motivation to take the best care of her 
body. She finds great importance in staying active by attending circuit 
training classes twice a week, utilizing the workout facility, and walking her 
poodle Frannie when it is nice out. She realizes that you are only given one 
body, and it is important to always take care of it by staying active and 
eating right.  
Although I found many commonalities between Jo and I, there is one 
quality Jo attains that I admire and hope to mirror someday. I admire all of 
the volunteer work Jo does. Despite Jo’s busy schedule, she always finds 
time to give back and donates her time to several organizations in Cedar 
Falls. Jo supports Cedar Falls World’s Window by working one Saturday a 
month. She loves supporting the fair trade opportunity that World’s Window 
promotes by selling a variety of hand crafted gifts from over 30 countries. 
Kits and Quilts is another organization that Jo donates her time to. It is an 
organization at her church that puts together quilts and sends them to people 
in low economic countries.  
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Meeting Jo has encouraged me to reflect on myself, and reevaluate 
what I am doing to give back to my community. Having a busy schedule is 
not a good enough excuse to not help others in need. I am thankful for what I 
have, and realize there are plenty of opportunities to find an organization 
that helps people in need.  
Meeting Jo has opened my eyes to the wonderful possibilities that 
volunteer work can lead to. I'm lucky to have met Jo, and I am thankful for 
the self-reflection that has occurred in my life due to our friendship. 
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All About Love 
Jerry Klostermann 
Nicole Hegewald, UNI Senior 9C11 
“Love has taught me to be a better person” was one of the very first 
things Jerry Klostermann told me when I visited him. He said sometimes 
you need to put someone else’s needs before your own. Jerry experienced 
this first hand with his wife, Janet. After Jerry said his quote about love, I 
knew through this experience I would learn a lot of about love and how to be 
a better person because of it. 
Growing up, Jerry had been close friends with his sister-in-law (even 
though he didn’t expect her to be his sister-in-law one day). On one sunny 
day, his sister-in-law and her boyfriend picked up Jerry in their car to drive 
around the town. His sister-in-law happened to bring along her sister, Janet. 
Jerry and Janet sat together in the backseat and hit it off pretty well. Shortly 
after meeting, Jerry had to leave to serve in the army. Jerry was stationed in 
Germany for three years and didn’t really keep in contact with Janet. After 
returning home, Jerry attended a dance held in Guttenberg, Iowa. The first 
girl he saw standing across the dance floor was Janet. Even after three years 
apart, they were able to come together again. 
 Jerry grew up on a farm in New Vienna, with his parents and three 
sisters. His father died when Jerry was only twelve years old. Jerry grew up 
learning to live with all girls and playing the father role in the household. 
After Jerry and Janet were married, they went on to have four daughters of 
their own, so Jerry always jokes how he loves women more than other men 
normally do. 
 Being the hopeless romantic that I am, I thought the story about how 
they met was really sweet and I knew Jerry would be the guy to ask about 
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love. Jerry said when you’re in love, you should put their needs before your 
own sometimes. Jerry did this firsthand with his wife Janet. Jerry had always 
wanted to buy a camper to go camping, but his wife refused because she 
didn’t want to be the one cleaning it all the time on top of her other chores. 
Suddenly, after they were both retired, Janet went camper shopping with 
Jerry and they bought a camper! With their new camper, they made the 
journey down to Arizona every winter together. 
Throughout the weeks of visiting Jerry, I got some more advice about 
love in general. Janet and Jerry were married for 51 years until Janet 
recently and unexpectedly passed away. Jerry said you know you’re in love 
with a person when you feel a special connection with them, and he had a 
strong connection with Janet until the day she died. Even though his wife’s 
death is one of Jerry’s biggest hardships, he just recollects more of the good 
memories they had together.  
One of my favorite quotes Jerry told me was, “Love is not one sided”. 
He said love is all about communication and discussion. I know this piece of 
advice will be something I carry with me for the rest of my life to not only 





Ellen Jelinske, UNI Senior 9C13 
 A love a father has for his only daughter is indescribable. They say 
that a daughter’s first love will always be her father and that no man will 
ever live up to that. For Harriet Goodman her father showed his love in more 
ways than one. She was an only child growing up in New York City and 
later at eight years old moving to California where she remembers the sun 
being always bright and the fast moving of people and traffic. It was a life 
Harriet, her mother, and father had always known.   
 Harriet had her first date when she was in Junior High to the senior 
prom by a boy that she will never forget his name. Zane was handsome in 
every way and had his eyes on Ms. Harriet Goodman. As she was getting 
ready for this dance she knew her father and mother were going to be 
worried because she had never gone on a date before. As Zane came to the 
door with a corsage as his parents were waiting in the driveway to drive 
them to the dance she gave a hug and a kiss to her first love, her father, and 
she was on her way to the dance.  
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 As Harriet was relaxing and having a great time her father was busy 
doing something else her mother and father were having a conversation 
about their daughter. “I would like to go see Harriet,” said her father as they 
were discussing on what to do. Her mother said, “You are not going she is 
fine.” Her father did agree to her mom that he was not going to go, but 
decided to drive to the dance and look through the window to see how his 
daughter was doing against her mother’s wishes. As he crept towards the 
window to just take a peak of his daughter he got to see the smile that went 
across her face from ear to ear as she was dancing with her date.  This made 
his heart fill with love, as he knew his little girl was not so little anymore. 
 Harriet has showed me a lot about loving her family as well as how to 
love them. She has opened my eyes to realize that acceptance of a family is 
important and to love them all unconditionally. Even though a family will go 
through hard times it is important to remember that they are still your family 
and they will always love you. I am blessed with the time that I got to spend 
with Harriet and it will change my life for the better.  
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Painted With Love 
Betty Warren 
Marvea Johnson, UNI Senior 9C14 
As I walked in to meet my senior, Betty, I was filled with a vast array 
of emotions ranging from curiosity to excitement. I took a deep breath and 
knocked on her door which was adorned with a wreath that encouraged all to 
stop in for a visit. My partner, Alana and I were then welcomed in by a 
sweet but very quiet voice.  
Along the walls and on the bookshelves there were many pictures of 
Betty and her family. I could see that she loved deeply and was loved in 
return through this atmosphere. I positioned myself in the rocking chair that 
faced Betty and two lovely portraits of her late husband, Willy, and herself. 
As an Art Education preservice instructor, it was beautiful to see Betty in 
various stages of her life through these photos. When I shared with her my 
passions for Art, especially painting, she asked that I go into her bedroom 
and look on the wall. 
There it was, an oil painting above her dresser that was similar to her 
portrait on the wall. One could easily see that Betty’s portrait was highly 
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valued and tenderly cared for. The painting was beautiful; however, it is in 
competition with the story behind its making. 
Betty met the love of her life through their high school's rivalry; He 
played for the football team at East, and she was a cheerleader at West. As in 
all beautiful love stories, Betty and her husband worked through several 
hardships as well. Shortly after their marriage in 1941, Betty and her 
husband lost a child and he was then deployed in 1944 through the Air Force 
overseas to Bari, Italy.  
“He was a Nose Gunner for a B-24 Bomber”, the words rolled off her 
tongue with pride. Betty worried every day for her husband’s safety, and 
was comforted when she heard that Willy had gotten blessed by the Pope. 
“After he told me that; I knew he would make it home, I worried 
about him,” she said, and she was right. Willy returned home in March of 
1945. With Willy’s return, he brought many gifts, a dagger from Naples that 
she keeps on her nightstand, and inside a bomb cover was the painting. Betty 
brought up a little known fact saying, 
“The color of the dress was actually green in the picture, but he 
couldn’t remember and knew my favorite color was purple, so the artist 
made it purple in the painting.”  
Betty has kept this painting safe and in the same frame since 1945, 
some of the oil has stuck to the glass so she has had to be extra cautious in 
making sure the glass does not break, or the painting might be destroyed. 
This painting is only one symbol of Betty and her husband’s undying love 
for one another. 
Every story she shared with us always came back to Willy. From 
moving around to places like Omaha and Arkansas, to how happy she was to 
bring home a note from her dentist, proving that she in fact did not have a 
big mouth like he had joked about previously; Willy easily earns the title as 
the love of her life. Willy passed in 2002, and this year, on March 18th would 
have been their 75th wedding anniversary. Betty has one daughter and one 
son in her life to keep her company and share with them her loving 
memories about Willy. 
As an artist who focuses on painting, I reflect on how much impact 
this small act of kindness in a form of a painting has had on my experience 
with Betty. It stands as a reminder that when you find someone you truly 
love, nothing can ever keep them away from your heart. I felt that Willy 
lives on through Betty’s loving words and a true representation of his love 
through the gifts she still holds near and dear to her today. Her love has 
lasted a lifetime, and I know that this wonderful painting will as well.  
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A Race to Margaret’s Heart 
Margaret Satre 
Amber Kisner, UNI Senior 9D15 
 Margaret was a shy but sneaky individual back in the day. She 
attended Randall high school in Randall, Iowa. Day after day she would 
watch her best friend Pauline and Cliff stroll through the hallways together.  
Four years after high school, she had graduated college from St. Olaf 
in Northfield, Minnesota. As she was enjoying a sunny day one summer 
afternoon, her landline rang and she rushed to the phone to answer it 
knowing the person on the other end of the line was spending quite a bit of 
money to make this call. Assuming that it was her mom or dad she answered 
quickly, but she was instantly caught off-guard at the person’s voice on the 
other end of the line; it was Cliff Satre.  
Many thoughts rambled through Margaret’s mind as she wondered for 
what reason Cliff would be calling. She knew he knew her name but was 
surprised that he found her phone number. During high school, Cliff dated 
her best friend, Pauline. He was two years older than her so they didn’t have 
any classes together besides singing in the mixed chorus. The brief 
conversation they had soon led to Cliff asking Margaret on a date to the 
movies the next time she returned home to Randall to visit her family.  
As she hung up the phone, she was filled with butterflies from head to 
toe. She had many questions running through her mind about what happened 
to him and Pauline. He had known who she was and how to get a hold of 
her. She wondered what made him so interested in her that he spent the time 
and money to give her a call.  
When Margaret was teaching in Wells, she was set up on a blind date 
with Reuben. Cliff had not asked Margaret to go steady yet, so she ended up 
going on the date with Reuben. She and Reuben ended up having a good 
time on their date, so they continued seeing each other. While she was 
teaching in Wells, Minnesota, she and Cliff would mail letters back and 
forth to each other in order to stay in touch.  
When she would go back to Randall for a weekend, she would ride the 
bus from Wells to Jewell where her parents would pick her up and take her 
back to Randall. Once the weekend had come to an end, she would have her 
parents take her to the bus station in Jewell and she would ride the bus to 
Albert Lea where Reuben would meet her and drive her the rest of the way 
to Wells. Both Reuben and Cliff knew of the other, but didn’t seem to mind.  
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She continued to date both men for a whole year until Cliff finally 
asked Margaret to marry her. At first she told him no, but a week later when 
they went on another date she told Cliff that she would marry him. Margaret 
was nervous to break the news to Reuben. On the other hand, she was so 
excited for the adventure that she and Cliff would take on. Cliff ended up 




A Second Chance at Love 
Myra Boots 
Rebecca Knepper, UNI Senior 9D16 
Falling in love is exciting and makes life interesting. Finding the right 
person to spend the rest of time with is exhilarating. Love can change a 
person based on the events that happen in their life. Learning about the life 
of Myra has taught me that life is full of surprises, and everything can 
change in the blink of an eye. In the words of Myra, “Early love can change 
very rapidly.” 
 Myra married John on October 22, 1950. They were happily married 
and had two children: Scott and Janane. John and Myra liked to look nice for 
each other on Saturday nights. John was shaving and cleaning up in the 
bathroom. All of a sudden, everything changed abruptly. He came out of the 
bathroom and had a focal seizure. He was transferred to Iowa City. The 
results came back that John had a malignant brain tumor. The doctor told 
Myra he had 6-8 months of good health left to live. About 6-8 months later, 
John had another seizure, he said, “It’s back isn’t it?” John passed away in 
1960 at the early age of thirty-two from a brain tumor.  
 Myra never saw that moment in her life as a hardship. She knows her 
life is a great life that was full of wonderful opportunities. She learned to 
appreciate the small things in life. She looks back at the time spent with John 
with happiness. Even though she went through a difficult time losing John, 
she found the good fortune of meeting her second husband, Ray.  
 Ray and Myra went to the same Presbyterian Church. Ray sold 
insurance. Once Ray built up the confidence to approach Myra, he asked 
Myra if she wanted to sit down and talk. From then on, their relationship 
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blossomed. Ray and Myra found their second chance at love in each other, 
and they were married on May 28, 1966.  
Ray had a stroke two years ago which has been difficult, but has made 
Myra and Ray grateful for all the memories they have with each other. On 
May 28, 2016, they will be celebrating fifty years of marriage.  
 Throughout their marriage Myra learned that love can expand and 
grow. As the years go by, they love each other as much as they did in the 
past. They both have learned the importance of being patient and 
understanding. Myra and Ray’s life has changed because of Ray’s stroke, 
but they appreciate the support they have from their loved ones. Their 
friends come over for gatherings, are patient with Ray, and they make time 
to see Ray and Myra.  
 Myra is inspiring to me because she never looks at the unexpected 
moments in her life as misfortune. Myra sees the good in everything which 
is hard to do especially when life throws a curveball at you. Myra has had 
the opportunity of loving different people in different ways which has taught 
me that “Early love can change rapidly,” and “Love can expand and grow.” 




The Love Between a Woman and Her Dog 
Betty Warren 
Alana Mairs, UNI Senior 9D17 
 Before beginning my experience, I was uneasy about the whole 
experience. I was so used to doing field experiences with children in a 
classroom setting, but this experience was with an elderly woman. The day I 
met Betty Warren was one of the best days of my life. I walked in the door 
of her room, and the moment I sat down on her small couch, I noticed the 
statue of her Yorkie sitting on the stand next to her chair.  I knew right at 
that moment that Betty and I had the same love for dogs, and this experience 
was going to be a great time.  
 Betty always had a dog growing up, and she loved having dogs 
around. Betty could talk for days about all the dogs she had, but there was 
always one dog that always seemed to be the main topic of all our dog 
conversations. Muffet, the Yorkie, was a good, smart dog. Betty adopted 
Muffet in 1983 for $200. Every time this was mentioned we always ended 
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up having a conversation about how cheap that is for a dog nowadays. When 
Betty first told me the Yorkie’s name was Muffet, I immediately thought 
that name had some special meaning to Betty, but, turns out, there was no 
special meaning. She just liked the name. Muffet didn’t like to listen very 
well, and she never wanted to heel when she was told to do so. She did, 
however, know how to sit and give high fives, and, in Betty’s mind, this was 
good enough for her. Betty loved Muffet, and I could tell that dog had a 
special place in Betty’s heart.  
 The story about when Betty adopted Muffet was one of my favorite 
stories. Before Muffet, Betty and her husband had previously had another 
dog, and that dog had to be put to sleep. After that dog, Betty’s husband told 
her they weren’t going to get another dog. Betty cried and cried about not 
having a dog, and eventually her husband gave in. He said they could get 
another dog, but the dog had to be small. Betty and her husband went to go 
pick out the dog. The owner was carrying the dogs, and the moment she 
looked at Muffet, she knew that was the one because she had such a cute 
face. The owner put the puppies on the ground, and a small, 1 ½ pound 
puppy ran over to Betty. The puppy started to untie Betty’s shoe! That was 
the moment that Betty not only picked out Muffet, but Muffet picked out 
Betty.  
 Unfortunately, at age thirteen, Muffet had to be put down. One day 
Betty, her husband, and Muffet were riding in the car. Betty’s husband 
stopped on the side of the rode to let Muffet go to the bathroom. Betty got 
out of the car, she took Muffet out her car seat, and then Betty let her out in 
a tall, weedy grass patch. After Muffet was done doing her business, Betty 
put Muffet back into her car seat, and they were back on the road again.  
During the rest of the car ride, Muffet didn’t want to stay in her car 
seat, and that was the moment that Betty realized something was wrong with 
Muffet. Days passed and Muffet wasn’t getting any better. She was limping 
around, and she would cry all throughout the night. Betty and her husband 
took Muffet to the veterinarian, and that’s when they found out that Muffet 
had been bitten by some animal.  
Betty and her husband had a choice to make. They could either have 
Muffet’s leg amputated, or Muffet could be put down. Muffet was already 
thirteen so they decided it would be best to put her down. That was a tough 
decision for Betty, and, to this day, she misses Muffet.  
 Betty and I automatically made a connection the first time she 
mentioned she had dogs growing up, because I have always had dogs 
growing up as well. I miss having my dog here with me at college, and I 
really wish I could bring her here to stay with me. I can’t because of my 
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apartment lease. To fill the void of not having a dog here with me, I go to the 
Cedar Bend Humane Society on a regular basis just to see the dogs.  
 I’m so glad I had the opportunity to meet Betty, and I’m glad we 
bonded over our love for dogs. Dogs really do have impact on a person’s 
life. Some people don’t understand how a dog can be a man’s best friend. In 
this case, Muffet was a woman’s best friend, and nothing can change the 




Give and You Will Receive 
Myra Boots 
Madison Mannel, UNI Senior 9D18 
 “Always reach behind and bring ten with you.” This is a quote Myra 
Boots was once told and it has stuck with her throughout her life. When first 
meeting Myra, I could tell she had a “get the job done” personality and liked 
to complete tasks right the first time. Myra is no stranger to giving back 
despite her own losses in life. 
 Myra’s family has been struck with cancer as her first husband and 
daughter died of cancer. She is currently the caregiver of her husband, Ray, 
who had a stroke. Even with these misfortunes, Myra has said, “I’ve had a 
good life, and I’ve made opportunities for myself.” The strength of this 
woman is inspiring and how she uses opportunities to give back and grow is 
something we can all learn from. 
 Myra has spent her whole life being involved. From her involvement 
in her church as an adolescent to being the president of her dorm at Grinnell, 
Myra is no stranger to volunteering. She has devoted her time being on 
various committees at UNI. She was the clinic director for the Roy Eblen 
Speech and Hearing Clinic where she made sure her students as well as 
clients received the appropriate attention. She and her husband have given 
back to the UNI community by giving scholarships to deserving applicants. 
Myra and Ray have also made multiple donations to the community as well 
as worldwide. 
 The Boots have also been on the receiving end of giving back. Their 
neighbors will bring food over for her and Ray as well as regular visits from 
friends.  While talking with Myra, she has made it clear that giving your 
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time and commitment to others can really make you appreciate what you 
have and in return help you learn things about yourself.  An individual only 
needs so much in their life before their excess is no longer useful to them.  
Myra’s character and willingness to work hard and give back no matter the 
setbacks is motivating.  
I feel fortunate to have had the opportunity to get to know Myra and 
Ray through her stories. Her dedication and determination is something I 
will remember when working towards my own goals in the future. I know 
the Boot’s contributions to society will have a lasting impact on the 
community for years to come as they have had on me. 
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Sewing Her Way into Your Heart 
Patty Worden 
Morgan Mehrer, UNI Senior 9D19 
Being raised as an only child, Patty Worden has been formed to 
accept everyone the way they are. This gives her the humble personality that 
I have grown to know. In the winter of 1956 Patty officially became a 
Worden by marrying Chester Worden. Together they birthed, molded, and 
clothed 4 beautiful children. 
The more time I spent time with Patty Worden, the more I discovered 
a unique passion of hers to be sewing. From as early as she can remember 
her mother always had a sewing machine in their home. When I asked how 
she officially began to sew, she revealed at a young age she would simply 
watch her mother as she worked. Patty was also left home alone at an early 
age as well, so that was the time where she completed her own sewing. In 
Patty’s eyes, her mother was a skilled and experienced sewer. That made 
Patty believe all the work she constructed needed to be extra spectacular. 
As I stated earlier, Patty was left home alone at an early age. In 
today’s society that may seem a bit unusual, but Patty’s grandmother 
actually lived right next door. Growing up that way just seemed normal for 
Patty Worden. In the eyes of her mother everything needed to be perfect, 
that meant Patty’s work needed to match that idea too. Before Patty would 
ever show her mother her finished sewing product, she would run next door 
to her grandmother’s house and have her critique it first. While time 
continued on, Patty advanced her understanding of binding, embroidery, 
pleat, seam, facing, and much more sewing techniques.  
It wasn’t until after graduation when Patty became the owner of her 
first sewing machine. Although, it was not long before she had a collection 
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of six sewing machines. As a married couple, Chester and Patty were always 
finding themselves moving from town to town but that never stopped Patty 
from sewing her three girl’s clothes along with some of her own. “Men's 
clothes aren’t as fun to make”, declared Patty. I learned she only created a 
leisure suit and a few shirts for Chester. One of Patty’s greatest 
accomplishments sewing was the creation of her daughter's wedding dress. 
This story starts with her daughter looking through a wedding 
magazine and coming across a wedding dress that she fell in love with. As 
Patty described this story to me she explained they were headed to a bridal 
store soon after. Upon arriving to the store they learned they had the same 
dress in stock. So of course her daughter tried the dress on and fell more in 
love. You may think this is the end of the story, but not quite yet. As Patty 
was raised from the sewing perfection of her mother, she decided to create a 
replica of this dress for her daughter.  From that instance on, Patty took 
pictures of her daughter in the dress and used the magazine photo to help her 
recreate the masterpiece.  
What made this story so incredible for me was the amount of time and 
effort that Patty put into generating this dress from scratch. My brother is 
getting married soon, so I was able to understand the cost of weddings and 
wedding dresses. In addition, I model bridal gowns on occasion so I know 
the complexity that can go into one dress. As Patty explained her process of 
recreating this dress, she would measure the distance between the buttons 
and the lace in the picture and then scaled it out to what it would look like in 
person. The amount of time that it took Patty to create this masterpiece is 
undeniably an amount of time that will never be given back, but that is 
simply fine with Patty. 
Patty Worden continues to do some sewing and knitting today, but not 
as much because of back issues. During our time together I realized just how 
Patty had sewn her way into my very own heart. She told me that as you 
grow up you begin to realize that it isn’t about you anymore and you just 
begin helping other more. I catch myself following in the footsteps of Patty 
here. With a busy college schedule I seem to always find one way or another 
to help someone out. Whether it be taking a shift for someone at work or 
helping a roommate out with homework, I try to fit in the needs of others 
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101 
Family of Students 
Joyce Cawelti 
Ashley Meyer, UNI Senior 9E20 
 “Family always comes first.” This is a piece of advice given to me 
from Joyce Cawelti. Upon learning Joyce was an educator, I began writing 
down questions ranging from life in general to life in the classroom. I was 
excited going into this experience for the opportunity to get advice from 
someone who has already made a career in teaching. I never knew how 
much of an impact that advice would make on me.   
Growing up on a farm in New Hartford, Joyce was an only child with 
over 58 first cousins. One of her greatest memories from school was, “It was 
like a big family, we all knew each other, and we all took care of each 
other.” I can definitely see this exemplified through her sweet and nurturing 
personality. After only knowing Joyce for a short time, I can already tell she 
is an amazing woman with a lot of great stories.  
Her classroom was like one big family as well. When asked how she 
ran her classroom Joyce replied, “We were like a family, we all took care of 
each other. We wanted to make sure everyone was safe all the time.” Over 
the years with her classroom family, Joyce recalls students who had a lasting 
impression on her. In one experience she shared with us, a young girl was 
hard to handle. She gave Joyce attitude, and this was very stressful. Joyce 
never stopped trying to reach that girl and never treated her differently than 
the other students. She later learned the girl never changed and treated other 
teachers in the same way. This taught me you can’t take everything to heart 
as a teacher because you never know what situations children are dealing 
with at home. You can only create a positive place for those children in the 
classroom. 
When the conversation transitioned to how rewarding it feels to be a 
teacher, Joyce shared how she loved to see the children she once taught 
build careers and families of their own. Joyce shared a story of a young man 
who had trouble with reading in school. A couple weeks ago, Joyce ran into 
his mother and she shared with her how he is now a lawyer. The excitement 
on her face when sharing this story said it all, she was so proud. She truly 
viewed her students as part of her family 
 Joyce lost her husband Gary to cancer, but instead of being alone she 
shared various life events with her friends. This includes everything from 
weekly visits to Panera, to going on cruises. From the tragedy of losing her 
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husband, Joyce learned many valuable life lessons. She and her husband had 
a whole life planned after retirement. They wanted to travel and enjoy life to 
the fullest. Joyce shared how important it is to enjoy any chance you can 
have to spend with family. From this, Joyce learned not to put too much 
focus on the future because you don’t know what will happen. Since the 
future is uncertain, Joyce shared how important it is to be cautious about 
what you say to other people--you may not have the opportunity to mend the 
situation later. 
 “Who is in your family?” When this question came up, Joyce had her 
phone ready with pictures of her children and grandchildren. Her eyes lit up 
as she told stories and shared memories. Joyce stated how important it is to 
her that she treats all of her grandkids equally.  
While listening to Joyce talk about her family and sharing stories of my 
own, I felt like I really related to Joyce. While discussing the high points and 
struggles of our experiences, it was like I was talking to someone I have 
known for years. It’s not hard to see how her classroom was like one big 
family. 
 Joyce is a truly talented woman who has touched my life in more 
ways than she will ever know. Sometimes in the classroom, the little 
problems seem so big and we often times lose ourselves in the shuffle. One 
day, I hope to be able to have a classroom where my students feel as though 




A Blessing and a Curse 
Shirley Burbridge 
Lannon Noble, UNI Senior 9E21 
 Walking in to meet Shirley for the first time felt very normal to me.  I 
had never been there before, but was at the time, spending many of my 
weekends in a nursing home visiting my grandfather, who ended up passing 
away on January 21st.   
Meeting Shirley and having conversations with her feels very much 
like the ones I had with him.  It’s a blessing for me to be able to spend time 
with a woman that reminds me so much of my grandpa so near to his 
passing.  However, it is also a curse to think that this time won’t last forever.  
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Shirley has taught me many valuable lessons about life and about family that 
I will always remember and use in my everyday life. 
 Through Shirley, I was able to realize how grateful I was to be able to 
spend so much time with my grandfather and listen to his stories.  It’s 
important to get that time in before it’s too late.  As time goes on, it is easy 
to tell that Shirley is having more and more trouble remembering her past 
and being able to tell her stories.  I can, at times, see her frustration, but at 
other times she tends to laugh at herself and moves on.  She does her best, 
but her obvious struggles are discouraging, or they would have been if it 
weren’t for her constant sass and appreciation of me being there with her.  
Shirley is a prime example of what it’s like making the best out of a 
situation. 
 Shirley reminds me so much of my grandpa in so many ways.  She is 
caring, stubborn, sassy, and has an undying love for sweets.  There is a 
specific time I remember when all of these traits came together and I 
couldn’t help but smile and be thankful for her.  It was my second time 
visiting with Shirley and her daughter had just bought her a box of ice cream 
bars.  She remembered they were in the freezer and all of a sudden just had 
to have one.  I offered to get one for her, but she insisted on getting up to get 
it herself showing off her stubborn sassiness.  As I helped her to the freezer, 
which took some time, she kept telling me I needed to have one too.  As I 
turned her offer down, I saw an instant sadness come across her face.   
She cared so much about being a good hostess and making sure that I 
was comfortable, that when I said no to the ice cream bar she thought she 
failed.  We got to the freezer, she grabbed an ice cream and said, “I really 
wish you’d have one.”  It was at that moment I couldn’t say no.  Together 
we enjoyed our ice cream and good conversation.  By the time we were 
finished, we were both laughing and sad that it was time for me to go.  As I 
left, I remember thinking to myself how excited I was to get to know this 
woman and to see where this journey takes me. 
 Shirley has been an inspiration to me.  She has been somewhat 
difficult to get to know, due to her health, but through this it has made me 
into a better person.  Because of Shirley, I have been talking to my 
grandparents more often, reaching out others in order to get to know them 
and, maybe, make a new friend, and just being genuinely happy with myself 
and my current life experiences.  I will always cherish these times with her 
and will continue to grow from the memories we made together.  I will show 
to others the compassion she showed me in hopes of creating a new bond 
similar to the one that I created with her 
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103 
A New Comfort Zone  
Mary Jean Dickson 
Elizabeth Noser, UNI Senior 9E22 
 Mary Jean was a very shy child growing up. Her father worked for a 
telephone company and they moved five or six times before she finished 
elementary school. Moving so often in a short period of time can lead some 
children to be shy and introverted. Mary Jean was also an only child, another 
possible reason for being shy. This shyness continued until she found a new 
job and career path.  
 After graduating high school, Mary Jean went to the Iowa State 
Teachers College, now the University of Northern Iowa. She was in a two-
year program to become an elementary school teacher. After teaching 2nd 
grade and then 1st grade for about ten years total and her three children 
became teenagers, Mary Jean became a dietary aid.  
Mary Jean was a dietary aid, which included preparing the food for 
the residences and running the dishwasher. She loved her residences and the 
staff like they were her own family. This was a love that could break a 
shyness of an introverted personally that could last a lifetime. Luckily that 
shyness and introverted personally was broken and grew into a passion for 
other people that still exists to this day and it all started by smiling and 
saying hello. 
Mary Jean now sends words of encouragement to her friends and new 
residences. She sends hand written letters and cards to friends, family, 
residences, and anyone who needs a little encouragement or a pick-me-up. 
Mary Jean now uses a wheelchair, another comfort zone she has to 
overcome. Like many of us Mary Jean doesn’t like relying on other people 
to help her. She is unable to do some of her favorite things like sewing, 
needlework, and gardening. She hasn’t yet built a new comfort zone yet 
around her new reality. Luckily this has not stopped her for continuing to 
show an interest and love in other people. 
When she saw the passion in herself and in others, Mary Jean’s 
comfort zone was broken. She starting talking to people she worked with 
and her patients by smiling more, saying hello more, and asking people 
about themselves more. This continues today. No matter who you are; there 
is a smile, a hello, and a caring personality is waiting for you in Mary Jean. 
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104 
A Recipe for Sassy Squares 
Shirley Burbridge 
Lindsey Powell, UNI Senior 9E23 
Upon meeting Shirley, I automatically fell in love with her sass. I will 
never forget the evening she asked if I had ever been to the bar? When I 
replied no, she proceeded to explain it was the kind of place you could go to 
be with your husband...or somebody else’s! As my jaw fell in my lap, she 
giggled and whispered softly, “But I didn’t say that.” She was always 
making jokes and felt she had the right to speak her mind, never mind who 
may be listening. However, she could never hide the fact she cared more 
than most about everyone around her. This became even more evident when 
discussing our love for baking.  
 Baking was something she enjoyed a great deal in earlier years. It was 
an incredibly freeing activity where she could feel nothing but joy as she 
baked. Now, she expressed how disheartening it was she did not have an 
oven she could cook with. She described how she was not allowed to bake 
anymore because her balance and strength was not strong enough to 
complete the task. When she attempted to bake, staff would scold her and 
say, “You could start this place on fire.” This was both disheartening to her 
and myself, due to my love for baking; I was able to understand how this 
may affect her negatively.  
In an effort to change the negative atmosphere, I asked what her 
favorite thing to bake was, and her response was beyond something 
incredible. “Pineapple squares!” she piped as a smile drew across her face. 
But soon, she gave me another answer.  
She told me, it doesn’t matter what you bake, whether it’s pie, cake, 
or brownies. That is not what matters. What truly matters is what you put 
into your baking, what you get out of it, and who you share that with. She 
told me the most important ingredient in baking isn’t flour, eggs, or sugar, 
but love and care; because baking has the ability to change how people feel. 
She gave an example of baking cookies for someone going the loss of a 
loved one. A single cookie does not contain the capability to make people 
feel loved, needed, or cared for. The flour, eggs, and sugar do not contain a 
magical substance to make an individual feel any given emotion. But the 
love shown, the care felt, and the compassion for that loved one has the 
ability to change minds, make people feel wanted, and show love.  
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After pondering on this idea, acknowledging how much I agree with 
it, quick as a hiccup, she smiled, with a glisten in her eye, and whispered, 
“I’m just kidding, it’s all about the chocolate chips!” It were these moments 
of love and sass that allowed Shirley and I to develop a friendship. Certainly 
Shirley was someone I will frequently remember, and whenever I bake, I 
will always strive to bake with the amount of sass, care, and love she 





Britney Schindler, UNI Senior 9E24 
 Anyone who’s familiar with Margaret Satre knows that faith, family, 
and friends are her main priorities in life.   Margaret’s family had lived on a 
farm with a garden growing and animals grazing, enough to supply meat and 
vegetables for the entire family. Therefore, she considered herself healthy 
and wealthy during her childhood.  However, what some people may not 
know about her are the misfortunes from her past.  While living through the 
era of the Depression, Margaret didn’t fully grasp how truly poor her family 
was until one particular episode of her life.  
 Until a cold, snowy winter night arrived on Christmas Eve when 
Margaret and her family were traveling home from her grandparent’s house 
who happened to live nearby.  Her family had a very old, poor running car 
and couldn’t afford a newer vehicle during the Depression era.  As they were 
traveling home, with her sister Vivian sitting next to her in the backseat, and 
her parents in the front of the car, the snowfall began to strengthen.  Her 
father could no longer see the road as the harsh snow blocked all sights, and 
soon enough they found themselves in the ditch over 2 miles from home.  
Margaret was trapped in a scary adventure. 
 Off in the distance, they found a farmhouse to which they could walk 
to.  It appeared that nobody was home, however dogs were barking like mad 
and her family was afraid to knock on the door.  They turned around and ran 
into the barn to stay warm where they found farm animals peacefully in their 
stalls.  Her brave father decided to grab a flashlight and venture out into the 
blizzard to which he was lucky to discover the farmhouse was unlocked with 
nobody home.  As her family slowly walked into the home, they found a 
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warm stove in the living room to cuddle around during this dark and cold 
night. 
 Then all of a sudden, they heard a knock on the door only to discover 
another family of four had also slid into the ditch and discovered the 
farmhouse.  Now there were eight people settling in this farmhouse, none of 
which actually lived there.  They decided there was nothing else to do except 
go to sleep until morning arrived.  As the sun rose, breakfast was prepared in 
this new found home they did not own.  Margaret’s family wasn’t sure how 
the home owners would respond to finding a houseful of visitors, but the 
farmer’s kindness of the misfortunate event had restored her faith in 
humanity.  She had never felt so terrified in one night, and then so relieved 
the next day. 
 Margaret described this experience as one that she would never forget, 
even though she had only been six years old at the time.  She realized that 
this was one of those hardships that taught her how to be conservative and 
grateful for what she had.  It’s important to take life just one day at a time 
and to expect the unexpected because you never know what you’re going to 
face in life, but you’ll always come out stronger because of life’s challenges.  
Margaret has taught me so much in the short amount of time that I have 
visited with her and I am very grateful to have received this learning 




The Great Migration 
Jerry Klostermann 
Allie Thomspon, UNI Senior 9F25 
During wintertime in Iowa, there is one topic you can never avoid: the 
miserable weather. This was true for Jerry and me the first day we met. It 
was a bitter Tuesday morning, and the forecast called for a snow apocalypse-
level blizzard within the next few days. Predictably, the conversation 
quickly turned to the incoming storm.  
“I hate winter,” I was quick to admit. “I don’t like the cold or wind, 
and I really don’t like snow.”  
Jerry agreed with me. “When my wife was alive,” he told me, “we 
spent twelve winters in Arizona.” 
Instantly I was intrigued. Spending the winter away from the cold, 
depressing Iowan weather sounded like a dream. My grandparents are proud 
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Winter Texans, so I knew it was common for people to spend winters 
outside of Iowa after they retire. Jerry said he heard about the ‘settlement’ in 
Arizona from his daughter’s in-laws. They had spent a handful of winters 
down there and were urging Jerry and his wife Janet to join them for the 
season. With all four of their daughters grown up and the threat of “a nasty 
winter ahead,” they decided to buy a camper and head to the warmer states 
after Christmas.  
And nasty it was, Jerry recalled. Getting to Mesa that first year was 
truly precarious. They had left on a fairly sunny day from their house in 
Tripoli, Iowa, but as they drove south the weather got continuously worse. 
As luck would have it, their route was closed off due to a freak blizzard in 
the Great Plains! Jerry had to drive all the way down into Texas, swinging 
through El Paso on their way to Mesa. The trip that usually took them three 
days ended up taking five. It was worth it once they made it, he assured us.   
One year as they made the winter migration down to Mesa, Arizona, 
they made a pit stop in Las Vegas. Janet’s sister lived in the area, so she and 
Jerry set up their camper in her backyard for a month before they drove the 
rest of the way to Arizona. Every day the group would do something new 
and enjoy the warm Nevada weather. Spending time with people you care 
about, Jerry would say, that’s what’s important.  
That was the best part of spending winters in the park, he told us. 
People from all over the country would come to spend a few months in that 
park. Every year they had a new neighbor to get to know, and new friends to 
make. One year, their neighbors were a retired TV cameraman and his wife. 
They were traveling the world in their camper. They told Jerry after their 
stay in Arizona they were going to drive to Florida and then ship their 
camper to Europe for a few weeks! The freedom and joy in the park was 
contagious and it always brought people together. There, in the park, Jerry 
got to connect with people he never would have met otherwise. Many of the 
returning campers became close friends of Jerry’s, and he and his wife 
would spend their summer months looking forward to their winter migration.  
In the summers, the park owners would have reunions where all their 
Winter Arizonan guests could get together and catch up. Jerry and Janet 
would pack up their camper and go spend the week wherever the retreat was 
being help. They loved getting to see their neighbors and friends after 
months apart.  However, after he recounted his stories about the fun, Jerry 
became serious. “Iowans are versatile,” he told us. “We can adjust to 
anything. What’s really important is the people we have around us – no 
matter the weather.”  
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Derek Varner, UNI Senior 9F26 
 The reason I took Human Relations was because I knew she had her 
students would meet with a senior citizen every week, talk about things and 
get to know each other. I thought this was a great idea and I couldn’t wait to 
meet the person that was assigned to me. Then finally the day came and I got 
to meet Duane Terwilliger. Duane and I have a lot in common, he loves to 
fish, I love to fish, he loves sports and I love sports, but more importantly he 
is a former teacher and I’m going into teaching. So I knew I was going to 
learn a lot from him and that I did.  
 Duane grew up very poor, his family didn’t have a lot of money so 
they didn’t have the nicest clothes. Duane said he and his brothers would get 
teased a lot about the clothes they wore to school, usually behind their backs 
but they sometimes would hear. Neighbors knew they were poor so 
sometimes they would give them second hand clothes. In high school Duane 
was a very good athlete, but his coach wanted all the athletes to buy 
matching shoes; Duane couldn’t afford them so his coach got mad and didn’t 
play Duane as much. This all really set the stage for Duane and made him 
into the person he is today and who he has been his whole life.  
Duane knows what it’s like to grow up poor and he knows what it’s 
like to be teased and not have all the nicest things like the majority of people 
have. So as a teacher and a person he has more empathy for students and 
people that have rough backgrounds. Here’s a quote from him, “People are 
like snowflakes, everyone’s different, so accept me for who I am, and accept 
other people for who they are. You don’t know what other people have to go 
through or have gone through.” This really stuck to me, it’s easy to judge 
people and treat them poorly based on those judgements and that’s why I 
think this quote is really important.  
Duane also said as a teacher and a coach he wants to give his 
underdogs a chance because he knows what it’s like. Duane also said “Star 
athletes are going to get first or second every time, there going to do what 
they always do, but it’s the other athletes that really matter and make or 
break the game.” That’s why it’s important to focus on all your athletes 
rather than just the star athletes.  
He also does a lot for his community, he helps by collecting old soda 
cans and then using the money to buy holiday meals for poor families that 
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struggle to put food on the table. He also volunteers a lot of his time to 
people in need by mowing their lawns, snow removal, running errands for 
them and other miscellaneous things. But the best part is Duane doesn’t 
expect or want a thing in return. One time he helped out a guy in his yard all 
day long and at the end of the day the guy asked, “so what do I owe you?” 
and Duane responded, “$4,444 dollars and four and a half cents. As soon as 
you give me the half cent I’ll take the rest. All I really want is your 
friendship and coffee.”  
This story really just shows you who Duane really is, always looking 
to help for nothing in return. Duane won the Kossuth county volunteer 
award and then later that year he was named Iowa volunteer of the year.  
When I first came into this class, Duane was exactly the person I’d 
hoped to get and more. He taught me so much more than I expected him too. 
I hope to be half the man Duane Terwilliger is someday, always willing to 
give the shirt off his back without asking for anything in return.  
Duane really values the small things in life, not the materialistic 
things. Friendship and family are two of the biggest things and life and 
Duane has taught me to never forget that. As a teacher, don’t forget about 
that student that has nothing and comes to school every day in the same 
clothes, instead make it a point to go and talk to him and form a positive 
relationship with the student, give the student something to smile about. 
Thank you Duane. 
 
108 
Ready to Go Home 
Bernie Huss 
Aaron Wendt, UNI Senior 9F27 
 “I really hope that I can have that attitude someday,” I said to Bernie. 
I had a solemn tone to my voice, although my true feelings were that of 
admiration. 
“Well you haven’t lived near as long as I have, Aaron,” she 
responded. “Once you’re around as long as I’ve been, you might be able to 
relate.” 
I’ve learned plenty from Bernie Huss. Her stories and experiences 
teach me to embrace a different perspective in life. Even though Bernie has 
taught me plenty of new things, her stories reinforce values I already have, 
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but to a much further extent. Therein lies the worth of my time spent with 
her. 
At the age of 80, Bernie has been blessed with a good life through the 
years. However, as of late, her health has been anything but a blessing. This 
is a story of how she has used her medical misfortunes to appreciate the 
good luck she’s had all along. 
Around ten years ago, Bernie went in for a back surgery. Although 
everything went well initially with the surgery, her recovery time was 
interrupted by an awful infection that caused an odd malady in her brain. 
She developed giant cell arteritis, an ailment that causes swelling of the 
arteries near the brain and causes issues ranging from headaches to strokes. 
This set her on a course that she may never return from. 
The problems she’s been having since then are all related with the 
milieu of medication that have been prescribed to remedy her continuous 
issues. Since her infection after back surgery, her immune system has been 
functioning poorly and making her susceptible to all sorts of illnesses. One 
that sticks out is her recurring cases of pneumonia. Bernie has had 
pneumonia six times in only three years. It’s an understatement to say she’s 
cheated death. 
Through this roller coaster of events she had leagues of support from 
her family though. Bernie has received the finest medical attention; she often 
visits the Mayo Clinic, once even being airlifted to there.  
While her children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren have been 
there for her every step of the way, her husband, Tom, deserves special 
recognition. “Tom really takes care of me,” she’ll tell me. As soft spoken 
Bernie is, every time she says this I can tell that her words are actually a 
boisterous chorus of gratitude for her husband. Even through his own health 
issues in his old age, Tom puts Bernie first and cares for her unconditionally.  
A love like this is worth its own separate story altogether. 
After Bernie told me about her laundry list of health misfortunes, she 
turned the conversation to a more serious, spiritual one. “I know I’ve been 
through a lot. After all of it though, I can say that I’m ready to go home.” 
Bernie wasn’t talking about her childhood home of Grundy Center. She 
explained that her experiences had brought her closer to her Savior, and she 
was at peace with going to heaven. 
I couldn’t help but to feel a little shocked when she said this. How 
could I look anyone in the eye and agree with them that they were prepared 
for their own death? After the initial shock faded I instantly felt overcome 
with inspiration. I was in the presence of the most convincingly morally 
sound person I have ever met. 
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I immediately let Bernie know that I was full of admiration for her. 
She was sincere in what she said;  she doesn’t know how to be anything but 
sincere in fact. We joked that her friends and family tell her she’s already 
used her “nine lives,” but while spending those nine lives she learned more 
about her spirituality and herself than most living people can say. 
This exchange propelled me on a path of introspection. “How can I 
ever be so at peace with my fate?” I thought to myself. Bernie revealed that 
her sage knowledge and inner peace was a product of her experiences and 
age, so I in fact can’t reach that level at least not right now. Earning this 
attribute through years of experience and a life well lived is the only way.  
At any rate, being with Bernie and encountering the human condition 
in such rare form opened my eyes. I’ve only visited with Bernie Huss a few 
times, but I can admit that I won’t be able to bear the thought of knowing 
she’s passed away. We’ve honestly become friends through this experience. 
Her accounts of a long, well lived life will stick with me no matter where 
she is though.  
I derived a subtly taught lesson that explained where she’s been, who 
she is, and where she’s going. Bernie is content with her life. She’s going 
home. 
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Memories that Once Were 
Barb Turner  
Thaddeus White, UNI Senior 9F28 
Barb Turner is a beautiful soul. She may not remember a lot in her 
most recent years, but she is a wonderful person to be around. Every meeting 
seems like a fresh start, because Barb always welcomes you at the door as a 
new friend. I have met Barb more than six times now, alongside my partner, 
Erica. We have learned various things about Barb Turner. We learned early 
that she is a widow. Barb seems somber about being a widow, but who 
wouldn't be, she lost the love of her life. There has been no details into how 
his passing, only that he went before she did.  Even with that hardship Barb 
still looks towards a bright future. 
 Even though Barb doesn't recall a lot, she remembers moments of her 
daily life. She recalls waking up every morning to walking her cats and dog 
alongside her husband. When taking her pets for their daily morning walk, 
Barb says that she preferred taking the cats more than the dog. The cats 
would stay close by even with leashes. The dog had to move to every single 
spot of grass so that it could mark its territory. After the dog was out of her 
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life, Barb continued to walk her cats in the morning. This is one aspect of 
Barbs life that brought her joy. It was just her, her husband, and her cats. 
The more we visited with Barb she would remember more about use. 
Once I learned that Barb is chocoholic! And wouldn't want to be?! I love 
chocolate too! From that point on whenever we met Barb would mention 
chocolate at one point or another in our meetings. Barb and I have a lot in 
common. We love to watch Frasier, we love chocolate, and we love to see 
people who haven't been around in a while.  
While visiting Barb we meet during “shift change.” Shift change is the 
time when the orderlies change between day and night shifts. Barb always 
makes sure to announce the change, because she loves to meet different 
people. She also tells us that she misses the other orderlies, but it just means 
she gets to enjoy a new bunch till the morning. Much like myself, Barb is a 
night owl. She is sleeps during the day and stays up at night. She says that 
she loves to watch Frasier after midnight and knit. Also Barb is caring. 
Much like the grandmothers of TV, she wants to make her guest happy. 
When Erica and I arrive she wonders if we would like a snack. Of course I 
decline because it is her food not mine. 
Barb tells us that she has worked and now lives at New Aldaya. I 
asked her what she liked best about working there and she just said she 
didn't remember a lot, but she knew she loved talking to the residents. She 
hasn't traveled much; she has been to two states which are Virginia and 
Iowa. I didn't get an answer to why she was in Virginia, I think it has to do 
with the fact that she was a pastor's wife. I know from my experience with a 
pastor in my own church that they tend to move around to the communities 
that need them most.  
She has German heritage. I told her I had British roots and Erica had 
Dutch. We then talked about those countries and how none of us have been 
to them. Barb said that she wanted to, but never got around to it.  Her family 
consists of her two adopted daughters. One of which is married to a U.S. 
ambassador. Barb doesn't recall where they are currently operating out of 
she just knows that her daughter goes with her husband all over the world.   
She has grandchildren but does not know much about them. She is 88 
years old, and is about to have another birthday. She grew up in the 
depression and recalls eating, soda crackers, and milk. I asked my mother 
about growing up as a child of a depression survivor and she said that a lot 
of depression values and practices were carried down to her. She also had 
meat a few times. Sometimes she was lucky to receive expired meat and on 
those days, she felt like she was the richest person in the world. 
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Barb doesn't have just one story. She has a lifetime of events that 
made her into a wonderful person. Even after all of our meetings I am just 
curious to see what events happened in her life that shaped her to become 
such a cheerful person. She grew up in the depression, so she didn't see a lot 
of joy in the world, early in her life, but what happened during that life is 
what led her to forget the pain and struggle, and embrace a brighter 
tomorrow.  
 
EPILOGUE :  Tell Us More 
Alia Afzal, UNI Graduate Student 
If a person wants to deal with the agony and perplexity within oneself, 
then there is no great way to do it other than reading and contemplating on 
the true life stories. Stories, whether or not fiction or nonfiction touches 
one’s soul and bridges the gap between the world of oneself and the world of 
other people. This is what these stories do to its writers and readers. They 
open the door to enter new, vibrant, and colorful perspectives to look at 
life.  Whether it is a cute love story, or lesson on gratitude, a record of 
hardship or nostalgia associated to a place and person, a moment to 
remember or to find a purpose of life, or a story of lifelong friendship. 
Each story is about amazing people who have dedicated their life to 
something which defines them and have earned experiences which is worth 
sharing with us. These stories give us access to people's inner life; people 
who are old and invisible till they become visible to the young generation by 
connecting to us the lives which have potential to transform our life.  
A fiction writer, Mary Higgins Clark said, “When someone is mean to 
me I make them a victim in my story.” Rather, I would reverse this quote 
and say when I value someone I make them a hero in next story. People who 
have shared these stories are heroes.  These young writers value them. Every 
single page has a tale of heroism, the book shares with us.  
Each of the stories has something unique to express, but there is one 
common thread which connect all the stories with each other and with the 
readers. All of them ask one quintessential question, “Who am I?” These 
stories ask us to take a moment and divulge into our own soul and think 
about why I exist, do I matter? Can I become one of these examples?  
These stories have a power to change and to bring change in other’s 
lives because they carry hope, gratitude, love, courage, and compassion with 
them.  The stories bring us into conversations with lives which gives us the 
glimpse of life full of contentment of mind. 
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